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: CHAPTER-I : 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1. A ghastly incident of fire in coach S/6 of Sabarmati Express train 

happened in the morning of 27-2-2002, near Godhra railway station, in which 59 

passengers travelling in that coach were burnt alive. Amongst the victims 27 were 

women and 10 were children. Other 48 passengers had also received injuries. 

Most of the victims were Ramsevaks (also referred to as Karsevaks). This incident 

(hereinafter referred to as ‘Godhra incident’) had happened sometime between 

8.00 a.m. and 8.20 a.m. near ‘A’ cabin within the Godhra railway yard. Sabarmati 

Express train had started from Muzaffarpur on 25-2-2002 and on its way to 

Ahmedabad about 2000 to 2200 Ramsevaks had boarded the train from Ayodhya. 

They had earlier gone from Gujarat to Ayodhya at the instance of Vishva Hindu 

Parishad  to take part in ‘Purnahuti Maha Yagna’, which was a part of ‘ Ram 

Temple Nirman’  programme organized  by some Hindu religious organizations. 

 

2. Understandably, this incident was very widely reported by the electronic 

and print media. On the next day morning the head line on the front page of  

‘Gujarat Samachar’, a leading Gujarati newspaper of the State, having very wide 

circulation, was “UMWZF :8[XG[ N[XGL ;F{YL AA"Z VG[ XZDHGS 38GF”  “ 8=[GDF\ &_G[ HLJTF H,FJL 

N[JFIF”   (Translated into English  it would read .” The most barbarous and 

shameful incident of the country at Godhra station.”  “ 60 persons burnt alive in 

the train.”)  Another  leading Gujarati daily ‘Sandesh’ had reported: “ UMWZFDF\ &_ 

lCgN]VMG[ HLJTF ;/UFJFIF “ VIMwIFYL ZFD ;[JSMG[ ,.G[ VFJL ZC[,L ;FAZDTL V[S;5=[;G[ lC\=;S 

8M/FV[ E0S[ AF/LP”(Translated into English, it would read   “60 Hindus burnt alive in 

Godhra”. “A violent mob sets ablaze Sabarmati Express train bringing Ramsevaks 

from Ayodhya”).  English newspapers “The Times of India” & “Indian Express” 

have   wide circulation in Gujarat. Title of the report in The Times of India was: 
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“57 die in ghastly attack on train. Mob targets Ramsevaks returning from 

Ayodhya.” In Indian Express the title was: “ 58 killed in  attack on train with Kar 

sevaks.” In another English daily ‘Asian Age’  the title was : “1500-strong mob 

butchers 57 Ramsevaks on Sabarmati Express”.  All the reports relating to that 

incident  in substance stated that the train was first  attacked  with stones, 

windows of  coach S/6 were broken and  burning rags and petrol were thrown in 

that coach. 

 

3. The Gujarat Government suspected this incident as a part of conspiracy 

hatched by some Muslim terrorists of Jammu-Kashmir with some Muslim 

fundamentalists of Godhra to spread terror and create fear in the minds of  people 

of Gujarat. According to the State Government, it was decided by the  

conspirators at Godhra, as a part of larger conspiracy, to attack  Karsevaks who 

were to return from Ayodhya by this train. In pursuance of that conspiracy, this 

train was stopped  and attacked near Godhra  station with stones etc. and 

thereafter its coach S/6 was set on fire by throwing burning rags and petrol 

therein.      

 

4. The Godhra incident had sent shock waves through out Gujarat and led to 

wide spread disturbances within the State. These subsequent incidents of 

communal violence in the State (hereinafter referred to as “Post-Godhra 

Incidents”) had started from the evening of that day and continued for two-three 

months. Some of those incidents were very serious. About 1100 persons were 

killed and many were injured. Properties worth crores of rupees were damaged or 

destroyed. Considering seriousness of the events and public demand for having an 

independent inquiry, the Government of Gujarat decided to appoint a 

Commissions of Inquiry, under sec.3 of the Commissions of Inquiry Act, 1952 

headed by a retired Judge of the High Court of Gujarat. Accordingly the State 

Government, by a notification dated 6th March, 2002, appointed Mr. Justice 
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K.G.Shah, as the Commission of Inquiry. The terms of reference stated in the said 

Notification are: 

“(1) To inquire into – 

(a) the facts, circumstances and the course of events of the incidents 

that led to setting on fire some coaches of the Sabarmati Express 

train on 27-2-2002 near Godhra railway station; 

(b) the facts, circumstances and course of events of the subsequent     

incidents of violence in the State in the aftermath of the Godhra 

incident; and 

(c) the adequacy of administrative measures taken to prevent and deal 

with the disturbances in Godhra and subsequent disturbances in the 

State; 

 

(2) To ascertain as to whether the incident at Godhra was a pre-planned and 

whether information was available with the agencies which could have 

been used to prevent the incident; 

 

(3) To recommend suitable measures to prevent recurrence of such incidents 

in  future.” 

 

 The Government also made applicable to the Commission all the 

provisions of sub-sections (2) to (5) of section5 of the Act.   

 

5. Within a short time the Government of Gujarat found it necessary to 

reconstitute the Commission in public interest, by converting the single member 

Commission into two members Commission headed by a retired Judge of the 

Supreme Court of India. Therefore, the Government by a Notification dated 21st 

May, 2002 appointed one of us (Mr. Justice G.T.Nnavati,)  as a member and 

chairman of the  Commission. On 3-6-2002 the Government amended the 
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6thMarch notification and included within the scope of inquiry the incidents of 

violence that had  taken place in Gujarat till 30th March, 2002. Again on 20-7-

2004, the Government amended that notification of  6th March and  widened  the 

scope of inquiry.The  following two clauses were  added : 

 

“(d)  Role and conduct of the then Chief Minister and/or any other 

Minister(s) in his council of Ministers, Police Officers, other 

individuals and organizations in both the events referred to in 

clauses (a) and (b); 

 

(e) Role and conduct of the then Chief Minister and/or any other 

Minister(s) in his Council of Ministers, Police Officers (i) in 

dealing with any political or non-political organization which may 

be found to have been involved in any of the events referred to 

hereinabove; (ii) in the matter of providing protection, relief and 

rehabilitation to the victims of communal riots (iii)in the matter of 

recommendations and directions given by National Human Rights 

Commission from time to time.” By that notification the 

Government also included within the scope of inquiry the incidents 

of violence that had taken  place till 31-5-2002. 

 

6. Unfortunately, before the Commission could complete its inquiry, Mr. 

Justice K.G. Shah died on 22.3.2008. The vacancy caused by his death has been 

filled up by the Government, by appointing Mr. Justice Akshay H. Mehta, a 

retired Judge of the High Court of Gujarat by a Notification dated 5.4.2008. The 

notifications dated 6-3-2002, 21-5-2002, 3-6-2002, 20-7-2004 and 10.4.2008 are 

annexed with this report and  marked  collectively as Annexure-1.  
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:CHAPTER – II: 

 

PROCEEDINGS 

 

7. The Commission started functioning from 7-3-2002 at Ahmedabad. It 

issued a notification on 20-4-2002, inviting persons acquainted with the subject 

matter of the inquiry relating to the Godhra incident and Post Godhra incidents to 

furnish to the Commission statements/affidavits by 15-5-2002. In response to the 

said notification, by 15.5.2002 the Commission had received 4495 

statements/affidavits including 360 statements/affidavits relating to the Godhra 

incident. The Commission had also received 60 applications by then for extension 

of time fixed for filing statements. Considering the reasons stated therein, the 

Commission had extended the time till 31-5-2002. It was again extended till 

10.6.2002. Even thereafter some applications were received for extending the time 

limit. Instead of extending the time, those applicants were permitted to file their 

statements beyond 10-6-2002 as their statements were likely to be useful for the 

purpose of the inquiry. 

 

8. During the inquiry proceddings, advocate Shri M.H.Daymakumar 

appeared on behalf of Jamiat-Ulma-E-Hind. Initially advocate Shri J.M.Malkan 

represented the Gujarat Pradesh Congress Committee but later on Advocates Shri 

M.R.Barot, Shri Hiralal Gupta, Shri Jagrupsinh G.Rajput, Shri Avdhesh M.Shukla 

and Shri Dinesh B. Gor had appeared for it. Central Relief Committee, 

Ahmedabad, an organisation concerned with interests of Muslims of Ahmedabad 

was represented by advocates Shri S.H. Qureshi, Shri N.I. Huseni, Shri G.G. 

Saiyad and Ms. Sabana Mansuri. Advocate   Shri   Mukul   Sinha   appeared    on 

behalf of   a non-governmental organization named Jan Sangharsh Manch. For the 

State Government, advocates Shri A.H.Pandya, Shri J.M.Panchal, Shri Sunit 

Shah, Shri Tehmtan S.Nanavati, Shri Hasmukh P.Parekh, Shri Bharat K.Dave, 
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Shri Suresh G.Thakur and   Shri H.M. Dhruv appeared at different stages. Shri 

Bhargav Bhatt, Shri D.R.Trivedi, Shri Deepak C. Shukla and Shri S.R. Pandya 

appeared for the Vishva Hindu Parishad. 

 

9. The Commission had framed Procedure Rules after hearing all the persons 

who wanted to take part in this inquiry. It was made clear that only the parties 

permitted to appear would be allowed to put questions in the nature of cross 

examination to the witnesses which may be examined by the Commission. This 

indulgence was granted by the Commission as it was of the opinion that thereby 

the Commission would be able to test veracity of the evidence of those witnesses. 

No counsel for the Commission could be appointed because of some difficulties. 

That was also a reason why the said indulgence was granted by the Commission to 

the parties. It was made clear that other parties/persons who were not so 

permitted, would be allowed to suggest to the Commission the questions which 

they would like the witnesses to answer. The inquiry was conducted by the 

Commission as an open public inquiry. Accordingly the public and media were 

also permitted to remain present at the time of hearings fixed by the Commission. 

Evidence of witnesses was recorded openly except on one occasion when Mr. 

Rahul Sharma was asked some questions ‘in camera’ for ascertaining certain facts. 

That part of his evidence was also made available to the parties later on. 

 

10. Strangely, the railway and its staff at Godhra did not file any statement or 

produce any record (on their own) which would have helped the Commission in 

finding out how the Godhra incident had actually happened, even though the 

incident had happened within the Godhra railway yard, there was fire in the train, 

large number of persons had lost their lives, many others had received injuries and 

the railway police was required to resort to firing to prevent further damage. The 

Commission had to issue summons to the concerned railway men to appear before 

the Commission and give evidence. The Commission was also required to issue 

summons to higher officers to compel them to produce certain relevant 

documents.  
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11. In respect of the post Godhra incidents in Gujarat almost all the District 

Collectors and Superintendents of Police have filed affidavits and supplied 

relevant information. Some police officers in charge of police stations have also 

filed affidavits giving details about the incidents which had happened within their 

jurisdictions The documents produced by the civil and police officers include 

F.I.Rs, Police statements, Charge sheets etc. The affidavits, inter alia, contain 

details as regards administrative and police set ups of the districts, preventive 

steps taken by the authorities and other relevant information.  

 

12.  Pursuant to the first notification dated 20-4-2002 issued by the 

Commission, 4495 statements/affidavits were received. Out of them 1098 

statements/affidavits were filed by Government officers and 3397 were filed by 

private parties. As the terms of reference were widened, second notification was 

issued on 5-8-2004. In response to the said notification, the Commission received 

41999 statements/affidavits. Out of them, 921 statements/affidavits have been 

filed by the Government or its officers and 41078 statements/affidavits have been 

filed by the members of the public. Most of the statements/affidavits filed by 

private persons are mainly for payment of compensation and only a few of them 

have something to say about the subject matter of the second notification. Thus in 

all, 46,494 statements/affidavits were received by the Commission. Out of them 

2019 were statements/affidavits filed by the Government officers and 44445 

statements/ affidavits were received from the public.   

 

13. As it was felt by the Commission that witnesses to the incident may not 

come forward on their own to give evidence before the Commission, it was 

decided to call them by issuing summons. To make it more convenient to outside 

witnesses to give evidence, the Commission had also gone to most of the district 

headquarters and held hearings there, after giving wide publicity to the dates fixed 

for that purpose. 
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14. The proceedings in respect of the Godhra incident and the post Godhra 

incidents were held simultaneously and witnesses were examined as and when 

they were available. The Commission had in respect of the Godhra and post 

Godhra incidents recorded evidence of 1016 witnesses till 22-10-2005. Even 

thereafter some evidence in respect of the Godhra incident was collected by 

examining officers of the Forensic Science Laboratory. Recording of evidence 

with respect to Godhra incident had continued upto 26-6-2007. The Commission 

had also visited Godhra railway station and the place of the incident. It had also, 

on four occasions, examined coach S/6.The coach was examined initially to see its 

condition and the damage caused to it.  It was thereafter examined in the light of 

the evidence collected by the Commission. For this purpose the Commission had 

visited Godhra on 1-9-2002, 22-12-2003, 13-12-2004 and 17-11-2006. The 

Commission had visited the place of incident and examined coach S/6 again on 

18.5.2008 as the Commission has been reconstituted because of the death of Mr. 

Justice K.G. Shah. 

 

15. It was decided to receive evidence in the form of statements or affidavits 

with supporting documents. So the concerned Government and police officers 

have filed their statements supported by affidavits. FIRs, charge sheets along with 

statements of witnesses and other documents recorded by the Police during 

investigation of those cases, including the Godhra incident have also been filed. 

Two private persons have also filed their affidavits with respect to the Godhra 

incident. From amongst the persons, who have filed affidavits some were called 

for examination by the Commission. Almost all the high officers who have filed 

statements were called for examination by the Commission. For the Godhra 

incidents two separate F.I.Rs. were registered. One was in respect of the attack on 

the train and burning of coach S/6 and the other was in respect of the subsequent 

incident which had happened at about 11.00 o’clock. As regards the main incident 

of burning of coach S/6, the police has filed 18 charge sheets. The first charge 
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sheet is the main charge sheet and other charge sheets are supplementary charge 

sheets.  The last supplementary charge sheet was filed on 19.3.2008. For Godhra 

incident the Commission has recorded evidence of 72 witnesses.  The two F.I.R.s. 

(FIR.9/2002 and FIR.10/2002) are annexed with this report as Annexure-II. A list 

of witnesses who have been examined by the Commission is annexed with this 

report as Annexure-III 

 

16. During the course of proceedings many applications either for production 

of some evidence or objecting to production thereof or for summoning witnesses 

were received by the Commission. Question regarding admissibility of some 

evidence was also raised and it was decided by an order. Some of those 

applications were in respect of the Godhra incident and others were in respect of 

the post Godhra incidents. We have referred to them only to indicate that many 

applications were filed from time to time. An application was filed by Jan 

Sangharsh Manch for a direction to the President of India and to the Central 

Government to produce certain communications relating to riots in Gujarat sent by 

the President to the Government of India between 28.2.2002 and 31.3.2002. It was 

opposed by the Union Government by claiming privilege in respect of those 

documents. In view of the plea of privilege raised by the Central Government and 

the President of India, the material in respect of which privilege was claimed has 

not been produced before the Commission and therefore the Commission did not 

have the opportunity to examine the same.  

 

17. While recording the evidence of local railway officers and railway 

policemen it came to the notice of the commission that some of those officers had 

sent reports regarding the Godhra incident to their higher officers on the same day 

or on the next day i.e. on 28-2-2002. Initially there was reluctance on the part of 

the higher railway officers to produce those documents. The Commission had to 

issue summons to get them produced. Thereafter some statements were produced 
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and others were not produced on the ground that they were not available with the 

railways. It was so stated by the Divisional Railway Manager (Safety), Western 

Railway, Vadodara by his letter dated 7-1-2006.  

 

18. The inquiry in respect of the Godhra incident and post  Godhra incidents 

was conducted together to enable the Commission to get an over all view as 

suggested by some parties participating in this inquiry and to avoid delay which 

could have arisen as a result of many factors including non-availability of a 

witness on a day fixed for recording his evidence. Many applications were made 

from time to time by the parties with a request to call for information or records 

from different sources. A submission was also made on behalf of Jan Sangharsh 

Manch that Godhra incident should not be considered in isolation particularly in 

view of widening of the terms of reference and including within the scope of 

inquiry the role and conduct of the Ministers, Police Officers, other individuals 

and organizations in respect of the Godhra and Post-Godhra incidents. It was also 

submitted that it would give the Commission a better over-all view regarding the 

Godhra incident if the material relating to that incident is considered along with 

the evidence in respect of the post Godhra incidents. It was also submitted that the 

Commission should consider the evidence regarding telephone calls made from 

Godhra to other places on and before 27.2.2002, as contained in the C.D. 

produced by the Jan Sangharsh Manch, to see what was the role of Mohmmad 

Hussain Kalota. As late as on 4-4-2007 an application was made for recalling an 

officer of the Forensic Science Laboratory. Granting the request Mr. D.B.Talati 

was called for giving evidence on 20-6-2007 and 26-6-2007. For these reasons, 

the report regarding Godhra incident has not been submitted earlier. We have now 

completed the scrutiny of the material in respect of the post Godhra incidents. 

Even after consideration thereof, we do not find anything therein establishing any 

connection between them and burning of coach S/6 of Sabarmati Express train at 

Godhra, and therefore, we have thought it fit to submit our report in respect of the 

Godhra incident now, without waiting for completion of the report regarding the 

Post Godhra incidents.  
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19. The parties were permitted to inspect the record and obtain copies thereof. 

After recording of all the evidence by the Commission including the evidence 

relating to the Post Godhra incidents, the parties were given an opportunity of 

making oral submissions. They have done so with respect to the Godhra incident. 

Shri Sunit Shah, advocate appearing for the State Government and Shri 

D.G.Shukla, advocate appearing for VHP were heard on 4.12.2006. On 5.12.2006 

and 16.12.2006 Shri Mukul Sinha, advocate appearing for Jan Sangharsh Manch 

was heard. As the parties wanted to make some further submissions, the counsel 

for the State Government was heard on 2.2.2007, 3.2.2007, 9.2.2007 and 

22.2.2007. On 22.2.2007 advocate for VHP Shri Shukla and advocate Shri Rajput 

for G.P.C.C. were heard. Shri Mukul Sinha, advocate appearing for Jan Sangharsh 

Manch made oral submissions on 23.2.2007. Earlier on 2.2.2007 written 

submissions were filed by the Central Relief Committee (Exh.5949). On 

22.2.2007 Shri Mukul Sinha had submitted his written arguments (exh. 5951). On 

that day Shri Shukla appearing for VHP also submitted his written arguments 

(Exh.5952). On 4.4.2007 advocate appearing for the State Government and Jan 

Sangharsh Manch submitted their further written arguments (Exhs. 5957 and 

5958). On 30.8.2007 the State Government completed their written submissions 

by giving one further bunch of papers.As stated by the Commission earlier an 

expert from Forensic Science Laboratory was examined on certain points on 

20.6.2007 and 26.6.2007. Oral submissions with respect to the evidence of this 

witness were heard on that day. The hearing of the Godhra incident was thus 

concluded on that day as nobody had anything further to say with respect to that 

incident.  
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CHAPTER – III 

 

POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION 

 

20. In this chapeter the topography of the Godhra railway station and the 

points which arise for consideration are stated. The next chapeter deals with the 

evidence, its scrutiny and contains findings recorded on the basis thereof. 

 

21. It is a matter of faith and belief amongst the Hindus that Lord Ram was 

born at Ayodhya in Uttar Pradesh. Earlier there was a   temple of Lord Ram at the 

place of his birth. It was destroyed by Muslim invaders and in the year 1528 a 

masjid was built upon it. It was named as Babari Masjid. The idol of Lord Rama 

and other idols had however remained in the vicinity of that place and every day 

‘Seva Puja’ of Lord Ram was performed. A dispute between Hindus and Muslims 

with respect to that place has been going on since long and it is believed that at the 

instance of aggressive Hindu religious organizations and political parties, an 

attempt was made on 6.12.1992 to demolish the Babri Masjid. Feeligs of many 

Muslims were hurt because of demolition of the Babari masjid and that factor has 

on many occasions led to communal disturbances or tensions. We have referred to 

these facts  as it is the case of the State Government that burning of Sabarmati 

Express train was a part of the larger  conspiracy hatched by some religious 

fundamentalists at Godhra with some terrorist organizations of Jammu and 

Kashmir, because of some reasons including demolition of the Babri Masjid. 

 

22 Godhra town is a communally very sensitive place. It is the district head 

quarter of the Panchmahals District. Shri Raju Bhargav (W-86) who was at the 

relevant time Superintendent of Police, of that district in his affidavit (Exh.87) 

dated 1.7.2002, has given history of communal riots which had taken place in 

Godhra in the past. There is high percentage of Muslim population at various 
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places in the district. Communal riots had taken place in Godhra in the years 1925, 

1928, 1946, 1948, 1950, 1953, 1980, 1981, 1985, 1986, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991 

and 1992. The communal riot which had taken place in the year 1948 was very 

serious. Initially the Muslims had burnt 869 houses of Hindus.Thereafter the 

Hindus had burnt 3071 houses of Muslims. About 11000 Ghanchi Muslims 

(Muslims belonging to Ghanchi caste) had left Godhra. Some of them had 

migrated to Pakistan. 

 

23. Movement for renovation of the Ram temple at Ayodhya was started in 

1993. A ‘Sansad’ of Hindu religious organizations had met at Prayag in January, 

2001 to fix a programme for ‘Ram Temple Nirman’ i.e. construction of Ram 

temple at Ayodhya. The programme had started with ‘Jalabhishek’ and was 

followed by ‘Jap Yagna’. As disclosed by the statement of Vishva Hindu 

Parishad, lacs of persons through-out the country had participated in the ‘Jap 

Yagna’. On completion thereof ‘Purnahuti Maha Yagna’ was arranged at 

Ayodhya. It was to start on 24.2.2002. Vishva Hindu Parishad is a leading Hindu 

religious organization and had played a prominent role in this programme. It had 

decided that its members who had taken part in the ‘Jap Yagna’ would go to 

Ayodhya for the ‘Purnahuti Maha Yagna’. It had also decided that from Gujarat 

initially three batches of Ramsevaks, each consisting of about 2000 persons, 

would go to Ayodhya for taking part in that Yagna which was to go on for 100 

days. The first batch of Ramsevaks was to consist of 2000 persons from the 

central and north Gujarat area. It was to leave Ahmedabad by Sabarmati Express 

train on 22.2.2002 and return to Gujarat again by the same train leaving Ayodhya 

on 25.2.2002. The second batch was to consist of Ramsevaks of south Gujarat and 

it was to leave on 24.2.2002 and return on 27.2.2002.The third batch of 

Ramsevaks of Saurashtra area was to leave on 26.2.2002 and return on 3.3.2002. 

Accordingly the first batch of 2200 Ramsevaks, led by its General Secretary, had   

left Gujarat on 23.2.2002.They had started their return journey on 25.2.2002. 
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24. Sabarmati Express train is a direct and convenient train for persons going 

from Gujarat to Uttar Pradesh.  It leaves from Ahmedabad for going to its 

destinations in Uttar Pradesh. On its journey from Uttar Pradesh to Gujarat, it (as 

9166 Up) starts from Muzaffarpur on Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays. On 

Tuesdays, Fridays and Sundays it (as 9168 Up) starts from Varanasi and on 

Thursday it ( as 9164 Up) starts from Faizabad . Sabarmati Express train which 

had reached Godhra railway station on the morning of 27.2.2002 had started from 

Muzaffarpur on 25.2.2002. According to the scheduled time it should have 

reached Dahod, the first station in Gujarat,  on 26.2.2002 at 23-34 hrs. and Godhra  

on  27.2.2002 at 2-55 hrs. It was running late by about 5 hours and so it had 

arrived at Godhra at 7-43 hrs. The train consisted of 18 coaches.  10 coaches were 

sleeper coaches, 6 coaches were of general type and the remaining 2 coaches were 

SLR  coaches which carry goods, passengers and the guard. It had two engines. 

The position of two engines and the coaches of the train on that day was as shown 

in the following sketch: 

 

25. The train was heavily over crowded. Apart from other passengers, there 

were about 2200 Ramsevaks travelling therein. Most of them had no reserved 

accommodation. As they were  in large  number, they had become bold and 

entered into sleeper coaches also and occupied berths for which other passengers 

had reservations. All coaches of the train were so much over crowded that  the 

ticket checkers  could not enter the coaches and check tickets of the passengers. 
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Coach S/6 was also heavily over-crowded. The passengers had to sit on the floor 

in between the seats, in the passage and near the latrines. The following sketch 

shows the arrangements of seats etc. in that coach:- 
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26. The following map shows the position of the train when it stood on the 

platform. It also shows the topography of the Godhra railway station and part of 

the railway yard: 
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27. It can be seen from the map that Godhra railway station is facing south. 

The platforms are on the northern side of the station. Ratlam is shown on the east 

and Vadodara is shown on the west. There is an office block on platform no.1. On 

the eastern side it ends with RPF office and on the west it ends with the Parcel 

Office. Leaving some place on the west there are three other offices, namely, 

WPMS office, CPW office and CRCC office.  Part of the platform between Parcel 

office and the office of the Station Superintendent is covered  with a roof. Rest of 

the platform is open. Thereafter the whole area is open upto ‘A’ cabin and is a part 

of the railway yard. There is some open space with a boundary wall behind the 

office block. After the boundary wall there is a road and immediately thereafter 

there is a locality known as Signal Falia. It extends upto the culvert and goes 

further towards A cabin. It is a locality mainly inhabited by Ghanchi Muslims. 

The map also shows the position of Aman Guest house, MIS Masjid, culvert and 

“A” cabin. The closed tea stall, latrine block, water hut and the book stall situated 

on the platform no. 1 are also shown in the map. 

 

28. The following pictures also give a general view of the Godhra railway 

station and the surrounding area.  The front side of the station, the platform, small 

open ground behind the railway office and  Signal Falia  are clearly visible 

therefrom. 
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29. Total length of platform No. 1 is 1680 feet. Length of the platform covered 

with a roof is about 550 feet and thereafter length of the open platform is about 

1130 feet.The distance between the railway station and ‘A’ cabin is about 826 

mtrs. i.e. 24578 feet. As disclosed by the evidence on record, the last coach of the 

train was somewhere opposite the Superintendent’s.Office. Coach S/6 was 

opposite the entrance and the booking office and in between there were benches 

for passengers to sit. Coach S/1 was opposite the closed tea stall. One general 

coach and the front SLR coach were on the open part of the platform. Coach S/3 

was opposite the latrines. Coach S/2 was opposite the Parcel office and RMS 

office. 

 

30.  When Sabarmati Express train had arrived at Godhra, Dy. Station 

Superintendent Yusufali Saiyad and Assistant Station Master  Rajendraprasad 

Meena were on duty and were sitting in their offices. At ‘A’ cabin, Assistant 

Station Master Harimohan Meena and ASM Akhilkumar Sharma were on duty. 

Jaysinh Khatija in-charge Station Superintendent had come to the Station at 7.48 

a.m. when Sabarmati Express train had just started its onward journey. ASI 

Galabhai (W-22) was the P.S.O. in charge of the Railway Police Staion. There 

were about 10 Police Constables of GRP and 2 Police Constables of RPF at or 
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near Platform No.1 on which the Sabarmati Express train was standing.  The 

evidence also shows that at Godhra railway station, many unauthorised vendors 

come on the platforms to sell eatables, biddis, cold drinks etc. and most of them 

are Ghanchi Muslims. 

 

31. Sabarmati Express train had arrived at Godhra railway station at 7.43 a.m. 

Its scheduled halt at Godhra railway station was of 5 minutes. During that halt of 5 

minutes some incidents are stated to have happened. The Ramsevaks had a qurrel 

with Siddiq Bakar, a tea vendor. He was given two stick blows. Some other 

Ramsevaks had beaten one Siraj and also Mohmed Latika. The fourth incident 

stated to have happened was an attempt to abduct Sofiyabanu a Muslim girl 

standing on the platform by a Ramsevak by pulling her towards the train. During 

that halt at the Station, there was pelting of stones on the front side of the train, by 

the persons standing outside the station. Some passengers standing on the platform 

had also thrown stones towards those persons. Two police constables had made 

the passengers sit in the train and disperse the outsider.   

 

32. After the scheduled stop of 5 minutes Sabarmati Express train started its 

onward journey at 7.48 a.m. At this stage it is sufficient to mention that there is 

some discrepancy in the evidence on this point. The difference in time is of 2-3 

minutes. Soon after the train had started the alarm chain was pulled and the train 

had stopped after covering distance of about 60-70 meters. Even after the chain 

pulling the train had remained on the platform. Why and from which coaches 

chain was pulled is a matter of dispute. The evidence indicates that it was pulled 

from coaches bearing Nos.83101, 5343, 91263 and 88238.  The other version 

suggested for our consideration is that chain was pulled from coach No.90238 or 

some other coach also. The Commission is also required to consider two rival 

versions  regarding the reason why the chain was pulled. According to one 

version, some passengers were left behind on the platform when the train had 
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started. The other version canvassed by the Government is that the chain was 

pulled in pursuance of the conspiracy to stop the train and set it on fire but that 

was done prematurely. According to the plan, the chain was to be pulled after the 

train had left the platform and moved little away from the station.   

 

33.  From which coaches the alarm chain was pulled, would not have been a 

material issue but for the fact that a point has been raised for our consideration by 

the Jan Sangharsh Manch and some other parties that Sabarmati Express train was 

not stopped near ‘A’ cabin by some persons pulling the alarm chain in pursuance 

of the conspiracy alleged by the State, but it had stopped there because it could not 

go further as a result of continuous application of brake,  as chain pulling from 

coach no.90238 or some other coach was not set right before the train had started 

from the station. The reason suggested for  not setting right the chain pulling from 

that coach is that by the time chain pulling from two coaches was set right, pelting 

of stones on the train had again started and therefore, that work was left 

incomplete and the assistant driver who was doing that work had immediately 

rushed back to the engine. This fact has been suggested by the Jan Sangharsh 

Manch as the reason for the assistant driver to leave the work of resetting the 

chain incomplete. The version based upon the evidence of the railway staff is that 

chain pulling from all the four coaches was set right and after confirmation of 

completition of that work, the driver was told to proceed ahead.  

 

34. The train again started its onward journey at 7.55 a.m. On this point also 

there is some discrepancy in evidence and on the basis thereof a contention has 

been raised before the Commission that what has been stated by the station staff in 

this behalf is not true and the train had really left the station at about 8.00 a.m. 

Distance between the station and A cabin is about ¾ kmt. and ordinarily it takes 

about 3 to 4 minutes for a train to cover that distance. By the time the train had 

left the platform, a mob had started collecting near the station on the signal Falia 
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side. It had started running along with the train and throwning stones on it. The 

TTE and the passengers were required to close the doors and windows of their 

coaches on that side. Again there was chain pulling and the train had stopped near 

A cabin. As stated earlier, Jan Sangharsh Manch and some other parties have 

disputed that again there was chain pulling and for that reason the train had 

stopped near A cabin. Their contention is that it had stopped on its own because 

the earlier chain pulling was not completely set right. They have also disputed 

collection of a mob and an attack by it on the train. 

 

35. The engine and some coaches of the train had crossed the cabin and other 

coaches were towards the station side. As regards what happened thereafter the 

version of the State Government is that while the train had thus stopped near A 

cabin small group of persons rushing from the Signal Falia side had started 

attacking the train heavily with stones. Within a short time it had swollen into a 

big mob. The engine driver and assistant driver were given a threat that if they got 

out of the engine they would be cut into pieces. ASM Rajendraprasad Meena who 

was at the A cabin, on hearing the whistle blown by the driver and seeing that the 

train had stopped, had got down from the cabin, to find out what had happened 

and to help in resetting the alarm chain. On seeing the groups of persons rushing 

forward the train and throwing stones on it, he had to rush back to the cabin. He 

had informed the staff at the station about what was happening near A cabin and 

called for help. Attack with stones had continued for about 10 to 15 minutes. On 

being so instigated by some persons from the mob coach S/6 was made the target 

of the attack. Its windows were broken and through those open windows, stones, 

burning rags and some inflammable liquid contained in pouches and bulbs were 

thrown inside the coach. The passengers inside the coach had to struggle to protect 

themselves from that attack. Some of them had tried to cover the windows which 

had become open due to attack with their bags to prevent stones, etc. from coming 

inside the coach. They had to take shelter on the upper berths or below the seats 
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for protecting their persons. According to the passengers, burning rags and liquid 

thrown inside the coach had caused lot of smoke and started burning seats and 

other things inside the coach. That had caused so much smoke in the coach that 

the passengers were not able to see clearly. It had also caused breathing problem. 

As some passengers had raised shouts that there was fire in the coach, there was a 

rush for getting out of the coach. Because of the presence of hostile and attacking 

mob on the Signal Falia side, the passengers had no choice but to get out on the 

yard side only. It had become difficult to locate the doors. Therefore, bars of some 

windows on the yard  side were forcibly removed and some passengers had gone 

out through those windows. The State’s version is that at about that time some of 

the conspirators had cut the vestibule between coach S/6 and coach S/7 and also 

forcibly opened the door connecting S/6 it with coach S/7.  Standing near the 

latrines some persons who had entered the coach with carboys containing petrol 

had thrown them inside the coach. Some conspirators had also entered the coach 

through its door on the sourthern side which was opened by conspirators who had 

entered the coach through the connecting door. They had thrown petrol filled 

carboys inside the coach. Thereafter there was a big fire in the coach and it had 

spread very rapidly leaving no time for the passengers to escape. It caused the 

death of 59 persons and injury to many others. Information was given to the 

concerned officers immediately about what was happening and as a result thereof 

the required police force and fire brigade had reached the place of incident within 

a short time. The higher officers had also rushed to that place. The police had to 

use force and resort to firing to bring the situation under control. There was again 

an attack on the train, police and the passengers by the mobs at about 11.00 

o’clock. At that time also the police had to use force to disperse the mobs. The 

burnt coach S/6 and the adjoining coach S/7 were separated by about 11.30 a.m. 

after taking them away to a different place in the yard. The train was then 

reassembled. It left Godhra at 12.40 p.m. 
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36 The impact of the incident was so much and wide spread that it had led to 

communal riots in Godhra immediately and throughout Gujarat within a short 

time. They had continued at some places for a long time. 
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CHAPTER-IV 

 

EVIDENCE AND FINDINGS 

 

37. The Commission examined 72 witnesses in its effort to collect reliable 

evidence and find out how the Godhra incident had happened. They have given 

evidence on oath. Most of them have deposed about what they had seen and what 

was heard by them. Thus, most of the evidence is in the nature of direct evidence. 

Witnesses from the railway have further stated what was done by them. The other 

set of evidence consists of statements and documents and is corroborative in 

nature. The direct evidence consists mainly of the passengers of that train and the 

railway staff including its police force. Entries made in the records, reports made 

by the railway staff to their higher authorities and evidence of experts from the 

Forensic Science Laboratory are the main pieces of corroborative evidence. 

 

38. Obviously the main question that arises for consideration by this 

Commission is: What was the cause of the fire? However, in view of the points of 

controversies raised before the Commission, it has become relevant and useful to 

consider certain other aspects also, including what was the initial version.  

According to the passengers, the coach was set on fire by the Muslim mobs which 

had attacked the train. The version of the guard and railway officers of Godhra 

was that coach S/6 was set on fire. The policemen belonging to GRP and RPF and 

all those persons who had rushed to the place of incident were told that the coach 

was set on fire. The information which the reporters of the print media and 

electronic media  had gathered  was that  the Muslim miscreants had first attacked 

the train with stones and broken the windows of coach S/6 and thereafter burning 

rags and petrol were thrown inside the coach and that had set the coach on fire. 

The relevant parts of the news published on front pages of the leading newspapers 

on the next day after the incident are reproduced below :- 
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39.   The Commission did not feel it necessary to get translated whole reports 

published in Gujarati as they contain other details relating to the incident. Only the 

main parts thereof are translated in English. The report in Gujarat Samachar was, 

“….Today as certain fanatic elements set on fire with petrol four coaches of the 

train 57 males, females and children were burnt alive because of the fire which 

had spread inside the coach and 43 persons had received serious injuries.” In 

‘Sandesh’ daily the report was, “Today in the morning a monstrous mob of more 

than 500 having set on fire coaches overcrowded with passengers and more 

particularly by the Hindu devotees returning after attending Ram Yagna in 

Ayodhya more than sixty persons were burnt alive.” “Today in the morning at 

some distance from Godhra railway station, as previously planned, Sabarmati 

Express train tightly overcrowded with passengers, a violent mob of more than 

500 persons having set on fire coaches full of Hindu devotees more than 60 

persons were burnt alive. In the report published in ‘Jai Hind’ what has been 

stated is “Attack on the train at Godhra. Sixty burnt alive.” It is further stated that 

according to the information available, the Sabarmati Express train was 

surrounded by a mob and it was stonned from all the four sides. Moreover, young 

persons who had come with weapons had caused damage to the coaches of the 

train and had made an attempt to set them on fire.  On the front page of ‘The 

Times of India’ the report was “The train was stopped near Signal Falia, a 

notorious area of Godhra, as someone apparently pulled the chain. A mob rushed 

towards the two coaches (S/6 and S/7), pelting stones initially. Once the windows 

were broken, they threw petrol bombs inside.”  “Said survivers, the S/6 coach was 

douze with petrol and diesel from outside and set fire even as the passengers cried 

on helplessly screaming for help.” In the “Indian Express” also the report was that 

“Almost all the dead were inside the S-6 carriage, which was set ablaze by a mob 

that witnesses said was throwing stones, smashing window panes with iron rods, 

and puring petrol and lobbing burning rags inside. ‘The Asian Age’ had reported:  

“As the train left the station after the routin stop, the emergency chain was pulled 
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and the train halted. As soon as the trains stopped, a mob of more than 1500 

persons, reportedly belonging to a minority community, attacked the passengers 

travelling in the S-6 coach with iron rods and swords. Inflammable substances 

were also thrown in the coach, which led to a fire in a portion of the bogie and 

several passengers……”      

40. No person had suggested for quite a long time that fire in coach S/6 of 

Sabarmati Express train was caused in any other manner. In response to the 

Notification issued by this Commission, Jan Sangharsh Manch filed its statement 

supported by an affidavit on 10.6.2002. In that affidavit they showed their concern 

for  the incidents which had happened in Ahmedabad on 28.2.2002 and 1.3.2002  

wherein about 250 hutments were attacked. Thereafter on 1.7.2002 Mr. Amrish 

Narendra Patel, advocate describing himself as an active member of Jan 

Sangharsh Manch, filed a statement/affidavit questioning the version of criminal 

conspiracy advanced by the State Government. What he has stated therein is that 

he had visited Godhra along with some of his colleagues on 9.6.2002. He had also 

gone through the F.I.R. in respect of the Godhra incident and the statements of 

witnesses recorded by the police. On the basis of material collected by him, it 

appeared to him that burning of coach S/6 was because of the spontaneous scuffle 

and fight that had taken place between Ramsevaks and Muslim vendors on the 

platform of Godhra railway station and not because of any conspiracy hatched 

earlier.  

  

41. Gujarat Pradesh Congress Committee, in its statement cum affidavit dated 

1st July, 2002, signed by its then President Chaudhari Amarsinh Bhilabhai, has 

stated: “It is stated that the  incident of Godhra is a planned one and is an act of 

conspiracy. I say that it must be an act of conspiracy because it could not have 

happened that such carnage could happen suddenly and spontaneously.” What has 

been  suggested therein is  that it was because of  negligence of the  State 
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Government that the Godhra  incident had happened and that  what had happened 

thereafter was because of “ total inaction, omission, connivance and even 

instigation of the State   Minister under the nose of Chief Minister”  

 

42. Till July, 2002 neither Jan Sangharsh Manch nor Gujarat Pradesh 

Congress Committee nor anyone else had suggested that the Godhra incident had 

not happened in the manner reported by the media and as stated by the State 

Government and others including the concerned railway personnel and the 

passengers but it  had happened in a different manner. Some persons appear to 

have started questioning that version after the Forensic Science Laboratory gave 

its report on 7.5.2002, wherein it is stated that as windows of coach S/6 were 

about 7 feet high from the ground level  it was not possible for any one standing 

outside on the ground to throw inside the coach any inflammable liquid by carboy 

or any other container, as in doing so  the  liquid contained therein would have 

fallen outside. This aspect of impossibility has been  dealt with in the latter  part 

of this report.  

 

43. It was initially suggested that the Ramsevaks travelling by this train had 

quarreled with some Muslim vendors at Ujjain and Rudauli stations and therefore, 

by way of retaliation this incident had happened at Godhra. It is therefore, 

necessary to consider the material with respect to what had happened before the 

train had reached Godhra to ascertain if there was any connection between the 

burning of coach S/6 and what had happened earlier.  

 

44. The material discloses that Sabarmati Express train right from the time it 

had started from Muzaffarpur on 25.2.2002 was running late. About 2000 to 2200 

Ramsevaks who had earlier gone from Gujarat to Ayodhya had boarded the train 

at Ayodhya for coming back to Gujarat. The train was heavily over crowded. The 

position of sleeper coach S/6 was also similar. There were more than 200 persons 
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therein. Most of them were Ramsevaks. There were other passengers also. Those 

passengers had boarded the train from different stations like Faizabad, Lucknow 

or Kanpur. Ticket checker Deepak Chhablani (W-14) who  had boarded the train 

from Ujjain at  2-00 a.m, has stated in his evidence before the Commission that he 

had obtained  reservation charts from the guard and at that time  noticed therefrom  

that no checking had taken place between  Ayodhya and Ujjain as the train was 

over crowded. He had also found it difficult to enter into coaches which he was 

expected to check including coach S-2 where he was supposed to sit after 

checking tickets of the passengers. He could get into that coach and occupy his 

seat only after he was helped by 2 railway policemen in doing so. He has also 

stated that the train was not checked till Ratlam where he had handed over the 

charge to T.T.E.  Sajjanlal Raniwal (W-15). Describing the position of coach S-2, 

he has stated that the coach was full of members of VHP and Bajrangdal. Not only 

all the seats of that coach were occupied by the passengers but many of them were 

sitting and sleeping on its floor including space near latrines. There was no scope 

for moving inside the coach. He had given  the same version about  overcrowding  

in the train  in his statement made to  Senior Divisional Commercial Manager, 

W.R. Ratlam on 28.2.2002. What he had stated was: ‘ हलने डुलने क  भी ँथित 

नह  थी’. 

 

45. Sajjanlal Raniwal ( W 15 ) who was the ticket checker from Ratlam 

onwards has stated in his  deposition  before the Commission, that the train had 

arrived at Ratlam station at about 4-30 a.m. . He had tried to enter into coaches S-

3 and S-4 which he had to check and also other coaches but as they were over 

crowded and closed from inside and passengers had not opened them, he was 

required to go to the Guard’s compartment and sit there. 
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46. The evidence of these two witnesses discloses that there was over 

crowding in all the coaches of the train. As regards sleeper coach no. S/6   there is 

evidence of the passengers who had travelled in that coach disclosing that it was 

heavily over crowded. It appears from their evidence that there were more than 

200 passengers in that coach. It was a 3 tier sleeper coach and had 72 berths 

therein. 

 

47. The passengers examined by the Commission have also referred to the 

over crowding in the train. Radheshyam Mishra, (W-1013), a retired army 

havaldar had boarded the train at Faizabad with his family.  He had reservation in 

coach No.S/7. He was not allowed to enter that coach. After he had made requests 

to the passengers inside coach no. 6 in Gujarati language and told them that he 

was a lame person, he was allowed to get into that coach. He has stated that the 

coach was so over crowded that it was impossible to find any place to sit. With 

difficulty he was able to find for himself and members of his family some space 

on the floor of that coach near seat No.7. Many passengers were sitting near the 

latrines and in the passage and, therefore, it was difficult for the passengers to 

move inside the coach or to go to the latrines. 

 

48. Shri Ramfersing, (W-40) working as a Line Inspector in the Telephone 

Department in Gujarat was returning with his family members from his native 

place in Uttar Pradesh. He had boarded the train at Lucknow. He had reservation 

for berths 62, 63 and 64 in coach no.S-6. He had found that berths reserved by him 

were occupied by the Karsevaks. Only after repeated requests made by him the 

Karsevaks had vacated only one lower berth for him and his family members. 

Satishkumar (W-41) had reservation for berths 33, 34 and 35 but had to be 

satisfied with one berth only which was vacated for him and his family  by the  

Karsevaks. Govindsing, (W-46) an army Subedar had reservation for berth no. 9. 

That berth was occupied by female Karsevaks and they did not allow him to 
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occupy that berth, He could manage to get one seat on berth no. 32. Punamkumari 

(W-49) was travelling with her father-in-law, mother-in-law, brother-in-law and 

her son and had reservation for berths 18, 19, 20 and 21. Only one berth was 

vacated by the Karsevaks for them. Lalanprasad (W-44) had reservation for berths 

8 and 72. He was allowed to occupy only one berth. Shilaben Virpal (W-47) who 

was travelling with her husband and daughter-in-law had reservation for berths 

Nos.58, 59 and 61.The Karsevaks had refused to vacate those berths and, 

therefore, they had to sit on the floor near those berths.  Ramnaresh  (W-1015)  

had to sit with his family members near latrines along with  20 to 25 other persons 

who were already sitting there .He was not allowed to occupy any of the berths 

reserved by him . So also passenger Virpal had to sit on the floor of the coach. He 

had complained to the T.T.E but was told by the T.T.E. that it was impossible for 

him to do anything in those circumstances. The evidence and statements of other 

passengers who had travelled in that coach disclose almost the same thing about 

over crowding in that coach.  

 

49 All this evidence shows that coach S-6 was heavily over crowded. There 

were more than 200 persons therein. Most of them were Ramsevaks. Many 

passengers had to sit on the floor of that coach. They had to sit between the seats 

and in the passage right upto the latrines on either side of the two ends of the 

coach. It was difficult for the passengers to move inside the coach or to go to the 

latrines as there was hardly any space to walk. We are referring to this aspect as a 

point has been raised but not seriously pressed that fire in coach S/6 could have 

been caused because of a kerosene stove used by some passenger for cooking 

inside the coach getting overturned and kerosene therefrom getting spilled. This 

aspect has been dealt with in detail by us later on.  

 

50. As regards the journey between Ayodhya and Godhra the evidence of 

Radheshyam (W-1012) is that the Karsevaks were singing bhajans and shouting 
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slogans in the train. They had not done any mischief. At   Rudauli station he had 

seen heavy police bandobast. On inquiry he had come to know that it was because 

of a quarrel between some boy and the Karsevaks. He had not come to know 

anything else about it. Denying the suggestion that the said quarrel was between 

the Karsevaks travelling in coach S/6 and the boy on the platform this witness has 

said that he had not come to know between whom the said quarrel had taken place. 

There is no evidence to show as to who that boy was and whether he was a 

Muslim or a Hindu. There is no evidence to show when the quarrel had taken 

place. The evidence on this point and the suggestion made to this witness are so 

vague that it cannot be said on the basis thereof that a quarrel had taken place 

between the Karsevaks travelling by this train and a Muslim boy or a boy 

connected with Ghanchi Muslims of Godhra, at Rudauli railway station. Ticket 

Checker Deepak Chhablani (W-14) has stated that the journey between Ujjain and 

Ratlam was peaceful. It was suggested to this witness by advocate Shri  

Daymakumar appearing for  Jamiat-Ulma-E-Hind, that  there was a quarrel 

between some passengers of the train and tea vendors at Ujjain railway station. 

Dipak Chhablani has categorically stated that no such incident had taken place. In 

his statement to the Sr. Divisional Manager W.R.Ratlam he had stated that- “दाहोद 

तक गाड  शांितपूवॅक गयी।“. There is no evidence indicating that any quarrel had 

taken place between  the Karsevaks travelling in that train and tea  vendors  or any 

other person  at any  of the previous stations or in the train. There is no material 

indicating any quarrel having taken place between Ramsevaks and any Muslim at 

any of the previous Stations. Only thing that the evidence shows is that the 

Ramsevaks were shouting  slogans like “Jai Shri Ram”, “Mandir Banayenge,” etc. 

at the intervening stations after getting out of their coaches. Such slogans were 

also raised by them from inside the coaches while travelling in the train. Inspite of 

such boisterous behaviour of the Ramsevaks, the journey from Ayodhya to 

Godhra was peaceful and no incident had happened in between those stations 
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which can even remotely be connected with the incident of burning of coach S/6 

of Sabarmati Express train at Godhra.  

 

51.   Only other evidence on this point is that of Assistant Sub-Inspector 

Ratnabhai and Head Constable Lakhabhai of Dahod railway out post. They have 

stated that when the train had arrived at Dahod railway station, some Ramsevaks 

travelling in the train had come out  on the platform for taking water, tea etc. and 

they had  raised  slogans like ‘Jay Shri Ram’, ‘Mandir Banayenge,’ ‘Mandir Vahin 

Banayenge Ramka Nam Badhayenge’. They have further stated that  as they had 

seen so many Ramsevaks travelling in that train they had thought it fit to inform 

the Godhra railway police about the same. Accordidngly   they had sent a message 

to the Godhra Railway Police Station at about 6-45 a.m. An entry (Exh.5893) to 

that effect was also made in the register kept at Dahod Railway Outpost.  

 

52. From the evidence of all these witnesses and other material on record it 

becomes clear that except over crowding in the train and occasional raising of 

slogans inside the train and on platforms of the intervening stations, the 

Ramsevaks had not done anything and no incident had happened earlier which 

could have led to the incident which later on happened at Godhra. In absence of 

any  evidence whatsoever  indicating any incident on the way, the Commission  

has no hesitation in coming to the conclusion that the suggestion made by Jamiate-

Ulma-E-Hind that a quarrel had taken place between Ramsevaks and vendors at 

Ujjain railway station is without any basis. Its journey from Ayodhya to Godhra 

was trouble free. 

 

53. The evidence also shows that whenever a train arrives at Godhra railway 

station, many unauthorised vendors come on the platforms to sell eatables, biddis, 

cold drinks etc. This fact is disclosed by the evidence of PI M.J.Jhala ( W-17 ) and 

Dy.Station Superintendent  Yusufali Saiyad (W-6). PIJhala has stated that about 
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15 vendors with their hand lorries sell their goods on the platform. Some other 

boys also come on the platform to sell their goods when A train arrives. Dy. S.S. 

Yusufali Saiyad has deposed that when a train arrives at the station, many vendors 

without any licence come on the platform with tea, eatables, etc. for selling them. 

Ajay Kanubhai an employee of one tea vendor, in his police statement dt. 4-7-

2002, has named those vendors and disclosed how they were doing business on 

the platform when the trains used to arrive at Godhra railway station. As stated by 

him it was  done almost in an organized manner. A vendor could do only that 

business which he was permitted to do by their leader. Almost all the vendors 

coming on the platform to sell their goods were ‘Ghanchi’ Muslims. He has also 

stated that Salim Panwala was the leader of the vendors. Salim Panwala and Razak 

Kurkur were good friends and had much control over the vendors who were either 

forced or induced to sell fake pouches of mineral water, fake areted drinks and 

other articles of Razak Kurkur.  All the vendors were afraid of Salim Panwala and 

Razak Kurkur. The vendors themselves were strong headed persons and neither 

the railway staff nor the railway policemen were able to control them.  

 

54.  ASI Galabhai (W-32) was the P.S.O. at that   time. From his evidence  and 

the evidence of  other policemen  it appears  that when Sabarmati Express train  

had arrived at Godhra railway station, there were abut 10 police constables of 

G.R.P. and 2 police constables of RPF on duty at or near platform no.1. ASI 

Galabhai and P.C.Dalabhai were inside the railway police station. Police 

Constables Laxmansinh, Hamendra, Hirabhai and Kiritsinh were on night station 

duty. Police Constables  Chhatrasinh, Mahendrasinh, Pujabhai and Prabhatsinh 

were on night general duty.  Head Constable Kanubhai and Police Constable 

Somabhai were performing duty on the off side of the train. These two constables 

and four more Police Constables were kept present by way of additional force as  

he had earlier received information  that many Ramsevaks were coming by the 

Sabarmati Express train. Head Constable Shrimohan Yadav and Police Constable 

Karansinh of RPF were performing duty between CPWI office and ‘A’ cabin . 

From the statements given by these policemen to the police, it appears that six 
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policemen were present on platform no. 1 when Sabarmati Express train had 

arrived at Godhra railway station. 

 

55.  Dy. S.S. Yusufali Saiyad (W-6) and A.S.M.Harimohan Meena (W-7) have 

stated that Sabarmati Express train had arrived at Godhra at 7-43 a.m. Copies of 

the relevant records maintained at the station have been produced before the 

Commission. They also mention 7-43 a.m. as the time of arrival of that train. 

There is, however, some difference between their evidence and the evidence of 

Satyanarayan Varma (W-2), the Guard, Rajendrarao Jadav (W-4), the engine 

driver and Mukesh Pachori (W-5), assistant engine driver on this point. According 

to the guard and the assistant engine driver, the train had arrived at Godhra at 

about 7-40 a.m. The driver’s evidence is that it had arrived at 7-42 a.m. This 

difference appears to be the result of each witness having noted the time according 

to the clock available with him. It appears that their clocks did not show the same 

time at the same moment. There was no other reason for them to give different 

timings. This discrepancy in time is not material except that it has some relevance 

as regards the time when the train had started from Godhra Station. 

 

56. There is sufficient evidence to show that the scheduled halt of Sabarmati 

Express train at Godhra was of five minutes. Dy.S.S. Yusufali and other witnesses 

from the railway have stated so in their evidence.  The time table published by the 

railways also supports them. Moreover, this is not a matter of dispute.  

 

57. The evidence regarding what happened at the station during its halt of five 

minutes consists of the depositions of the witnesses and statements recorded by 

the police and other authorities. It shows that many passengers had come out on 

the platform from their coaches for taking tea or other drinks, eatables etc. At that 

time there were many vendors on the platform. They were standing at different 

places. Sidik Bakar, a tea vendor was standing near the book stall at his usual 
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place which was little away on its west. Some Ramsevaks who had taken tea from 

him had an altercation with him as regards payment of money for the same. 

According to the Ramsevaks they had paid for the tea but Sidik Bakar had 

maintained that the Ramsevaks had not done so. In this altercation, some 

Ramsevaks had given two stick blows to Sidik Bakar. 

 

58. TTE Sajjanlal Raniwal (W-25) in his statement made to Senior Divisional 

Commercial Manager, W.R., Ratlam has stated that after arrival  of the train at  

Godhra , he had made an attempt to enter into some coaches  as he was not able to 

do so earlier. At that time, he had noticed that there was an exchange of words 

between some passengers and some persons standing on the platform. The 

relevant part of the statement is as quoted below: 

 

“दाहोद तक गाड  शांितपूवॅक गयी। गोधरा ःटेशन पर गाड  जसेै ह  

पहंचीु , वैसे ह  म गाड  के कोचेस मे जाने का पुनः ूयास कया। 

गोधरा ःटेशन पर जब म उनके पास पहंचा तो देखा क कोच के ु

या ऽयो का लेटफोम ॅपर खडे कुछ लोग  से ववाद हो रहा था।” 

 

59.  Mukesh Makwana (W-48) who was travelling in coach S/7 has referred to 

this incident in general terms. Savitaben Sadhu travelling in coach S/6 has stated 

that when the train had started from Godhra railway station, some Karsevaks were 

saying that there was a quarrel with one tea vendor on the platform. Other 

passengers, namely, Shri Ramfersing (W-40), Satishkumar (W-41),  Lalanprasad 

(W-44)  though had not personally seen the said quarrel have stated that when the 

train was standing  at the Godhra railway station they had heard some noises 

indicating a quarrel. They had not come to know between whom it was.  Witness 

Govindsinh (W-46)  had  gone  on the platform but  had immediately returned to 

coach-6 as other passengers were saying that a quarrel had taken place. 
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Punamkumari (W-49), Lallakumar (W-1011) and Radheshyam (W-1013) have 

also stated that they had come to know that some quarrel had taken place  as they 

had heard   loud noises coming from the platform.Shri  Ramnaresh  Gupta (W-

1015) had alighted on the platform for taking tea but because of the quarrel he had 

immediately returned to his coach. While he was still on the platform, he had seen 

one Muslim tea vendor running away from there. That man was shouting but he 

had not come to know why that tea vendor was running away. This witness in 

reply to the questions put to him by the advocate for  Jan Sangharsh Manch has 

stated that he had gone on  the platform for taking tea, and when he  had told one 

tea vendor to  give him tea,  he had  not listened  to him and had run away from 

that place. He had felt that he was a Muslim. That person was shouting but he had 

not come to know why he was doing so. 

 

60. Jaysinh Katija (W-1), incharge Station Superintendent has stated that when 

he had gone near ‘A’ cabin,   where the incident had happened, he had found that 

the passengers were very angry. When District Collector Jayanti Ravi had inquired 

from them in his presence about what had happened, the passengers had told her   

that some passengers had an exchange of words with one tea vendor on the 

platform. 

 

61. Ajay Kanubhai in his police statement dt. 4-7-2002 has stated that  on 27-

2-2002 he had gone to the station at about 7-00 O’clock to sell tea of his master 

Maheboob Popa. After Sabarmati Express train had arrived on platform no.1 he 

had stood near coach S/3. He had seen Mohmad Latika running and coming 

towards him. When he had asked him as to why he was running, he was told that a 

quarrel had taken place between Sidik Bakar and Karsevaks and he was being 

beaten. At that time, some 6 or 7 Karsevaks had come there and asked both of 

them to speak “Jay Shri Ram”. He responded but Mohmad Latika being a Muslim 

did not speak “Jay Shri Ram”. So the Karsevaks had started beating Mohmed 
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Latika but he was able to escape. He had gone away running towards the engine. 

After going near Signal Falia, he had started raising shouts that they were being 

beaten. He has then stated about pelting of stones on the train by persons standing 

outside. This witness in his statement before J.M.F.C. Godhra recorded under 

Section 164 Cr.P.C. on 9-7-2002 has reiterated what he had stated earlier before 

the police.  

 

62.  P.C.Shrimohan Jadav (W-23) who was performing  duty near CPWI 

office alongwith police constable Karansinh had heard some noises coming from 

platform no.1. He had, therefore, gone on platform no.1.  He has stated that there 

he had come to know that there was a quarrel between passengers and one vendor 

on the platform but he had not come to know at that time why the said quarrel had 

taken place. 

 

63. Shri Raju Bhargav (W-31), who was the Superintendent of Police at 

Godhra at the relevant time and who had rushed to the place of incident near 

‘A’cabin immediately, has stated in his evidence recorded by the Commission that 

he had tried to gather information from the passengers as to what was the cause 

for the incident and at that time, he had come to know that there was some scuffle 

when the train was on the platform. He could not get any clear picture on the basis 

of the information which he had then got, as one version was that there was a 

dispute regarding payment for tea to one tea vendor and the other version was that 

a Muslim girl was pulled and taken by some Karsevak inside the train. 

 

64.  In his police statement dated 27-2-2002, ASI Chhatrasinh has stated that 

he and police constable Mahendrasinh were performing duty on platform no. 1 

when Sabarmati Express train had arrived there. Sometime thereafter Sidik Bakar, 

a tea lariwala and Siraj rickshawala had met him on the platform and  told him 

that they were beaten by the Karsevaks who were travelling by the Sabarmati 
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Express train. Both of them had shown their injuries to him.  Therefore, he had 

told them to give a complaint in that behalf, but they had not done so and had 

gone away towards ‘A’ cabin.  

 

65. Head Constable Kanubhai who was performing duty on the off side of the 

train had gone to platform no. 1 after the train had left and when he had inquired 

about pelting of stones on the train, he was told by ASI Chhatrasinh that there was 

some quarrel between Karsevaks and one tea vendor. Police constable 

Mahendrasinh was with ASI Chhatrasinh and he has also stated the same thing. 

Police constable Prabhatbhai in his statement dated 1-3-2002 has stated that Sidik 

Bakar and Siraj Rickshawala had met him on the platform and they had told him 

that they were beaten by the Karsevaks. Police constable Ramabhai was with head 

constable Kanubhai.and he has also said the same thing. 

 

66. All these witnesses had no reason to say something which was not correct. 

What they have said deserves to be believed. Their evidence when read together, 

establishes that a quarrel had taken place between Ramsevaks and a tea vendor. 

Who that tea vendor was is disclosed by the police statement of Ajay Kanubhai 

Bariya given on 4.9.2002. As regards the assault by one Ramsevak on Siraj Mitha, 

a rickshawala, who was standing on the platform near the water hut, there is no 

direct evidence of any witness. Ajay Bariya himself being a vendor, his presence 

on the platform at the time when the train had arrived was quite natural. As stated 

by him, he was standing near coach S/3 and, therefore, he could have seen 

Maheboob Latika and Siraj coming running from the rear side of the train and 

going towards the engine. His conduct in asking Mohmad Latika why he was 

running was also quite natural and there is no reason to disbelieve his version 

about those incidents. Merely because he has not come forward to give evidence 

openly against Ghanchi Muslims of Godhra out of fear and risk involved, what he 

had stated in his statements need not be discarded. The Commission after 
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consideration of evidence of all these witnesses finds no reason not to accept their 

evidence. The fact that there was a quarrel between Ramsevaks and a tea vendor is 

not only, not disputed but is accepted by by the parties opposing the State 

Government’s version about the main incident. What is submitted by them is that 

what had happened on the platform during the train’s 5 minutes halt at the Station 

had led to the subsequent attack on the train  and it was not  because of the 

conspiracy  alleged by the the State Government.  

 

67. One more incident of attempted abduction of Sofiabanu (W-51) is stated to 

have happened while the train was standing at the station. On 27-12-2002, learned 

advocate for Jamiate-Ulma-E-Hind gave an application for calling Sofiabanu 

before this Commission to give evidence. It was stated in the application that  as 

she is cited as a witness in the charge sheet filed by the police, her evidence is 

likely to help the Commission in bringing out the truth. On 6-1-2003 the 

Commission passed an order allowing that application. She was examined as a 

witneess on 13-1-2003. In her evidence she has stated that on 23.2.2002 she 

alongwith her sister and mother had gone from Vadodara to Godhra to celebrate 

Idd festival.  They had stayed with their mother’s sister Jaitunbibi who was then 

residing in Signal Falia. They had gone to the railway station on 27-2-2002 at 

about 7-30 in the morning as they wanted to go back to Vadodara by Memu train. 

They were sitting near the water hut when Sabarmati Express train had arrived on 

the platform. Some persons wearing saffron colour Pattas (cloth belts) and   

shouting ‘Jay Bajrang’ had come out on the platform from the train. They had 

beaten one bearded person, and therefore getting frightened they had moved little 

away from that place. Soon thereafter one person with a saffron colour belt had 

put his hand on her mouth and by pulling her, had tried to take her towards the 

train. On her raising shouts, he had left her hand. They had thereafter moved away 

from that place and gone near the ticket window.As they had become very much 
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frightened they did not go to Vadodara on that day and returned to her mother’s 

sister’s place. 

 

68. After careful scrutiny of her evidence, the Commission comes to the 

conclusion that the version given by her does not appear to be true. If they had 

really gone to the station for going to Vadodara, they would have boarded 

Sabarmati Express train as it would have taken them to Vadodara earlier, but they 

had not done so. The alleged attempt to abduct her was made while they were near 

the book stall. That would mean that they were almost in the middle of the 

covered portion of the platform and very close to the offices of the railway staff. 

The evidence discloses sthat there were many persons on the platform. Apart from 

passengers, many Muslim vendors were there. The railway staff was present in 

their offices. Some policemen were also present. If she had raised shouts to save 

her then they would have been heard at least by some persons who were near 

about but not a single vendor or anyone else has come forward to support her 

version. According to her evidence, they had then gone inside the office of the 

booking clerk. They did not inform anyone there about what had happened. When 

inside that office, they had no reason to be afraid of anything thereafter and return 

immediately to their relative’s place instead of waiting for the Memu train which 

was about to arrive. Her explanation that she was much frightened and had 

giddiness and, therefore, they had decided not to go back to Vadodara on that day, 

does not appear to be true. That Ramsevak’s behaviour was not such as to create 

so much fear. He had immediately gone away from that place. He alone had made 

an attempt to abduct her.  It is also difficult to believe that a Ramsevak had 

attempted to abduct a Ghanchi Muslim girl from Godhra railway station and that 

too in presence of so many persons. Likely consequences of such an act would 

have deterred any Ramsevak from doing so. Her evidence is that they had gone 

away from the railway station when Sabarmati Express train was about to start. By 

that time most of the Ramsevaks must have gone inside the train. As regards when 
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she had talked about this incident to anyone, she has stated that 3 or 4 days after 

the incident she was taken to a relief camp which was set up in Iqbal School and 

there she was questioned by some press reporters. After about a month her 

statement was recorded by the railway police. In her police statement she had 

stated that after about 5 or 6 days somebody belonging to their caste had taken her 

to Iqbal school. As she had not stated anything to anyone about this incident till 

then no outsider would have come to know about the same. Under the 

circumstances, it becomes doubtful and suspicious why somebody had approached 

her after about 5 days and taken her to a relief camp and that too at the time when 

press reporters were present. Salim Panwala had raised shouts before Sabarmati 

Express train had started from the station that one Ghanchi Muslim girl was being 

abducted by the Karsevaks. Salim Panwala was not present near that place and 

had not seen the alleged attempt to kidnap Sofiyabanu and yet he had raised a 

shout that a Ghanchi Muslim girl was being kidnapped by the Karsevaks. The 

evidence discloses that  Salim Panwala had appeared on the platform at about the 

time when Mohmad Latika  and Sidik Bakar had gone running near the open 

space towards  the engine side.  For all these reasons the Commission is inclined 

to take the view that such an incident had in fact not happened and probably what 

Sofiyabanu has stated was at the instance of Salim Panwala who had spread such a 

false rumour. It appears to be an attempt to pass off the false rumour as true. If 

what Salim Panwala had said was true, then an attempt would have been made to 

look for her while the train was standing on the station for about 8 to 10 minutes 

thereafter. No body had done that.  

 

69.   The evidence also discloses that during the five minutes halt at the station 

there was pelting of stones on the front side of the train by persons standing 

outside the station and some passengers standing on the platform had also thrown 

stones towards those persons. Witness Shrimohan Jadav (W-23), a RPF Police 

Constable has stated that when Sabarmati Express train had arrived on the 
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platform he was present near the CPWI office. He heard some shouts coming from 

platform No.1 and, therefore, he had gone there. He had noticed that some 

passengers and outsiders were throwing stones at each other. He and his 

companion police constable had made the passengers sit in the train and by 

movement of their sticks directed the outsiders to disperse. That was the part of 

the train which was exposed to Signal Falia as it was outside the portion of the 

platform covered by the railway office block and the roof over the platform.  

Shrimohan was a police constable of RPF and an independent person. Probably 

for that reason his evidence has remained almost unchallenged. No reason is 

suggested for not believing him. His evidence establishes that before the train had 

started some persons standing outside the station near Signal Falia had thrown 

stones on the first two or three coaches of the train and passengers standing near 

those coaches had also thrown back stones towards those persons and that he and 

his companion police constable had made those passengers sit in the train and 

disperse the outsiders.  

 

70. After the scheduled stop of five minutes Sabarmati Express train started its 

onward journey at 7.48 a.m.  That is so stated by Dy. S.S. Yusufali Saiyad and 

ASM Harimohan Meena. Copies of entries produced from the charge book 

register, punctuality register and train signal register also show that the train had 

started at 7-48 a.m.. There is some difference between their evidence and the 

evidence of the guard and the driver regarding the time at which Sabarmati 

Express train had started. According to Satyanarayan Varma, the guard and 

assistant engine driver Mukesh Pachori Sabarmati Express train had arrived at 

7.40 a.m.. and had started at 7.45 a.m.. According to driver Rajendrarao Jadav, on 

receiving the signal at about 7-45 a.m. he had blown the whistle. Thereafter on 

getting ‘all clear’ signal from the guard, he had started the train. Thus according to 

his evidence, the train had started its onward journey at 7-47 a.m. A.S.M. 

Rajendraprasad Meena who was at the ‘A’ cabin had given a signal at 7-45 a.m. to 
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the train to start as the line was clear.  He has also stated that the train had then 

started at 7-48 a.m. The record maintained at the station supports what Dy. S.S. 

Yusufali Saiyad has stated. What the driver and the guard have stated is supported 

by the record maintained by them. As a matter of fact, there is no controversy on 

this point. Small difference in time is for the reason stated by us earlier. 

 

71. The evidence discloses that soon after the train had started, there was chain 

pulling. Many passengers, the two drivers, guard and other railway officers have 

stated so. According to driver Rajendrarrao’s evidence, the train had stopped after 

covering distance equivalent to the length of about two coaches i.e. about 45 Mtrs. 

The evidence of another witness is that the distance covered was about 70 to 80 

Mtrs. How much distance the train had covered is not of much importance. Even 

after the chain pulling travelling such the train had remained on the platform when 

chain was pulled. The evidence of the driver discloses that as usual, he had 

thereupon blown the special whistle indicating pulling of the chain. He had also 

informed the guard about it on walkie-talkie. He had then directed his assistant 

Mukesh Pachori to check coaches from which the alarm chain was pulled and to 

set it right. After some time he was informed by his assistant driver that chain 

pulling was from the guard’s coach and three other coaches and that he had re-set 

the chain. He was told that chain was pulled from coaches bearing nos. 83101, 

5343, 91236 and 88238. These numbers were noted down by him in his note 

book. Attention of this witness was drawn to that note (Exh.175) and he was asked 

some questions about it.  In reply to those questions, he has stated that the words 

written therein are ‘ACP of four coaches’ and that was written in respect of the 

first chain pulling. He has also stated that in his note book, the arrival time shown 

is 7-40 a.m. and the A.C.P. is shown at 7.45 a.m. His evidence as regards what he 

was told by Mukesh Pachori and his noting down the numbers of coaches from 

which alarm chain was pulled has remained unchallenged. The fact that the alarm 

chain was pulled is not in dispute. It is therefore, not necessary to discuss evidence 
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of each and every witness on this point. We are referring to this aspect as one of 

the points raised by the Jan Sangharsh Manch is that there was chain pulling from 

coach No.90238 also. 

 

72. Why and from which coaches the alarm chain was pulled would not have 

been the issues requiring our consideration, but for the two rival versions having 

important implications. The Government’s version is that the alarm chain was 

pulled to achieve the object of the conspiracy hatched by Razak Kurkur, Salim 

Panwala and others to stop the train and set it on fire, but by mistake it was pulled 

before the train left the platform and therefore, it was again pulled after the train 

went out of the station, to stop it at the desired place in the yard. The other version 

is that the chain was pulled because the train had started before all the passengers 

could get into the train and it had stopped because it could not go further as a 

result of continuous application of brake, for the reason that chain pulling from 

coach No.90238 was not set right when the train had started from the station. By 

the time Mukesh Pachori had set right chain pulling from two coaches, pelting of 

stones on the train had again started and, therefore, he had left that work 

incomplete and immediately rushed back to the engine. The implication is that 

stopping the train near ‘A’ cabin was not in pursuance of any conspiracy.  

  

73. Guard Satyanarayan Verma and one passenger Sadhvi Minaxideviji (W-

1008) have stated that chain pulling had taken place because some passengers 

were left behind on the platform when the train had started. The Guard had not 

seen any passenger who was left behind. He has stated that someone had told him 

that some passengers were left behind. The chain was pulled from the guard’s 

coach and nearby three coaches. That would mean that the passengers of those 

coaches were left behind if at all that was so. Otherwise there would  have been no 

reason for the passengers of those coaches to pull the chain. The Guard had given 

signal for starting the train by waving a flag. If passengers of nearby coaches were 
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left behind on the platform, he would have noticed them while doing so. Sadhvi 

Minaxideviji (W-1008) had merely inferred like that because she had seen some 

persons thereafter getting into the coach in which she was sitting. She did not 

know whether those persons who were seen by her getting into the coach had 

earlier gone out of that coach or whether they were different persons who were 

really left behind when the train had started. She was a passenger of coach no. 

S/7.The alarm chain was not pulled from that coach. The chain was pulled from 

the coaches which were on the rear side of the train. There were four coaches in 

between. Inference drawn by her from the fact that some persons were seen by her 

getting into the coach in which she was sitting is really a guesswork on her part 

and thus of no value. The evidence given by both the witnesses is not of any help 

in reaching the right conclusion on this point. Considering the shouts which were 

raised by Mohmed Latika and Salim Panwala and the subsequent events which 

had taken place, it appears to the Commission that the chain was not pulled by the 

passengers because some passengers were left behind on the platform. 

 

74.  Mukesh Pachori (W-5) who was sent by driver Rajendrarao Jadav to go 

and set right the chain has stated that chain pulling was from the last four coaches. 

They were not adjoining coaches. The guard was with him while resetting was 

done. In his statement dt. 27-2-2002 made to the police, it is stated that chain 

pulling was from choaches bearing nos, 83101, 5343, 51263 and 88238 and that 

after going back to the engine he had given numbers of the coaches to driver 

Rajendrarao Jadav. His evidence that the chain was pulled from four coaches has 

also remained unchallenged. No attempt was made to establish from the evidence 

of this witness that the chain was pulled from any other coach. He was the person 

who had gone for resetting the chain pulling and was therefore, the best person to 

say from which coaches the chain was pulled. Yet not a single question was asked 

to him to ascertain if chain was pulled from any other coach also. This witness has 

stated that the coaches from which chain was pulled were not adjoining coaches.  
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75.  Satyanarayan Varma, (W-2) the guard has stated that on coming to know 

about pulling of the alarm chain he had come out of his coach to check the 

coaches from which the chain was pulled and to set it right from his end. He had 

found that the alarm chain was pulled from his coach and other coaches ahead of 

his coach. The chain pulling was set right and thereafter the train had started.  In 

his statement given to the police on the same day he had given numbers of four 

coaches from which according to him, the chain was pulled. The numbers as noted 

in the statement are 83101, 5343, 51263 and 88238. It appears that Mukesh 

Pachori and Satyanarayan Verma had either made a mistake in stating correctly 

the number of one coach while giving their statements to the police or the police 

had made a mistake in hearing and writing that number correctly. There was no 

coach in the train having number 51263. The correct number of the coach was 

91263..The material on record shows that the last coach was  an SLR coach meant 

for passengers, guard and luggage.and its  number was 83101. Number of the 

adjoining coach was 5343 and it was a general coach. Number of coach thereafter 

was 91263. It was also a general coach.The coach next to that coach was bearing 

number 91263. It was also a general coach. Number of coach thereafter was 

90238 (S-10) and thereafter there was a coach bearing number 88238 (S-9). 

 

76. Dy. S.S. Yusufali Saiyad, (W-6) has also stated that he had sent ASM 

Harimohan Meena to find out what had happened and after some time  he  had 

reported to him orally that  by the time he had  reached those coaches, the chain 

pulling was already set right. He was told by ASM Harimohan Meena that the 

chain pulling was from three coaches before the guard’s coach. ASM Harimohan 

Meena (W-7) has stated that he was told by the guard that chain pulling was from 

three rear coaches.  

  

77. The controversy in this behalf has arisen because Deputy S.S. Saiyed in his 

police statement dated 1.3.2002 had stated that chain was pulled from three 
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coaches adjoining the guard’s coach and bearing Nos.5343, 91263 and 90238. On 

the basis of his statement and that of ASM Meena, a point has been raised by Jan 

Sangharsh Manch that chain was pulled from coach No.90238. Both these 

witnesses had no personal knowledge about the coaches from which the chain was 

pulled. By the time ASM Meena had reached the train the setting right work was 

over and he had not seen from which coaches the chain was pulled. ASM Meena 

knew only what he was told by the guard and Dy. S.S. Yusufali Saiyed knew that 

which was conveyed to him by ASM Meena. Dy. S.S. Yusufali Saiyad.  Dy. S.S. 

Yusufali Saiyed had not moved out of his office. Both these witnesses have not 

given numbers of the coaches while giving evidence before this Commission and 

have stated that chain pulling was from those coaches. As against their evidence, 

the persons who were concerned with setting right pulling of chain have positively 

stated that there was chain pulling from coaches Nos.83101, 5343, 91263 and 

88238 which would mean that there was no chain pulling from coach No.90238. 

There was no attempt to establish that what the guard and the assistant driver 

Mukesh Pachori have stated in their evidence is not correct. The evidence of the 

driver, assistant driver and the guard has to be regarded as more reliable than other 

evidence because they had set right the chain. The evidence of the driver and the 

guard is supported by documentary evidence also. The driver’s note book, a copy 

of which has been produced on record supports the oral evidence of the driver. 

The guard had also noted down numbers of the coaches from which the chain was 

pulled and thus his oral evidence also receives support from the contemporaneous 

documentary evidence. On appreciation of this evidence, the Commission comes 

to the conclusion that chain pulling was from coaches Nos.83101, 5343, 91263 

and 88238 and there was no chain pulling from coach No.90238. What Dy.S.S. 

Saiyed had stated in his police statement was not correct. What ASM Meena has 

said is that chain pulling was from three rear coaches. That would mean that it was 

from coaches Nos.83101, 5343 and 91263 only. The guard had not disclosed 

numbers of coaches to ASM Meena nor ASM Meena in his turn had given 
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numbers to Dy.S.S. Saiyed. As he had heard ASM Meena as saying that the chain 

pulling was from three coaches preceding the guard’s coach, Dy.S.S. Saiyed 

appears to have given numbers of the coaches on the basis of the record available 

in their office. The attempt made to show the possibility of chain having been 

pulled from coach no.90238 or some other coach is based on a mistake made by 

Dy.S.S. Saiyed and it has to fail.    

 

78. The evidence discloses that even before the train had left the platform after 

the first chain pulling, pelting of stones on the train had again started. RPF Police 

Constable Shrimohan (W/23) has stated that after the train had stopped on the 

platform because of chain pulling there was pelting of stones again by persons 

standing outside the station..He and police constable Karansinh had gone near that 

place  and made those persons run away from there. Thereafter the train had 

started. All these facts were thereafter reported by him to his office. He has further 

stated that  pelting of stones was on the front part of the train i.e.  towards the 

engine side. When the train  had started after the first chain pulling, he had noticed 

one small mob near the Signal Falia”. Gulabsinh Tadvi who was a Parcel clerk 

and was in his office at the relevant time, has stated in his police statement 

recorded on 1-3-2002, that after the train had stopped as a result of chain pulling, 

he had seen persons who were standing behind the parcel office, throwing stones 

on passengers who were standing on the platform and the passengers were also 

throwing back stones on those persons. Hariprasad Joshi (W-1009) has stated that 

soon after the train had started he and other passengers were told to close  

windows of their coach as there was likelihood of pelting of stones on the train. 

Immediately  after the train had moved some distance  pelting of stones had  

started. He has also stated that even when the train was standing on the platform 

after the first chain pulling, pelting of stones had started. Satishkumar Mishra 

(W/41) has stated that the train had stopped on the platform immediately after it 

had started and at that time also pelting of stones had continued. Bhupatbhai Dave 

(W/43) has stated that the train had stopped soon after it had started and at that 
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time pelting of stones had started. Lalanprasad (W/44) has also stated that when  

the train had stopped  after pulling of the alarm chain stones  were thrown on the 

engine side of the train. After the train had started, throwing of stones had 

continued and, therefore, they were told by others to close doors and windows of 

their coach. Radheshyam (W/1013) and Ramnaresh (W/1015) have also spoken 

about pelting of stones when the train was still on the platform after the first chain 

pulling. The fact of plelting of stones is not in dispute. As stated earlier, the rival 

version is almost based upon it. 

 

79. The Commission having found as a fact that there was no chain pulling 

from coach No.90238, the question whether chain pulling from that coach was set 

right or not would not really arise. The other evidence also rules out that 

possibility. Driver Rajendrarao has stated that he had started the train after chain 

pulling was re-set and he had taken “all right” clearance from the guard. He was 

put number of questions by Jan Sangharsh Manch as regards the level of vacuum 

getting reduced as a result of pulling of chain and what happens if the engine 

continues to pull the train. He has stated that there is one gauge in the engine 

showing level of vacuum. When the alarm chain is pulled the vacuum gets 

reduced and that is indicated by the gauge. If the chain is pulled from more than 

one coach then reduction of vacuum would be more. He has denied that if the 

chain pulling is not properly re-set, then again the vacuum will start dropping on 

its own.According to him   even if chain pulling is from one coach, then because 

of vacuum created thereby, the train will not proceed further. He has also denied 

the suggestion that the engine can pull the train even when vacuum becomes less 

as a result of pulling of chain. Even if there is chain pulling from one coach, 

vacuum will start getting decreased in all other coaches and thus the brake will 

start applying to all the coaches. The train will not stop immediately after the 

chain pulling but it will stop as a result of application of brake after some distance. 

He has further stated that the meaning of ‘all right ‘is that everything is in order. 
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He has denied that Mukesh Pachori had told him that he had not set right chain 

pulling from S/9 because of pelting of stones. He has denied the suggestion that he 

had pulled the train by applying extra exhaust and in that manner had taken it upto 

‘A’ Cabin. According to him, such a thing was impossible. No material has been 

brought to the notice of the Commission on the basis of which it can be said that 

what driver Rajendrarao has said in this behalf is not true.  

 

80. Guard Satyanarayan Varma has also stated that the train had started after 

chain pulling was set right. In his statement dated 28-2-2002 made to the Senior 

Divisional Commercial Manager, Ratlam, he had stated that “सहायक साईवर 

सहाब ने और ःटेशन ःटाफ ने गाड  का चैन पुल ठक कया, साईवर सहाब ने 

ऐक ल बी िसट  बजाई और मेरे से वाक  टोक  पर कहा,  चैन ठक  हो गई है 

और इजन मे वैक़यू आ गया है, तब मेने कहा म ै ॄेक पर, पहचने वाला हू ू, 

आपको ॄेक पर, पहचते अलराईट दगाू ू , ॄेक पर पहचने पर मनेै गाड  को चलाने ू

के िलऐ जडं  दखाई गाड  बराबर गोधरा ःटेशन से दबारा चलीू .” 

 

81. The evidence thus shows that there was a talk between the driver and the 

guard in this behalf and only thereafter the driver had blown the whistle before 

starting the train. The evidence of Dy. S.S. Yusufali and ASM Meena also 

corroborates the evidence of the driver, assistant driver and the guard that pulling 

of chain was set right before the train had started. The incident of stone pelting 

was so small that it had not attracted the attention of either the driver of the train 

or other railway staff. It was noticed by two policemen who were present in that 

area of the platform. They were able to make the passengers sit in the train and 

move away from that place the persons who were throwing stones from outside.   

For that reason also it is highly unlikely that the guard and Assistant driver 

Mukesh Pachori would have left the work of resetting the chain incomplete.   
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82. Assistant Driver Mukesh Pachori, while he was giving evidence before the 

Commission, was not asked whether he had come to know while doing the setting 

right work that some persons were throwing stones on the train. There is no 

evidence to show that Mukesh Pachori had come to know at that time that stones 

were being thrown on the train. The chain pulling was from coaches at the end of 

the train whereas stones were thrown on the front side two or three coaches. The 

evidence of Shrimohan and others indicate that it was seen only by those persons 

who were near that place. It is unlikely that Mukesh Pachori had come to know 

about it. Even if it is assumed that Mukesh Pachori had come to know about it, 

there was no need for him to rush back to the engine. Re-setting the chain from 

that coach would not have taken more than a minute. Moreover it is highly 

unlikely that he would have set right chain pulling from coaches 88238 and 91263 

which were the 5th and 3rd last coaches respectively and left re-setting of chain 

pulling from coach no. 90238 which was in between those two coaches or from an 

adjoining coach if the chain was pulled from that coach.  There were many 

persons on the platform including the policemen, railway staff, vendors and other 

passengers. He had no reason to get frightened because of throwing of stones by 

Ramsevaks and the persons standing outside the station. It had not frightened any 

one else. There was thus no good reason for him to hurry up and give a false 

report to the driver in order to get the train started that the setting right work of 

chain pulling was over. He had not to take any decision in that behalf. It is not 

believable that Mukesh Pachori would not have informed driver Rajendra Rao that 

he had not set right chain pulling from coach no.90238 and rushed back to the 

engine as there was pelting of stones on the train. The driver would have at once 

come to know about it as the train would not have run freely and smoothly and the 

vacuum guage would have also shown that it was not at the desired level. 

Assuming that Mukesh Pachori had not set right chain pulling from coach 

no.90238 and had informed the driver correctly, then it is highly unlikely that 

driver Rajendra Rao would have started the train in that condition. If what is now 
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suggested by Jan Sangharsh Manch was true then in all probability driver 

Rajendra Rao would have preferred to remain on station rather than going out in 

an open and unsafe place. He would have known that he would not be able to drag 

the train for a long distance. Moreover it is difficult to appreciate why he would 

do that as he had nothing to fear of while he was on the railway station. Railway 

staff and the railway policemen could have taken care of the situation. Instead of 

taking the responsibility on his head he would have left it to the railway staff to 

take a decision in that behalf. In fact he had a talk with the guard and only after he 

was told that the chain pulling was set right that he had  blown the whistle before 

starting the train. The evidence of Dy. S.S. Yusufali and ASM Meena also 

corroborates the evidence of the driver, assistant driver and the guard that pulling 

of chain was set right before the train had started.  

 

83.  It is equally important to note that neither Dy.S.S. Yusufali Saiyed nor 

ASM Harimohan Meena has stated that chain was pulled from coach No.90238. 

Even though many questions were asked to them by Jan Sangharsh Manch and 

others they were not asked if there was chain pulling from coach No.90238. From 

the evidence set out earlier, it becomes apparent that numbers of the coaches were 

not given by Dy.S.S.  Yusufali Saiyed and ASM Harimohan Meena to the police 

on the basis of what was told to them either by the guard or the assistant driver 

Mukesh Pachori but they had done so on their own. The evidence clearly discloses 

that neither the guard nor Mukesh Pachori had given numbers of the affected 

coaches to ASM Harimohan Meena, therefore, he could not have given those 

numbers to Dy.S.S. Yusufali Saiyed. It appears that from what the guard and 

assistant driver Mukesh Pachori had said viz. that the chain pulling was from the 

guard’s coach, and three preceding coaches, he and Dy.S.S. Yusufali had while 

giving their statements had given numbers probably on the basis of position of the 

engine and other coaches as shown in the record available with them. As against 

the evidence of the persons who had themselves checked from which coaches the 
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chain was pulled and had set right the chain pulling, what Dy.S.S. Yusufali Saiyed 

and ASM Harimohan Meena had stated in their statements given to the police 

does not deserve to be accepted.       

 

84. There is one more circumstance which rules out the possibility of chain 

pulling from any coach having not been set right and dragging of the train upto 

‘A’ cabin. Driver Rajendrarao and ASM Rajendraprasad who was at the ‘A’ cabin 

have stated in their evidence that they had exchanged ‘all right’ signal. Driver 

Rajendrarao has stated that ASM Rajendraprasad had by showing his green flag 

given ‘all right’ signal to him. This part of their evidence has remained 

unchallenged. This fact of exchanging ‘all right’ signal is of much significance. It 

necessarily implies that driver Rajendrarao had no problem in proceeding ahead 

with the train and that he had intended to do so. He would not have exchanged the 

‘all right’ signal if the train was not in a position to move further. 

 

85. The train again started its onward journey at 7.55 a.m. as stated by 

incharge station superintendent Jaysinh Katija (W-1) and Dy.S.S. Yusufali Saiyad 

(W-6). They have stated that the work of resetting the chain was completed within 

about 7 to 8 minutes time. Guard Satyanarayan Varma has stated that it had taken 

about 10 minutes time to reset the chain. Evidence of Driver Rajendrarao is that 

for this reason the train was detained at the station for about 14 minutes and it had 

left the station at about 8-00 a.m.. What Asstt. Driver Mukesh Pachori (W-5 ), has 

stated is that he had taken about 15 minutes time in  going from the engine to 

those coaches and  returning to the engine after completing the work and 

thereafter the train had started.. What was submitted on behalf of the Jan 

Sangharsh Manch was that considering the distance Mukesh Pachori had to walk 

from  his  engine to the last four coaches and back from those coaches to the 

engine, it is not believable that    he  could  have completed the work of setting 

right  the chain of 4 coaches within about 7 or 8 minutes time. It was submitted 
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that  length of each coach was about 22 meters and Mukesh  Pachori had to cross 

about  15 to 16 coaches and therefore, he could not have returned to the engine 

within  8 minutes time. It was submitted that  what Jaysinh  Katija and Yusufali  

Saiyad have stated in this behalf cannot be accepted as correct. They have given 

wrong timings to show that there was no negligence on their part and that the train 

was not unduly delayed at the station. It therefore does not become clear as to 

when the train really started again from the Station. 

 

86. No negligent act on the part of the station staff is shown which was 

required to be covered up by wrongly mentioning the time taken for putting right 

the chain pulling. Therefore, they had no reason to give an incorrect account of the 

time taken by the guard and the assistant driver. It is quite likely that the entries in 

that behalf were not made immediately by the station staff and were made after 

some time and therefore, a discrepancy in their evidence and the evidence of the 

driver and guard has arisen. Mukesh Pachori’s estimate of 14 minutes does not 

appear to be correct. If what he has stated is exactly true then the train would have 

reached near A cabin at about 8.06 a.m. and not earlier. By 8.05 a.m. the 

information about the attack on the train near A cabin had already reached District 

Police Control. Considering the time taken by ASM Rajendraparasad Meena in 

informing the station staff and further time in informing the District Police 

Control, the train must have reached near A cabin at about 8.01 or 8.02 a.m. That 

would put the time of departure latest by 7.57 or 7.58 a.m. The chain pulling was 

at about 7.49 a.m. The guard had set right pulling of chain from two coaches. So 

Mukesh Pachori was required to do that work for the remaining two coaches only. 

Really this aspect is neither important nor of any consequence.  

 

87. What happened after the train again started its onward journey is stated by 

many witnesses. Sajjanlal Raniwal (W-15) the T.T.E. who was in the guard’s 

compartment has stated that  after the train had left the platform, the  mob which 
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was standing on the left hand side (Signal Falia side) had started throwing stones 

on the train.Therefore, he had closed the windows of their coach. He was sitting 

on the platform side i.e.on the left hand side of the coach.  Then   there was again 

chain pulling and as a result thereof the train had stopped near ‘A’ cabin. Pelting 

of stones had continued and it was heavy. Therefore, the guard had informed the 

Station Master about the same and requested for police help. He had thereafter got 

down from his coach on the right hand side, as on the left hand side there was a 

mob of about 400 to 500 persons and it was throwing stones on the train.  Persons 

in the mob were shouting “Maro Maro “. He had also seen one mob towards the 

front side of the train.  They had weapons in their hands. Seeing that mob, he had 

not proceeded further. After some time he had seen fire in one coach. By that 

time, some policemen had come but they had only sticks with them. So they could 

not do anything. After seeing fire in a coach, he was very much frightened. In 

reply to the questions put to him, he has stated that when the train had stopped, 

their coach was near the culvert. Stones had broken glass of the window of their 

coach. When he had alighted on the right hand side of the train, he had not seen 

anyone throwing stones but because of sounds of stones striking against the 

coaches, he could make out that stones were being thrown on the train. He had, 

therefore, made an attempt to see what was happening after going towards the rear 

side of the Guard’s coach and had found that persons in the mob were throwing 

stones.  He has also stated that even before the train had stopped, he had closed 

the windows of their coach because of pelting of stones. He has stated that he had 

noticed smoke coming out from one coach after about 10 to 15 minutes. This 

witness was sitting on the platform side i.e. towards the Signal Falia side and as 

such he could have seen the mob on that side. In reply to the question put to him, 

he has stated that when the train had left the station, window of the guard’s 

compartment was open. That was quite natural as he had no reason to keep the 

window closed at that time. He has stated that as stones were hitting the train, he 
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had closed the window of his compartment. We see no reason to doubt what he 

had said on this point. 

 

88.  In his statement sent to the Senior Divisional Commercial Manager, 

Ratlam on the same day what he had stated was: 

“ईसी दौरान चली और चेन पुिलगं हईु . चैन पुिलगं होने के समय 

गाड  गोधरा अप याडॅ मे पहोच गई थी. “चेन पुिलगं के कारण वहा 

गाड  खड  हो गयी और पहले से खडे कुछ बाहर  त वोने गाड  पर 

पथराव करना शु  कर दया। बाहर  त वोसे दबने के िलए गाड  के 

या ऽयोने अपने कोचेज के खडक  व दरवाजे ब द कर िलये, तब 

िभड मे से कसीने आवाज लगायी क  इस कोचेज मे आग लगा दो 

। इस तरह क  आवाजे सनुाइ द  । मनेै उस आदमी को नह  देखा 

ओर कुछ ह  देर मे कोच स. एस – 6 (93498) मे मनेै देखा क  

आग लग गयी हे । तब तक गाडॅ साहब मेरे पास आ गये थे ।” 

 

89. Guard Satyanarayan  Verma (W/2), has deposed that there was again chain 

pulling. After the train had stopped near A cabin pelting of stones had started. He 

had informed the Station Master by walkie-talkie about the chain pulling and 

pelting of stones. He had alighted from the train to see what had happened but the 

railway policeman had told him to go back to his coach as there was a big mob 

ahead. Then there was firing by the police. In reply to the questions put to him by 

Jan Sangharsh Manch, he had stated that the train had again started at about 8.00 

a.m. He had submitted a report on being instructed to do so by his DSO. He had 

remained in the coach till 8.25 a.m. 

 

90. In his statement dated 28-2-2002 made to the Senior Divisional 

Commercial Manager, Ratlam he had stated: 
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“गाड  मे दबारा चेन पलु हआ और गाड  खड  हई ु ु ु KM 468 / 45 

पर गाड  खड  होते ह  गाड  पर प लक िारा जो क  नीचे सडक 

या लाईन के बहार थे उ होने प थर फैकना शु  कर दया। मै 

आफ साइड क  तरफ से चैन ठ क करने उतरा उस समय सब 

पेसज़र जो क  कोच के सब अ दर थे सब खीडक  दरवाजे ब द थे, 

प थर बरस रहे थे। इतने मे साइवर सहाब ने कहा मेरे इंजन मे 

बे युम 00 हो गया है। मे आगे जा रहा था, उस समय ON 

DUTY RPF ःटाप ने मेरे से कहा आगे मत जाओ ॄेक मे जाये। मे 

ॄेक मे आया, उस समय साइवर साहब ने वाक  टोक  पर कहा क  

गाड  मे आग लगा द  है। फायर ॄेगेड को कहो। के बन ारा और 

बाक  टोक  ारा लेटफोम ॅपर ड ट  अस.अस.सहाब को सब सचूना 

द  गई। मेरे ॄेक के पार 8.20 के लगभग SIGRP ारा गोली 

चलाई। गाड  मे आग लगने क  सचूना िमलते ह  मनेै अपने पास 

वाले कोच के पसजरो को कहा गाड  खाली करे।”  

 

91. Driver Rajendrarao, (W-4) has stated that after getting “all right” message 

from the guard he had started the train. While the train was near  ‘A’ cabin  he and 

the ASM  Rajendraprasad Meena who was at  ‘A’ cabin had shown  green flags to 

each other. That was the “all right  “ signal from the Assistant Station Master. At 

that time he had noticed that vacuum in the train was going down and, therefore, 

he had inferred that there was chain pulling. The train had then stopped near pole 

No. 468/19. He had, blown the usual whistle indicating chain pulling and 

informed the Guard about the same by walkie-talkie. At that time one big mob had 

come near ‘A’ Cabin from Masjid side and had started throwing stones on the 
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train. Stones were thrown on the engine also. Some persons from the mob had 

come very close to the engine. He and Mukesh Pachori were threatened by those 

persons that if they got down from the engine, they would be cut into pieces. 

Therefore, he had closed  windows and  doors of the engine and locked them from 

inside. He had informed Dy. Station Supdt  Saiyad about the attack by walkie-

talkie. Some persons in the mob had weapons with them. The mobs had almost 

surrounded the train on one side and was throwing stones on it. The mob had then 

moved away towards the rear side of the train. He had also informed the Guard 

about the attack on the train. When he had seen smoke coming out from one of the 

coaches, he had again informed Dy.Station Supdt. Saiyad about the same by 

walkie-talkie. Some persons in the mob, while attacking the train, were shouting 

“Mar dalo, Kat Dalo”. In reply to the questions put to him by the parties, he has 

stated that as his attention was on the front side while proceeding towards A 

cabin, he had not noticed any mob on the left hand side of the  train before the 

train had stopped. According to this witness, the train had left the station at about 

8-00 A.M.. and it had stopped near ‘A’ cabin after about 3 minutes. When the 

chain was pulled second time,  speed of the train was 13 Kms. per hour. He had 

seen  smoke coming out from a  coach at about  8-10 a.m.. 

 

92. In his statement dated 28-2-2002 made to the Senior Divisional 

Commercial Manager, Ratlam  he  had stated that : 

 

“शेन का गोधरा एराइवल 7.40 व 7.45 पर चले लगभग 

50 फ ट आगे चलने के बाद एसीपी हवा। मनेै तुरंत चनै ु
पुलींग सीट  बजाई व गाडॅ को सुचना द  व सहायक को 

चैन पुलींग रसेट हेतु पछे भेजा व ःटाटॅ हवेु , ःटाटॅ होने 

के बाद कमी 468/19 पर पनुः चनै पुलींग हई व एकाएक ु
पथराव शु  हो गया ईस क  सचुना मनेै वाक  टाक  के ारा 
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एसएस गोधरा को द  व पुलीस ूोटे शन क  मांग क । कुछ 

देर बार धुआ द खाई देने लगा तो मेने फायर ॄगेड 

कमचॅार यो को बोला।” 

 

93. Assistant driver Mukesh Pachori, has also stated that when the train had 

stopped near ‘A’ cabin, he had seen mobs coming from behind ‘A’ cabin and 

throwing stones on the train. As some persons had come very near, he had closed  

the doors and windows of the engine. Persons in the mob had told them not to get 

down and also threatened them that if they did so, they would be cut into pieces. 

After some time, those people had gone towards the rear side of the train. 

Thereafter, he had opened the windows of the engine. He had seen  that the mob 

was pelting stones on the rear part of the train. So they had informed the Dy. 

Station Supdt . Saiyad by walkie-talkie about the same. 

 

94. What   Mukesh Pachori (W-5 ) had   stated in his statement to the  Senior 

Divisional Safety Officer , Vadodara,  is  :- 

 

“िनवेदन है क  म ैसहायक चालक मुकेश पचौर  जो क 9166 अप 

मे कायॅरत था रतलाम से गाड  का ूःथान 4.50 बजे चले तथा 

गोधरा आगमन 7.40 पर आये िसगनल िमलाने पर 7.45 पर गाडॅ 

महोदय से आलरइट लेकर ःटाटॅ हए गाड  थोडा आगे बढ  थी क ु
गाड  मे एसीपी हो गया चेन पुिलगं क  सीट  बजाकर गाडॅ महोदय 

को सचुना द  तथा चालक महोदय के आदेशानुसार एसीपी रसेट 

करने आया जब चार कोच मे एसीपी हई थी एसीपी रसेट करने ु
पुनः वे युम लेकर ःटाटॅ हये गाड  ए के बन के पास पहंची थी क ु ु
पुनः एसीपी हो गया एसीपी रसेट करने उतरने लगा तब चारो 

तरफ से प थर आने लगे जसक  सचुना एसएस महोदय गोधरा 
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को वाक  टाक  पर द  कुछ देर प ात पीछे कोच से धुआ िनकलता 

देखकर एसएस महोदय से पुनः स पकॅ कया तथा वःतु ँथित से 

अवगत कराया फोस ॅतथा दमकल क  मांग क ।” 

 

95. Yusufali Saiyad ( W-6 ), Deputy Station Superintendent has stated that 

after ascertaining from  ASM Harimohan  Meena why there was chain pulling, he 

wanted to go out of the office and make further inquiry. But before he could do so, 

he had received a message from ‘A’ cabin that the train had stopped there because 

there was chain pulling and that there was also pelting of stones on the train . He 

was also informed by the Assistant Station Master  Rajendraprasad Meena  from 

‘A’ cabin that two policemen  who had reached there were not sufficient and more 

policemen should be sent. He had, therefore, gone to the railway police station and 

informed the P.S.O. to send more police force near ‘A’ cabin. After about 15 

minutes he had received a message from the train driver that the mob was setting 

on fire one coach of the train and that he should call the fire brigade. Accordingly 

he had informed the  fire brigade. He has further stated that on the same day i.e. 

on 27-2-2002, the Divisional Railway Manager whose office is at Vadodara had 

asked for his written report and that he had sent it on the same day.   

 

96. The report sent by him was as under : 

 

             “ ारा : वाई.एम.सयैद     

 27/02/02 

उप.ःटे.अिध क, 

गोधरा। 

म ैआज दनाक 27/02/02 को गोधरा लेटफोम ॅपर 0/8 

क  िश ट मे सहा.ःटे.मा. ौी ह रमोहन मीना के साथ युट  

पर उप ःथत था ौी ह रमोहन मीना 0/12 क  िश ट मे 
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नौकर  पर था 
 

 गाड  न.9166 अप साबरमित ए स.का 07.30 बजे 

लाईन हआ और ु 07.43 बजे गोधरा ःटेशन पर आई, जसे 

07.45 बजे ूःथान िस नल दया और गाड  07.48 बजे 

ःटाटॅ हो गई ले कन थोडा चलने के बाद चैन पुिलगं होने 

के कारण गाड  क गई जसक  सचुना मनेै RPF, GRP 

ःटाफ गोधरा को द  इसके बाद गाड  दबारा ु 07.55 बजे 

ःटाटॅ हई और फर से चैन पुिलगं होने के कारण ु “A” 

के बन के पास जाकर क गई, यह सचुना “A” के बन ारा 

द  गई और बताया गया क  शहर क  प लक गाड  पर 

पथराव कर रह  है । जसक  सचुना RPF, GRP को द  गई 

जो क  घटना ःथल पर पहंची और मजेु के बन ारा बताया ु
गया क  हम भीड को िनय ऽत करने मे असमथॅ है। 

जसक  सचुना ःटे.अिध क ौी जे.के.खाितजा ने 08.05 

बजे सीट  पुिलस, कले टर और ड .एस.पी. गोधरा को द । 
 

 बाद मे 08.25 बजे गाड  9166 के गाडॅ मोहदय ने 

वाक  टोक  पर खबर द  क कुछ कोचो मे भीड आग लगा 

रह  है तो ःटे.अिध क गोधरा ने तुर त फायर ॄगेड वालो 

को टेलीफोन पर खबर द इसी दौरान “A” के बन से भी 

सचुना द  गई क कुछ कोचो मे प लक ारा आग लगा द  

गई है तो हमने TPC/BRC को 08.25 बजे स लाई कट 

आँफ करने के िलए बोला और 08.30 बजे स लाई काट द 

गई थी।” 
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97. A.S.M. Harimohan Meena ( W-7 )  has  stated  that he had received 

messages from ‘A’ cabin and  the Guard regarding pulling of the chain and attack 

on the train. The third message which he had received from ‘A’ cabin was  that 

the train was set on fire. The  guard had also given  a similar message. These 

messages sent from ‘A’ cabin were heard by Dy.S.S. Yusufali Saiyad also. They 

had informed S.S. Jaysinh Katija about the same. He had sent his report to the 

Divisional Railway Manager,Vadodara on the same night.  

 

98. ASM Rajendraprasad, who was on  ‘A’ cabin, has stated that as he had 

heard the whistle indicating chain pulling and seen that  the train had stopped, he 

had got down from the  cabin. After he had taken some steps  he had noticed that a 

mob was throwing stones on the train. He had also  seen another mob   near the 

guard’s compartment It  was also throwing stones on the train.  The mob which 

was towards the engine side was also throwing stones on the train. Out  of  fear of 

getting injured by stones, he had gone back to  the   cabin. According to him  

pelting of stones had continued from 8-00 a.m.. till 8.20 a.m. In reply to the 

questions put to him, he has stated that when he had  got down from  ‘A’ cabin, 

pelting of   stones was on the rear part  of the train. He had seen a mob running 

along with the train when the speed of the train had decreased. Some persons from 

the mobs had come near the train and they were throwing stones on the train.  He 

had himself informed Dy.Station Supdt. Saiyad on telephone about the attack on 

the train with stones. He had also informed Vadodara Control about it.   

 

99. From amongst the passengers, Maheshbhai Chaudhary (W-34) has stated 

that he was sleeping on upper berth somewhere in the middle of the coach when 

the train had stopped near ‘A’ cabin. He woke up because of the noise created by 

the stones hitting the train. He had received injuries. He has said that shutters of 

the windows of his compartment had broken down as a result of the attack by the 
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mob. According to him, about five minutes after he woke up there was smoke in 

the coach. 

 

100. Savitaben Sadhu (W-35) was  sitting about 4 or 5 compartments away 

from the door. She has stated that because of the attack by the mob with stones 

and other articles, windows of their coach had broken down and that she was hit 

by some stones. She has also stated that a window on the southern side was 

broken by some persons in the mob. When questioned about the details of the 

attack she has stated that she had seen persons in the mob throwing stones and 

burning rags inside the coach through those open windows. The burning rags and 

some liquid which was also thrown in the coach. She was able to see all that as the 

shutters of the window near which she was sitting had given way and the window 

had become open. She had also seen persons throwing some liquid in the coach 

that had led to smoke and fire in the coach.First there was smoke and after some 

time flames were seen. Her shawl had got burnt and she had received some burn 

injuries. It was submitted by the Jan Sangharsh Manch that by saying that burning 

rags and other things which were thrown inside the coach had caused fire, she was 

telling a lie as all other evidence shows that first there was smoke and after some 

time there was fire. A careful reading of her evidence shows that what she wanted 

to say was that the burning rags which were thrown inside the coach had remained 

burning after falling in the coach and that had led to the fire and smoke in their 

coach.  

 

101. Babubhai (W-36) was also travelling in coach S/6. He was sitting four 

compartments away from the door. He has stated that a southern side window of 

their compartment had broken down and become open because of the attack. That 

had happened before there was fire and smoke in the coach. He had climbed on 

the upper berth to avoid being hit by stones. He has stated that he had not seen 

anyone setting fire to the coach or entering into the compartment. The evidence of 

this witness also goes to show that first there was an attack on the coach with 
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stones, etc., that it had continued for sometime and then there was smoke inside 

the coach.   

 

102. Dwarkabhai (W-37) has said that stones thrown by the mobs had broken 

glass of the window near his seat. The metal shutter of that window had not 

broken down but, through the window of the adjoining compartment a stone had 

come inside and hit him. Therefore, he had climbed on the upper berth and sat 

there for some time. While he was still on the upper birth, smoke had started 

coming from the rear side of the coach. So he had got down from that berth and 

was able to get out through a window of the third compartment of the coach. 

 

103. Jayantibhai (W-38) was sitting in a compartment which was four or five 

compartments away from the toilets. He has stated that there was an attack on the 

train with stones. The shutters of one window of the next compartment had given 

way and stones were coming inside the coach through that window. He was hit by 

one stone and it had caused an injury to him for which he was medically treated. 

Some persons in the mob had sticks and other weapons and they were shouting 

also.  In  reply to the questions put  by the appearing parties, this witness has 

stated that stones were pelted on  the train after the train had stopped near ‘A’ 

cabin, and that he was able to make that out from the sound of  stones hitting  the 

coach, though he was not able to see it.  He had not seen anyone throwing any 

liquid in the compartment from outside or inside the coach or any person setting 

the coach on fire. He had not seen any  flame inside the coach till he was able to 

get out of that coach. For  getting  out of the coach he had moved towards the 

engine side of the coach. He has said that  some  passengers in the coach were 

saying that the rear part of the coach had started burning and, therefore, the 

passengers were trying to go towards the engine side doors of the coach. 
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104. Ramfersing (W-40), as stated earlier, was a Line Inspector in the 

Telephone Department and was returning from his native place in Uttar Pradesh,. 

He has stated that the coach was attacked and as a result thereof, large number of 

windows of their compartment had broken down. In order to save himself from 

the stones which were coming inside the coach, he had climbed on the upper 

berth. He has stated that the windows on the southern side were broken by the 

persons who were in the mob. Both the widows of the compartment where he was 

sitting had become open and burning rags etc. were coming inside through those 

windows He had remained on the upper berth for about 10 to 15 minutes. He had 

seen stones and burning rags falling inside the coach. The burning rags had caused 

lot of smoke inside the coach. Pouches containing some inflammable material 

were also thrown inside the coach. He had seen flames of the burning rags. As 

stated by him all that had caused lot of smoke in the coach. Burning rags had 

fallen between the seats of their compartment and they had caused smoke. He has 

categorically replied to the question put to him by stating that the fire in the coach  

was because of the things thrown inside the coach by the persons in the mob. He 

had not seen smoke coming from the floor of the compartment. He has further 

stated that on seeing flames he had climbed down from the upper berth and when 

the flames had come near him, he had jumped out of the coach. At about that time 

he had received a burn injury near his ear. His son was also injured by a stone.  

 

105. Satishkumar Mishra (W-41), a native of Uttar Pradesh, was returning to 

Gujarat with his wife and daughter. Because of the fire that broke out in the coach, 

he lost his wife. He has stated that they had climbed on the upper berths in order 

to save themselves from being hit by the stones coming inside the coach through 

the windows which had become open.  He had received burn injuries. His wife 

was burnt alive. While he was getting out of the coach, he had seen the seats of 

the coach burning. 
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106. Ashwinbhai (W-42) was  in coach no. S/5. He has stated that he could see 

from the window the mobs on the southern side. Some persons in those mobs 

were carrying ‘Kerbas’, rags, etc. (‘Kerba’ is a local term used for carboy). They 

had broken   windows of the coach with stones and pipes. He had also seen 

persons in the mob pouring some liquid on rags and then throwing those burning 

rags inside the coach. Some persons in the mob were also raising shouts “Maro, 

Kapo “.  He had seen flames in S/6 after he had got down from the train on the 

yard side.  

 

107. Bhupatbhai ( W-43 ) has said that heavy pelting of stones on the train had 

started after it had stopped near ‘A’ cabin. He had  seen some persons in the  mobs 

carrying ‘kerbas’ etc. They were shouting “ Maro, Jalado, Kapi Nakho “. He had 

seen some  persons pouring some liquid from the carboys and throwing burning 

rags inside the coach.  

 

108. Lalanprasad (W-44) was returning from his native place in Uttar Pradesh 

with his wife, son and grand son. Because of the fire in the coach, he lost his 

grand son. He has stated that after the train had started it  was heavily attacked 

with  stones and those stones had broken  windows of their compartment.. He had, 

therefore, climbed on the upper berth. He had seen stones, burning rags and other 

things falling inside the coach.  Throwing of  stones had continued for about 10 

minutes and then there was smoke and flames in the compartment. He had seen 

some burning things falling inside the coach and had felt that the smell of it was 

like that of petrol.  The smoke was coming from the side of seat no. 72 i.e. from 

the Guard’s side. He had  received burn injuries on his hands and legs and some 

parts of his clothes had got burnt.  

 

109. Gayatridevi  ( W-45 ) has  stated that the train was  heavily stoned when  it 

had  stopped after covering  distance of about half a kilometer. At that time she 
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had heard shouts : “ Mari Nakho Kapi Nakho”.  Windows of their coach had  

broken down  because of the attack and through those windows stones and bulbs 

used to come inside the coach. They had therefore, climbed up on the upper berth 

to escape from being hit by the stones. Her sister Pratiksha was hit by a stone. 

One acid bulb had hit Malaben and caused burn injuries to her.  She had seen 

burning rags falling in the adjoining compartment of their coach. Those rags had 

caused   smoke and fire in the compartment. One burning rag had fallen on the 

lower seat near the berth on which they were sitting. It was causing lot of smoke 

and therefore, they had got down from the upper berth to get out of the coach. She 

was hit by a stone and had also received burn injuries near her ear. She has said 

that she had seen some persons in the mob throwing something from the carboys 

inside the coach through the broken window. She has stated that not only shutters 

of the windows but   iron bars thereof were also broken by persons in those mobs. 

She has specifically stated that the burning rag which had fallen on the rexine seat 

below her berth had made that rexine seat burn. 

 

110. Govindsinh (W-46), an Army Subedar, was sitting on the berth over seat 

No.3. He has stated that after the train had stopped again, there was pelting of 

stones which had continued for about half an hour. Stones hitting the windows 

had broken shutters thereof and some stones had started coming inside the coach. 

In order to protect themselves  ladies and children had taken shelter below the 

seats. Some  passengers were hit and  injured by those stones.  After some time he 

got a scent of something burning .It  was coming from the side of seat no. 72. 

Thereafter he had seen  smoke  coming towards him. Then some flames were also 

seen coming towards their side. He had, therefore, opened the door near his seat 

and jumped out of the coach. He had got out of the coach from the right hand side 

and was caught by some persons forming a small mob. He was also given a blow 

on his head. Only after he was able to convince them that he was a man from the 

army that he was allowed to go. 
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111. Shilaben Virpal (W-47) has stated that when the train had stopped after 

running for about 4 minutes, there was heavy pelting of stones and that had 

broken the window near her seat. It  had become open. So to save herself from 

being hit by stones, she had put her bag against that window and stood behind the 

bag to support it. While doing so she was hit by a stone and had started bleeding. 

Soon thereafter something thrown from outside had fallen inside the coach.  From 

the sound which it had made, she had felt that it was  like a glass bottle filled with 

something  falling on the floor.Thereafter there was heavy scent of something 

followed by  smoke inside the coach. After about a minute, there was fire in the 

coach. Her ‘sari’ had caught fire and she had also received burn injuries. She was 

saved by her husband by pushing her out of the coach. According to her, throwing 

of stones had continued for about 10 to 20 minutes. She had not seen any burning 

thing coming inside the coach but had seen something falling inside the coach.  

Her daughter-in-law Seema Pal was not able to get out of the coach and was burnt 

alive. 

 

112. Mukeshbhai Makwana (W-48) who was in coach S/7 has stated that when 

the train had stopped near ‘A’ cabin, pelting of stones had started He had peeped 

out of the window, and seen a big mob. Some persons in that mob had ‘kerbas’ 

with them. He had seen one man whose photograph was published in ‘Sandesh’ 

newspaper on the next day, throwing something on the train from ‘a kerba’ which 

was with him. He had also seen other persons from the mob pouring something on 

coach S/6. One of the stones had hit him on his head. The glass and metal shutters 

of window of their compartment had given way and through one broken window 

near his seat he was able to see outside. He had seen persons carrying ‘kerbas’ and 

rags. Those who were in the mobs were raising shouts. Many stones had fallen 

inside  their coach also. After sometime he had seen smoke in the coach.  
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113. Punamkumari (W-49) who was sitting on berth no. 24 has stated that  the 

train  had stopped after running for about 1/2  Km. It was attacked with  stones 

and the attack  had continued for about 10 minutes. The glass and metal shutters 

of the windows  had given way and  stones were  coming inside the  coach. One 

stone had  hit her on her leg. Her father-in-law was also hit by one stone. Her 

father-in-law had then kept their suitcase across the window so as to prevent  

stones from  coming inside. Someone from outside had tried to pull that suit case 

and so her father-in-law had put it back. Someone had then thrown one burning 

rag inside their  compartment through that window. Her father-in-law had tried to 

extinguish it by putting his shoes over it. Thereafter there was smoke in the 

compartment. She had seen persons in  the mob throwing stones on the train. She 

was hit by one stone which had come inside  the coach through the adjoining 

compartment. Other  passengers had also  put their bags over the  windows so as 

to prevent stones from coming inside the coach. She has stated that  burning rags 

were thrown inside the coach through the window near her seat. At that time  she 

was sitting on the upper berth. She had not seen any flame but had seen only  

smoke, while she was inside the coach. She had seen flames after she had come 

out of the coach. They were on the guard’s side end of the coach. She has stated 

that the person who had thrown a burning rag inside their compartment was a 

Muslim boy with a beard. 

 

114. Hariprasad Joshi (W-1009) an Inspector of the Income Tax department 

was occupying seat No.43. He has stated that the train had stopped after travelling 

some distance. Pelting of stones was going on. One window of the adjoining 

compartment had remained open and through it  stones were coming inside the 

coach  Therefore, the passengers sitting there had left their  seats and  were 

standing in the passage. Many passengers had climbed on upper berths but they 

had come down when somebody had said that there was fire in the coach. To 

avoid inhaling smoke he had crawled on the floor of the coach to  reach near the 

door. By that time, some portion of the back side of his jacket was burnt and he 
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had  also received burn injury on his right ear and on his face. He was able to get 

out of the coach but his wife could not do so. By the time he was telling her to get 

out of the coach in the same manner in which he had got out, there was a big fire 

in the coach and his wife was burnt alive inside the coach. He has stated that he 

had seen smoke about  10 minutes after  the train had stopped. Stones were falling 

all over in the coach.He and his wife  had stood near seat no. 72 as somebody had 

stated that passengers should go towards that side. He had seen smoke coming 

from the side of seat no.1. According to him, seat no. 1 was towards guard’s side 

and seat no. 72 was towards engine side. He has stated that he had received burn 

injuries while he was inside the coach, but had not seen flames inside the coach 

till he had gone out of  it. He was taken to Delhi by the railway people for giving 

his statement before the Banerjee Committee. He did not know how his jacket got 

burnt. He has stated that the fire was behind him and  his jacket was also burnt 

from behind. His statement given to the police was read over to him and he 

confirmed that it was correctly recorded. Therein he has stated that in between 

Lucknow and Godhra no karsevak had prepared tea or food. He had not seen any 

cooking article with them. 

 

115. Lallakumar ( W-1011 ) has stated that after the train had gone to a distance 

of about  1 Km., pelting of stones had started. As  stones were coming inside the 

coach, he had gone  near the latrines  and stood there. After about half an hour, 

there was smoke in the compartment. He had gone near seat no.1 and stood there. 

 

116. Radheshyam Mishra (W-1013) a retired military hawaldar has stated that 

the train had stopped after covering distance of about ½ Km. At that time  there 

was heavy pelting of stones from the platform side. As a result thereof  shutters of 

the windows had broken down. As the passengers inside the coach had become 

frightened, they   had climbed on  upper berths. To avoid being hit by stones  he 

along with  his wife and grand son had sat  below their  seat and  covered 
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themselves  with beddings. Before that he had seen persons in the mob throwing 

stones on the train. They were shouting “Mar Dalo, Kat Dalo”. He was hit by  a  

stone on his eye and thereafter  had   taken shelter  below one  seat. Some other 

passengers had put their bags against the open windows to prevent  stones from 

coming inside. He had seen persons in the mob  throwing  glass bottles inside the 

coach. Because of those things  passengers inside the coach  were getting injured. 

He has further said that the bottles contained some liquid  and that liquid  had 

started  burning after falling in the coach. Some persons in the mob  had also 

thrown burning rags inside the coach. Then there was fire and smoke in the coach 

and the passengers were shouting “there is fire, there is fire”. From the scent of 

the smoke, it was felt by him that petrol was burning. He had seen smoke and 

flames coming from the side of seat no. 72. He had received injuries on his nose 

and leg. He has produced medical   certificate( Exh. 5750 ) issued to him by  

Ahmedabad Civil Hospital for  the treatment taken by him. He has also produced  

tickets ( Exh. 5752 )  on which he  had travelled.. He has stated that  glass bottles 

and burning rags which had fallen inside the coach had caused smoke in the coach 

Thereafter he had heard  a big noise of something falling and exploding at  the end 

of their coach. He has stated that  shutters of the windows were of glass and 

aluminum but they were  able  to see outside as  shutters of some  windows had 

broken down and they had become open. Those  who were pelting stones were 

bearded Muslims. They were  wearing caps. Both the windows near his seat had 

become open and, therefore, he was able to see outside. By the time he had 

jumped out of the coach, flames in the coach had not reached near his seat. He has 

denied that someone had started a kerosene stove for preparing food inside the 

coach. His further answer was that the coach was so much over crowded that it 

was impossible to do so. 

 

117. Ramnaresh Gupta (W-1015) has stated that stones hitting the windows had 

broken their shutters and that he had seen Muslim mobs outside through those 
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open windows. They were also carrying weapons like swords and iron bars and 

were shouting “ Maro, Kapo, Badhane Jalavi Do (Burn them all).” The mob was 

pelting stones on their coach. After some time he had seen smoke coming from 

the toilet side of their coach. The mob was also throwing burning things inside the 

coach. When pelting of stones had started  the door of the coach  S/6 leading to 

coach  S/7 was  closed. It was locked from inside with a small stopper. He had 

himself closed that door. From the noise he could make out that persons from 

outside were hitting on  that door. He had then seen smoke coming out from the 

toilet on the platform side i.e. on the left hand side of the train.  He had not seen 

flames till he had gone out of the compartment. He has stated that smoke inside 

the coach  had caused  burning sensation in their eyes and   difficulty in breathing. 

 

118. Virpal Pal (W-1016) has also stated that stones hitting shutters of  

windows of their coach had broken those shutters and thereafter stones had started 

coming inside the coach. One  stone had hit his wife and another stone had hit his 

daughter-in-law. Glass bottles were also thrown inside the coach. Within a short 

time, there was smoke in the coach.   He has stated that burning of petrol had 

caused smoke inside their coach. 

119.  RPF Constable Shrimohan Jadav (W-23) had also seen what was going on 

near A Cabin after the train had stopped there. He had seen a big mob near the 

train. Persons therein had sticks, iron pipes, etc. with them. When he had reached 

near the culvert, he had seen smoke coming out from one of the coaches of the 

train. He has stated that on being instructed by the police officers following him, 

he and two other constables with him had fired 4 rounds to disperse the mob. It 

had taken about 4 to 5 minutes to reach near the train. This witness has 

specifically stated while replying to the questions put to him that initially when he 

had looked towards A cabin after the train had stopped, he had not seen any 

smoke coming out from any coach, but the smoke was noticed by him only when 

he had reached near the culvert after informing his office on telephone. The 
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evidence of this witness proves that smoke had started coming out of a coach 

about 10 minutes after the train had stopped near ‘A’ cabin; and during this 

period, a mob armed with sticks, pipes, etc. was near the train and its behaviour 

was such that it had become necessary for him and his companion to resort to 

firing. His companion witness Karansinh had also remained present before the 

Commission, but, as his evidence was likely to be a repetition of what Shri Mohan 

has said, it was suggested by the learned advocates appearing for the parties that 

his evidence need not be recorded. His police statement is on record. 

 

120. Alongwith RPF Police Constable Shrimohan, PCs Jagdishsinh and 

Karansinh Lalsinh were on duty when Sabarmati Express train had arrived at 

Godhra. In their police statements given on 1.3.2002, they have stated that after 

Sabarmati Express train had left the platform they had gone to the lobby on 

platform No.2 and informed their post about what had happened till then. 

Thereafter they had come back on the platform. At that time they had seen many 

persons near Signal Falia going towards A’’ cabin. When they had looked towards 

Á’cabin, they had seen the train standing near that place and about 900 to 1000 

Muslims attacking the train with stones, iron bars, pipes, etc. They had therefore, 

again informed their post about the same. 

 

121. RPF Constable Ambishkumar Shrisiyaram was in the RPF post and had 

received the call made by Karansinh.  He has stated that as PC Karansinh had 

requested for more police force, ASI Abdulbhai who was in-charge of the post, 

had directed him and another constable to go near ‘A’ cabin. When they were 

going there, he had noticed that there was a mob of about 1000 Muslims armed 

with sticks, iron bars, pipes, etc. and it was throwing stones on the train. Some 

persons in the mobs were shouting, “Hinduoko maar dalo aur jala do”. He had 

stated so in his police statement.  
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122. RPF Police Constable Shrimohan (W-23) has further stated that while he 

was proceeding towards Á’ cabin with PCs Karansinh and Ambishkumar  he had 

seen a mob near Á’ cabin and persons therein were carrying stones, sticks, pipes, 

iron bars etc. PSI Zala who was seen following them had by gestures of his hand 

told them to fire in the air. He and Karansinh had then fired one round each. Two 

rounds were fired by Ambishkumar. Thereupon, persons in the mob had started 

running away towards Singal Falia. PCs Karansinh and Ambishkumar in their 

statements to the police have also stated like that. 

 

123. ASI Galabhai who was in-charge of the Godhra Railway Police Station has 

stated that sometime after Sabarmati Express train had left  the platform, Assistant 

Station Master Meena had come to the Police Station and  told him that Sabarmati 

Express train was under attack with stones and that he should inform his higher 

officers about the same. He had immediately informed ASI Shri Jhala on 

telephone. Meanwhile, he had directed six or seven policemen who were present 

in the Police Station to go near ‘A’ cabin. He had also informed the District Police 

Control, Godhra about what was reported to him. Though A.S.I.Galabhai himself 

has not stated that he had informed Vadodara railway police control about the 

attack on the Sabarmati Express train near ‘A’ cabin, it appears from the evidence 

of Dy.S.P. Simpy that such a message was conveyed by A.S.I.Galabhai some time 

before 8-15 a.m.. Dy.S.P. Simpy was the in- charge Supdt. of Police in the office 

of the western railway at Vadodara. He has stated that he had received a message 

from western railway police control at 8-15 a.m. regarding the attack on Sabarmati 

Express train. Because of this message he had left for Godhra soon thereafter.  

 

124. Police Constable Mansing Vasava (W-26) was on duty at the Godhra 

railway station till 8.00 a.m. on 27.2.2002, as writer constable. He has stated that 

he was told by the PSO of railway police station about pelting of stones on the 

train near Á’’ cabin and to go there with Police Constable Dalabhai. They had 
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seen two RPF Constables going ahead of them towards Á’ cabin. While they were 

going there, pelting of stones by the mobs was going on. The mobs were about 50 

feet away from the train. He has also stated that windows and doors of the coaches 

on the left hand side  of the train were closed. He and Dalabhai had used their 

lathis to keep the mob away while going near coach S/6. Soon thereafter, ASI Zala 

and other policemen had come there and they had resorted to firing. This witness 

has also deposed about the second attack on the train. He had fired about 8 rounds 

from his firearm on being so ordered by S.P. Shri Simpi. 

 

125. PSI Mohbatsinh Jhala ( W-17 ) was the Inspector in charge of  the railway 

police station at Godhra. As V.H.P. and Bajrangdal  Karsevaks  were to go to 

Ayodhya by Sabarmati Express train, he had gone by that trian from Godhra to 

Dahod  on  27-2-2002 at 0-36 hrs. for maintaining  bandobast.. He had returned 

from Dahod at about 4-30 a.m. and  gone to his house. At about 8-00 a.m. he  had 

received a message from his PSO that there was  chain pulling in Sabarmati 

Express train and it was under attack with stones. He had immediately rushed to 

the  railway police station. He had reached there at about 8.10 a.m.  When he had 

looked towards ‘A’ cabin, he had seen smoke coming out from one of the coaches 

of the train.  So he had told the PSO to inform Fire Brigade for help. He had then 

proceeded towards the train with some policemen. He had gone from the off side 

of the train i.e. from the right hand side of the train. After going upto coach S/6 in 

this manner, he had gone to the left side of the train from where stones were 

thrown. He had noticed that all the doors and widows of the coach on the left hand 

side were closed. He had seen mobs all along the place by the side of the train. 

Persons in those mobs were throwing stones on the train. Some of them were 

loudly saying ‘ Maro Kapo’. He had therefore, ordered the mobs to disperse. As 

the mobs had not complied with his order, he had ordered lathi charge. After some 

more policemen had come, tear gas was also used to disperse the mobs. Those 

actions did not have the desired effect and so he had ordered his men to fire shots 
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from their fire arms. All that had happened within a period of about 10 minutes  . 

He had then gone near the engine driver and taken his complaint. He had also 

apprehended one person. He had noticed that windows and doors of Coach S/6 

were broken.  The rubber corridor between coaches S-6 and S-7 was in burnt 

condition. Therefore he had got panchnama of the same prepared.  In reply to a 

question put to him by Jan Sangharsh Manch, he has specifically stated that it is 

not true to say that there was no mob of miscreants near the train at that time and 

that the persons who had collected there were those persons who had come from 

the platform to see what was going on. He has further stated that he had seen the 

dents on the coaches caused as a result of stones hitting those coaches. He had 

also noticed at that time that the windows and the bars of the windows were 

broken. 

 

126. ASIChhatrasinh, and police constables Dalabhai, Indrasinh, Kanubhai,  

Ramabhai  and  Mahendrasinh, who had all gone near the train with Mohbatsinh  

have in their police statements given almost the same version as regards throwing 

of stones on the train by the mobs  and actions taken by the police to  disperse 

those mobs. From amongst the railway policemen who had gone towards the train 

earlier, some had given their statements before the police on the very same day 

and others had given their statements within a few days thereafter. RPF Police 

Constable Karansinh has stated in his statement that he was on the platform when 

the train had  stopped near ‘A’ cabin as a result of chain pulling. Having seen that 

he had informed his RPF post about the same He had  then alongwith  RPF 

constables Bhavarlal,  Jaybhagwan and  Amrishkumar proceeded towards ‘A’ 

cabin. In his police statement recorded on 1-3-2002  he had stated  about the 

attack on the train and actions taken by the police. Other Police constables who 

were with him had also given the same version in their statements given to the 

police during investigation. Police Constables Pujabhai, Mansing, Prabhatsinh, 

Kiritsinh, Laxmansinh and Hemendra who were told by the P.S.O.  to go  near  the 
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train have also in their police statements spoken about the presence of  mobs on 

the left hand side of the train, pelting of stones by them and the steps taken by the 

police to disperse those mobs and control the situation. 

 

127. ASI Rupsing Navi ( W-28 ) of the District Police Control, Godhra, has 

stated that  after receiving the message about the attack on Sabarmati Express 

train from  PSO of  the railway police station he had  informed  Eagle, Backer and 

Alpha mobile vans at 8-06.a.m. to proceed to the place of the incident. Again at 8-

20 a.m., he had received another message that there was fire in the train and, 

therefore, he should send Fire Brigade.  Entries made by him in the register 

maintained by the District Police Control for recording such messages have been 

produced to support his evidence. 

  

128. Three police mobile vans Eagle, Backer and Alpha had immediately left 

for   the place of the incident. . PSI Rayjibhai Parmar  ( W-29 ) was in charge of  

Eagle mobile.  His evidence is that when he had  reached near the culvert  at about 

8-13 a.m. he had noticed a big  Muslim mob near that place  There were mobs 

near  the masjid and at  other places also.  Some  persons in the mobs had sticks 

and other weapons with them .Persons in the mobs were throwing stones on the 

train. He had seen Muslim leaders Bilal Haji Sujela, Faruk Bhano,  Ishak Mohmad 

Mamru,  Razakbhai Kurkur, Irphan alias Pado, Asik alias Billo Sidiq Kadar, Idrish 

Ravan, Irphan Bhobho alias Kalandar,  Bilal Badam,  Hanif alias Hanif Badam, 

Kasam Biryani,  and  Kalota in the mob which was near the culvert. They were by 

their gestures inciting the mob to throw stones. He had told them by gestures of 

his hand to go away from there. At about that time he had come to know that there 

was fire in the train .Therefore he had immediately gone near the railway track. 

Considering    seriousness of the situation he had directed his gasman to fire tear 

gas shells. Some shells were fired towards Aman Guest house and some towards 

‘A’ cabin. As throwing of stones had continued on the front part of the train, he 
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had directed his gasman to lob shells towards the Masjid side also .While all that 

was going on he had heard provocative calls made through loud speaker from the  

Masjid.  They were : “ Beat the Hindus. Hindus  should be cut and burnt. Islam  is 

in danger.” He has denied that he had really reached the station at about 8.30 a.m. 

and had not seen the mobs or the attack on the train. After more policemen had 

come there he had gone back to his mobile van. Other mobiles had also come 

there. He had with him   a driver, wireless operator and some policemen.  Those 

persons in their statements to the police given on 7-3-2002, have said almost the 

same thing. It was suggested to this witness that he had really reached the station 

at about 8.30 a.m. This was an attempt to prove that he had not seen the mobs or 

the attack on the train. That suggestion was denied by the witness as incorrect. As 

the message which was given by the District Police Control was at 8.06 a.m., it is 

unlikely that he would not have gone to the station till about 8.30 a.m. He had 

reached that place before DSP Raju Bhargav had reached there and the evidence 

proves that DSP Raju Bhargav had reached by about 8.25 a.m. Therefore, what 

this witness has stated regarding having seen the mobs and the attack on the train 

appears to be true. He had taken action to disperse the rioting mobs by getting tear 

gas shells lobbed by his men. He would not have stated so unless the tear gas 

shells were used for dispersing the mobs as an account has to be maintained in 

that behalf and he could have been confronted with the record maintained in that 

behalf if that was not correct. It is unlikely that he would have taken such a risk 

particularly when he had no reason to do so.   

 

129. Chaturbhai who was in charge of Backer mobile, had in his statement 

recorded by the police on 7-3-2002, stated that he had received a  ‘vardy’ 

(message) at about 8-10 a.m.that he sould go to the station near  Signal Falia as  

throwing of stones was going on  there. When he had reached near the culvert he 

had seen a mob there.. He had also seen a  mob near ‘A’ cabin. It was throwing 
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stones on the train and  policemen  were trying  to disperse that mob. He had 

directed his gasman to fire gas shells for dispersing the crowd. He had seen 

Kalota, the then president of Godhra Municipality, .Haji Bilal a municipal 

councilor Razak Kurkur and some other leaders of the Muslim community in that 

mob. After  other policemen had come there he had left  with his mobile van and 

gone to other places for maintaining bandobast. Police Constables  Mansing,and 

Kantibhai who were with him,  in their statements given to the police on 8.3.2002, 

have given a similar version. 

 

130. Babubhai who was in charge of Alpha mobile and had rushed to the 

station, in his police statement dated 8-3-2002, had stated that he had seen a mob 

near Signal Falia throwing  stones  on the train. One coach of the train was already 

set on fire. He had, therefore, sent a message to send Fire Brigade immediately.  

He had ordered firing of tear gas shells  for dispersing the mob. He had seen 

Godhra Municipal Presient Shri Kalota and municipal councilor Haji Bilal in that 

mob.. They were inciting the Muslims. He had then gone near the train and 

rendered  help to the  passengers.. His wireless operator Jashwantsinh in his 

statement dated 8-3-2002 and Armed  police constables Vinubhai and Dalpatsinh 

in their statements  to the police  made on  9-3-2002,  have stated  the same thing. 

 

131. Sureshgiri  Mohangiri  Gosai ( W-30 ) was working as a fireman in the 

Fire Brigade maintained by the Godhra municipality. He has stated that they had 

received a vardhy at 8-20 a.m. that there was   fire in Sabarmati Express train near 

Signal Falia and, therefore, a  fire fighter be sent there immediately. So he had 

gone there with a fire fighter, It was obstructed  by a mob of  about 1500 to 2000 

persons near old Octroi naka near Signal Falia. It was a mob of Muslims. At that 

time Bilal Haji had come there on a  motor cycle and had by   gestures of his hand 

incited  the mob to stop the fire fighter there. Thereupon some  persons in the mob 
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had thrown stones on the fire fighter. The driver of the fire fighter had then driven 

the vehicle in such a way that the mob had to move away. They  had then taken 

their  vehicle  below the culvert and then near the train. He has further stated that 

while they were trying to extinguish the fire, stones were pelted on the train. The 

fire was extinguished by  about 11-00 a.m.. In reply to a question put to him by 

one of the parties, he has stated that 1500 to 2000 persons whom he had seen were 

in small mobs. He had reached near the train at about 8-30 a.m. As a result of 

stones thrown by the mob one or two persons on the fire fighter had received 

injuries. Some persons in the mob had sticks, pipes etc. with them. An attempt 

was made to show that since he was on the back side of the fire fighter, he could 

not have seen what was in front of the fire fighter. However, the witness has in 

terms stated that he had himself seen the mob which was near Signal Falia. He 

himself had seen stones falling on the train and it was for that reason the he had 

stated that there was pelting of stones on the train. This witness is also an 

independent witness who had nothing  to do with the Ramsevaks or the railway 

staff or even the police. His evidence thus establishes that there was a mob near 

Signal Falia and that mob had tried to prevent the fire fighter from proceeding 

further towards the train by obstructing it. His evidence also established that the 

said mob was instigated by leaders like Haji Bilal, Abdul Rehman and others. 

 

132 DSP Raju Bhargav, ( W-31 )  has stated  that on 27-2-2002 he and his staff 

were making preparations for annual inspection by Spl. I.G.P. Vadodara Range, at 

their police headquarter. At about 08.05 hrs. he was informed by the Control 

Room that Sabarmati Express train carrying Karsevaks was stopped at Godhra 

station and it  was not being allowed to start. He had, therefore, rushed to the 

railway station after directing his RSI to come to the place of the incident with all 

policemen present at the parade ground. While he was proceeding to the railway 

station, he had heard on wireless that a coach of the train was set on fire. He had 

reached the railway station at about 08.15 hrs. On inquiring about the incident, he 
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was informed that “a train coach had been set on fire near cabin ‘A’. He had then 

proceeded towards  ‘A’ cabin via Signal Falia. He had inquired from one of the 

four police guards of GRP as to what had happened and he was informed that “the 

train was stopped and there was heavy stone pelting on the train and then they had 

fired some rounds.” He had found that the passengers were in an agitated mood 

because the train was attacked. While he was trying to pacify them some 

policemen had come there from the headquarter. He had placed them all along the 

track for protecting the passengers from any further attack. He had then informed 

Spl. I.G.P. Vadodara Range, Vadodara at 08.26 Hrs. about the situation. He had   

also informed the District Collector about it and requested her to make 

arrangement for S.T.Buses and vehicles for shifting the passengers.  

 

133 Replying to the questions put to him by the parties, he has stated that when 

he had gone near the passengers and asked four GRP guards and some RPF men 

who were standing there as to what had happened, he was told by one of them that 

the train was stopped and there was heavy stone pelting on the train and that they 

had fired some rounds to disperse those mobs.  He was also told that stones were 

pelted from the side of Signal Falia. By the time he had reached near the burning 

coach (S/6), it was about 8-25 a.m. He had immediately thereafter informed the 

Collector for making necessary arrangements for safety of the passengers. The 

passengers were in an agitated mood because the train was attacked and many 

men were injured and killed by the mob which had come there. While he was 

there  he had not seen  any mob throwing stones on the train but had seen  some 

onlookers. In reply to a  question put by Jan Sangharsh Manch, he has stated that 

injuries which he had noticed on the passengers were on the upper part of their 

bodies and that he had not noticed any injury below their waist. He was also asked 

questions about the parts of the coach where he had seen flames.  He has further 

stated that he had come to know that the fire had started from below a berth of that 

coach, but the passengers had not made it clear which berth it was. He has also 
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stated that he had come to know that the passengers inside the coach ( S/6 ) had 

moved  from Godhra side to Vadodara side to escape the fire. On being 

questioned as to whether he could smell any inflammable fuel, he has stated that 

he had no time or opportunity to form any opinion as to how the coach had caught 

fire.  The persons whom he had seen standing little away from the railway track 

were onlookers and they were not aggressive. Replying to the suggestions, he has 

stated that from the information that he had gathered from the passengers, he had 

come to know that there was some scuffle when the train was at the station. Then 

there was chain pulling immediately after the train had started. Again there was 

chain pulling when the train had moved away from the platform and thereafter 

there was heavy pelting of stones on the train. As regards the cause for the scuffle 

on the platform, he was given two versions. One version was that there was a 

dispute regarding payment to one tea vendor and the other version was that an 

attempt was made by one karsevak to pull a Muslim girl and take her inside the 

train. He has stated that he had seen Mohmmad Hussain Kalota, President of the 

Godhra Municipality and Haji Bilal, a Municipal Councilor standing near the fire 

fighter but he had not seen any crowd near them. He had not met any PSI in 

charge of a mobile van. In view of the situation which had developed there, each 

officer was performing his duty according to what he had thought fit. In the Signal 

Falia  it is not unusual for 400 to 500 persons to collect at any time and at the time 

of namaz even more persons usually collect in that area. The Police Parade 

Ground is about 2 Kms. away from Godhra railway station and in a small vehicle 

it would take 7 to 8 minutes to reach the station from the Parade ground. It was 

suggested that he had not reached the Station before 8.30 a.m. The witness has 

denied that suggestion and he appears to be right as he had already informed the 

Collector from the Station at about 8.26 a.m. that there was fire in the train and 

considering the then prevailing situation immediate arrangements were required to 

be made to shift the passengers. On consideration of the evidence, it appears that 

he had reached the station at about 8.20 a.m. and near the train at about 8.25 a.m. 
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Obviously, after reaching there he must have made an inquiry as to what had 

happened. Therefore, his version that he had inquired from police guards and the 

passengers what had happened and that he was informed by them that there was 

chain pulling and after the train had stopped there was heavy pelting of stones and 

the police was required to resort to firing to disperse the attacking mob. He was an 

officer of a high rank and from the evidence that he has given, it clearly appears 

that he has given a truthful version of what he had come to know and what he had 

seen. By the time he had reached near the train firing had already taken place and 

therefore, most of the persons in the mob were likely to have gone away from that 

place. He therefore, appears to be right when he states that he had not noticed a 

hostile mob near the train and the persons who were seen there were merely 

onlookers.    

 

134. District Collector Jayanti Ravi (W-50) has stated in her evidence that at 

about 8-26 a.m. she had received a telephone message from DSP Raju Bhargav 

that Sabarmati Express train  was under attack with  stones  near Signal Falia by a 

Muslim mob and that there is also fire in the train. She was also told that it was 

necessary to make arrangements for shifting the passengers as there was a 

possibility of an undesirable event taking place.  After giving necessary 

instructions to the concerned authorities, she had left for the place of the incident 

and reached there at about 8-50 a.m.. She had found that the passengers were 

highly agitated. They had told her that stones were thrown at them,   the train was 

set on fire and some of their girls were taken away by the Muslim mob which was 

near Signal Falia. The passengers had felt that the police was not taking necessary 

and effective steps. Some time between 11-00 and 11-30 a.m., the two burnt 

coaches were taken to other part of the yard and separated from the train. As the 

situation had become quiet by that time, she had gone there to find out position of 

the said two coaches. She had seen that there were many burnt dead bodies lying 

in the middle of the coach. Some dead bodies were on the berths also. She had 
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also noticed that the fire had made a hole in the floor of the coach. In reply to a 

question put to her by Jan Sangharsh Manch, she has stated that she had not made 

any inquiry regarding kidnapping of Hindu girls as the passengers were not able to 

give either the number of the girls alleged to have been taken away or their names. 

While going to the place where the train was standing, she had not seen what was 

happening on the roads as she was busy talking on her phone. In her presence she 

had not seen any attack on the passengers. While she had reached ‘A’ cabin she 

had not seen any Muslim mob there. She has stated that the area between the gate 

of the station and the culvert is known as Signal Falia. There was absolutely no 

reason for her to say something which was not correct. She was also a person 

holding a very high  position and there is no infirmity in her evidence which could 

creat any doubt regarding what she has stated.   

 

135. Satyendra Narayan Pandey (W-18) who was then working  as RPF 

Commandant at Vadodara had received that message regarding stone pelting on 

Sabarmati Express train at about 8-10 Hrs. from Godhra RPF Post. The message 

was that the train was being attacked with stones by mobs from Signal Falia side 

and persons attacking the train were not allowing the train to go further. As stated 

by him he was informed that an altercation between some passengers of the train 

and local residents of Signal Falia had taken place. While he was making 

arrangements for sending some  persons to Godhra from the Reserve Company  he  

had received another message at about 8-30 a.m .that  smoke was seen coming out  

from one of the coaches of the train and that a huge mob was  near ‘A’ cabin. 

Therefore, he left Baroda  at 9-35 a.m. He could reach  Godhra at 11-25 a.m.. as 

they were detained at Kharsalia station for about 45 minutes. At Godhra he had 

inquired from his RPF men how and why the incident had happened. He had 

conveyed what he had come to know thereby to Vadodara Control through ‘A’ 

cabin. He has produced a copy of the entry (Exh.62) made in the register at 

Vadodara Control in that behalf. He confirmed that Exh.62 is a verbatim 
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reproduction of what he had told to Vadodara Control. The said message Exh. 62  

was : 

 

“immediately after the departure of the train at about 8-00 Hrs. a 

mob of local Muslims of about 1000 attacked  the train from both 

sides and burnt coach no. 93498 (S/6) by sprinkling petrol/ diesel. 

RPF constables on duty along with SI/GRP and Inspector/ RPF 

fired 4 rounds from their 303 rifles to disburse the crowd. 

Immediately fire brigades were called and city police was 

informed.”  

 

136.  He has further stated that he had made a report to the Director General of 

RPF on 3-3-2002. A copy of that report is produced by him (Exh.63). In that 

report he has stated that : 

 

“The train No. 9166 Up Sabarmati Exp. (Ex. Faizabad-

Ahmedabad) arrived at Godhara station at 7-42 hrs (late by 3 hours 

42 minutes) and started at 07.47 hrs. (Within 5 minutes scheduled 

halt). Large number of activists of Bajrang Dal and Vishwa Hindu 

Parishad were travelling in that train. They were shouting slogans 

like “Jai Shri Ram”, “Bharat Mata Ki Jai” etc.. It is learnt that some 

altercation had taken place between a few activists of Bajrang 

Dal/VHP (who were travelling in the train) and a few hawkers 

(who were selling eatables in the train) on the issue of payment etc. 

Similar altercation is also reported to have taken place at Godhara. 

The vendors were reported to be from local Muslim community. 

After start of the train, there was an incident of alarm chain pulling. 

The Assistant Driver of the train attended the coaches and the train 

started from Godhara platform at 07.50 hrs.. Stones pelting 
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reportedly took place on the coaches from outside during the 

period. Immediately thereafter, there was a second incident of 

vacuum drop in front of the Godhara “A” Cabin at 07.55 hrs. The 

Driver looked back and saw a mob of around 800-1000 which was 

stoning the train from both the sides. He immediately reported the 

matter to SM on duty on walkie-talkie and asked for police 

assistance. The mob has also burnt coach No.93498 (S/6) by 

sprinkling diesel/petrol. 3 RPF Constables namely Constable Karan 

Singh, Shree Mohan Yadav and Ambarish Kumar were on duty in 

that area. Immediately they rushed to the spot. On receipt of 

information Inspector/RPF – Godhara & SI/GRP also rushed to the 

spot. The above named RPF Constables fired 4 rounds from their 

303 Rifle to disperse the crowd. Firing led to the dispersal of 

crowd.RPF and GRP staff present here started rescuing passengers 

from burning coach with the help of other passengers. ASI Nawab 

Singh, who was earlier in Fire branch, played a lead role and he 

rescued 7 passengers. Information was received in DSCR from 

Godhara RPF Post at 08.00 hrs. and the Security control conveyed 

it to DSC at 08.05 hrs, GRP Control (at 08.07 hrs.) & ZSCR (at 

08.22 hrs.).” 

This witness has further stated in his evidence that :  

 

“I had come to know that previous to this attack, the train was 

attacked in the morning by mobs at the Station and near A cabin. 

Those attacks were made between 7-45 to 8-30 a.m. Immediately 

after the two RPF men had heard the commotion on the Platform 

they had gone near that place. They made passengers get into the 

train. They drove away the other persons towards the Signal Falia 

by waiving dandas towards them. The train had thereafter moved 
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up to a distance of about 150 meters. At that time there was chain 

pulling and the train had stopped. Stones were pelted on the train. 

So the RPF men again ran towards that place and drove away the 

persons peltintg stones. Those two constables were Karansinh and 

Shri Mohan Yadav. After the train started they went to the lobby  

office and from there they informed the RPF post at the Godhra 

Station.When they came out from that office they saw that the train 

had again stopped near A cabin. They had also seen a mob going 

towards A cabin. The mob which was near the Platform was also 

seen running towards A cabin. The two RPF Jawans therefore, 

again went back to the lobby office and informed the post about it. 

They had informed the Post that they were going towards A cabin 

and that more force sould be sent. By the time they had reached the 

place near under bridge they saw smoke coming out from the train. 

They also saw Sub Inspector Zala of GRP and Inspector George of 

RPF coming from the Station side. As the crowd was very much 

violent Inspector George and Sub Inspector Zala had by gestures of 

their hands suggested to RPF jawans to fire in air. Both of them 

then had fired one round each. Constable Amrishkumar who was 

with Mr. George had also fired two rounds from his rifle in the air. 

Thereafter the crowd had started running back towards Signal 

Falia. Thereafter the RPF persons had gone near the burning coach 

to rescue the passengers. ASI Navabsingh of RPF who had earlier 

worked in fire branch had led the team and rescued many 

passengers from that burning compartment.” 

 

137. As regards the message Exh. 62 sent by him, he has stated that it was 

based on what he had seen and heard at Godhra from various persons including 

his RPF men who were present there. As regards the report Exh.63 he has stated 
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that it must have been first recorded in special occurrence register at Godhra Post 

and in his office at Vadodara. According to the usual procedure, the special 

occurrence report originates from the Post within whose jurisdiction the incident 

has taken place. It then goes to DSC office and then to the Director General, RPF.  

  

138.  The State Government has also placed before the Commission  evidence 

consisting of photographs taken and reports made by the officers of the Forensic 

Science Laboratory of Gujarat State to support its version that the conspirators had 

forcibly opened the door connecting coach S/6 with coach S/7 and set coach S/6 

on fire with petrol. The Commission has therefore, examined those officers of the 

Forensic Science Laboratory who had taken those photographs and given reports. 

Dr. Mohindersinh Dahiya (W-32) was Assistant Director of the Laboratory. He 

has stated that on 29.2.2002 his office had received a message from the police that 

they wanted an expert opinion in respect of certain aspects concerning the incident 

of burning of coach S/6. at Godhra. He along with some persons of his office had 

gone to Godhra and examined the burnt coach. Thereafter, they had prepared four 

reports (Exhs.91 to 94 ) on the basis of their examination. Some samples were also 

sent to their laboratory and it had prepared a report (Exh. 90 ) in respect thereof.  

Two more reports were prepared by the Chemistry Division of their laboratory of 

which Shri D.V. Talati, was the head. He has stated that the opinion expressed in 

report no. 1 that a person standing outside coach S/6 could not have applied force 

to the bars of the windows was in the context of the querry viz. whether a man 

standing on the ground could have applied force to the bars of the windows. He 

has stated that if a man had tried to raise himself or if he was lifted by somebody 

then he could have applied force on the bars. His examination of the coach had 

indicated that inflammable material must have been thrown while standing in the 

passage between seat no.72 and the eastern door of the coach. In reply to the 

questions put to him he has stated that frames of the berths were of iron and the 

berths were of wood covered with rexine. He had dealt with many cases of fire 
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earlier but this was the first case of examining a railway coach.  About 60 liters of 

inflammable liquid must have been used in burning that coach. The floor of the 

coach at some  places was totally burnt. After explaining the difference between a 

fire in open space and fire in a confined place, he has stated that the phenomenon 

of flash over can happen in a place which is small and completely closed. The size 

of S/6 was quite big .The total area of it was 5000 sq.ft. Therefore, there was no 

possibility of flash over in that coach unless the fire was big. The fire had not 

started from below the coach. The total quantity of liquid which was required for 

burning the coach could not have been thrown from outside, nor the fire which 

took place in S/6 could have been caused  only by the burning rags thrown in it. 

As there was more damage in the eastern part of the coach, he had come to the 

conclusion that the fire had originated in the eastern part of that coach.  He had 

not taken measurements of the burnt part of the floor of that coach but had taken 

its photographs. The floor upto two compartments of that coach was burnt. 

Considering the allegatoring pattern on the floor he was of the opinion that the fire 

had originated from the eastern part of the floor. The inflammable liquid  poured 

in the coach had spread over about 70-80 % of the floor of that coach. The 

vestibule of coach S/7 was  burnt  and some damage was noticed on the outer side 

of the coach but no damage was seen  inside that coach. He had tried to ascertain 

the tapering pattern of the liquid on the basis of the  pattern of burnt portion of the 

floor. He has denied that such fire could have taken place in the coach as a result 

of inflammable liquid in a vessel getting spilled in the coach. This witness has 

produced photographs taken by his office at the time of examination of that coach 

(Exhs.95 to 146). 

 

139. Shri Dipakkumar Talati (W-39), another Assistant Director of the 

Laboratory, having M.Sc. degree in Chemistry and experience of chemical 

analysis since 1977, has stated that during the course of his service he had done 

about 400-500 chemical analysis of inflammable articles. He had examined about 
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45 articles relating to the Godhra incident sent to him for analysis and  prepared a 

report in that behalf. He has produced a copy of that report dated 20.3.2002  

(Exh.156.)He had also received 36 more parcels and in respect of those articles  he 

had prepared  two reports ( Exhs.157 and 158.) He had done chromatography on 

those articles to find out if they contained  any traces of acids or hydrocarbons. He 

has stated that on examination  of all those articles, he had found acid element in 

one sample. He had found in samples referred to as item no. 1 hydrocarbons 

which are left behind by petrol. He had not found therein hydrocarbons which are 

left behind by other petroleum products like kerosene and diesel. He had prepared 

47 charts of gas chromatography done by him and others in their laboratory. They 

were in respect of articles sent to their laboratory by the police to find out 

presence of hydrocarbons therein. After referring to the charts, he has stated that 

peaks in the charts indicate presence of hydrocarbons and different heights of 

peaks indicate presence of different types of hydrocarbons. He was however, not 

able to say which peak indicates which hydrocarbon. On the basis of analysis of 

items no. 15 and 16 he could definitely say that they contained hydrocarbons but it 

was not possible to say which types of hydrocarbons they were. Only the range of 

hydrocarbons could be stated with definiteness. By merely looking at the chart it 

was not possible for him to say which hydrocarbons are  indicated by that chart. 

He has  further stated that they had done examination of the articles not by 

temperature programming but by maintaining  isothermal condition They had 

started examination with  temperature at 150 degrees centigrade. When he was 

shown list exh. 5970 containing names of 31 substances with their boiling points, 

he has stated that he was not in a position to say whether all those substances were 

ingredients of petrol. He has stated that some of them may not be the ingredients 

of petrol. With reference to the said list ( exh. 5970 ) he has further stated that the 

method shown in that list is quite different from the method followed by them. 

When any article is examined in cromatogram then different ingredients thereof 

get separated at different times and the time taken for that purpose is known as 
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retention time. In the manual of their machine different  retention times are not 

shown. The machine which they had  used is not capable of separating more than 

100 ingredients but it can show the pattern. On the basis of the graphs prepared by 

their machine,it is not possible to say which peak indicates which component but 

it is possible to say which class of hydrocarbon is indicated. He has stated that at 

150 degrees centigrade all the hydrocarbons of petrol get evaporated. If Petrol gets 

burnt  100 % then it may not leave any residue. After looking at page 1/6 of the 

chart Exh.5969 he has stated that the peaks higher than no. 8 show presence of 

hydrocarbons. For examination of burnt and unburnt petrol there are no 

instructions contained in the manual of their machine but their  laboratory has 

established a procedure which has been followed since long and it has been 

recognized also. He has stated that they have been following the said procedure 

for detecting hydrocarbons. 

 

140. After looking at the list exh. 5971 shown to him containing details 

regarding hydrocarbons of 5 substances, he has stated that  he has not made a deep 

study of the ingredients of such substances . As they had received samples of 

burnt petrol, they had prepared one control sample by burning petrol and cotton 

cloth together. He had prepared the same on the basis of his experience.  He had 

not done any quantitative calculation as regards the ratio of hydrocarbons in 

unburnt petrol and hydrocarbons in burnt petrol. He has  however, stated that 

merely because he was not able to say anything in respect of the table exh. 5972 

shown to him, it would not mean that what he has stated in the report is not 

correct. He has categorically stated that in the sample which he had tested, there 

was no trace of fluid (unburnt) petrol. It was not possible to make quantitative 

analysis of the samples shown to him nor it was possible to make any quantitative 

analysis on the basis of the graphs prepared by him.   
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141. Mukesh Joshi (W-1001) was working as  Scientific Officer in  the Forensic 

Science Laboratory. He had accompanied Shri Dahiya to Godhra on three 

occasions i.e. on 3.5.2002, 2.7.2002 and 11.7.2002. He has produced copies of the 

reports (Ex.5665) prepared by their office. Out of those reports two reports were 

prepared by him. He was working in the physics division of the laboratory since 

1976 and had examined various articles received by the laboratory  in about 2000 

cases.  He has stated that when they had gone to Godhra, they were told that  

Police  wanted some clarifications as regards  coaches S/6 and S/7 and their 

vestibules.He had seen hit  marks on the outer side of coach S/6 caused by  stones 

hitting the coach. There were burn marks also on the outer side of coaches S/6 and 

S/7. 

 

142. Satishchandra Khandelval, (W-1002) was an Additional Director in that 

laboratory. He was  the head of the  Physics and Balastic Division. He has stated 

that during his tenure in the laboratory he had dealt with about 2000 cases. On 

11.7.2002 he had examined the burnt coaches and prepared a report  on 20.7.2002. 

He had examined the sliding door of coach S/6 which was towards  coach S/7. He 

had come to the conclusion that the sliding door was open when the fire had 

broken out in the coach. At that time the door was inside the toilet and had 

touched the wall of the toilet. He has also referred to the scratch marks on the door 

and stated that those scratch marks had occurred before the fire had taken place. 

He has produced 5 photographs (Exh.5667) taken by him. 

143. Jitendrabhai Dave (W-104) was working as Technical Deputy Director in 

the  Laboratory. He had merely forwarded some reports prepared by the Forensic 

Science Laboratory to the Police authorities under his covering letter. He has 

stated that when the samples were scientifically examined by the Expert he was in 

technical supervision thereof. 
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144. Having narrated briefly the evidence of witnesses on this point and other 

supporting evidence, we now proceed to consider its worth and what does it 

establish. The witnesses had seen the attack and described how the attack had 

taken place. That is the direct evidence of eye witnesses. The other category of 

evidence is of supporting evidence is of railway officers and others who were 

immediately informed about what was happening near A cabin and also of 

evidence of witnesses who had rushed to that place and were told by the eye 

witnesses what had happened. There is also supportive evidence of other persons 

who had done sometjomg relatimg to the incident. It is to be considered to what 

extent this corroborative evidence helps in appreciating the direct evidence. There 

is also documentary evidence consisting of entries made in the relevant registers 

and reports made by the railway officers. What corroboration they provide to the 

evidence of the eye witnesses is also to be seen.  

 

145.  The police as a part of the investigation of this incident had approached 

passengers travelling in coach S/6 and also some other passengers and recorded 

their statements. They have been produced before the Commission by the police 

along with the charge-sheets submitted from time to time. Some of those 

passengers were examined by the Commission to test veracity of what they had 

stated before the police. Most of them were Ramsevaks but other passengers who 

were available were also examined. Many passengers had received injuries and 

were taken to the Godhra Civil Hospital for treatment. Some of them had lost their 

close relatives. 

 

146. Driver Rajendrarao, assistant driver Mukesh Pachori, guard Satyanarayan 

Verma and TTE Sajjanlal Raniwal were inside the train. Therefore their presence 

and ability to see what was happening are beyond any doubt.  That would be 

equally true as regards the passengers who were in coach S/6 and had become 

victims of the attack. Some policemen who had rushed towards the train obviously 
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had seen what was happening ahead. The passengers other than those, who have 

given evidence before the Commission, have also stated about the attack in their 

statements given to the police during investigation. 

 

147.  It is stated by TTE Sajjanlal Raniwal (W-15), Savitaben (W-35), Babubhai 

(W-36), Dwarkadas (W-37), Ashwinbhai (W-42), Ramfersinh (W-40), 

Satishkumar (W-41), Lallanprasad (W-44), Gayatridevi (W-45) and Hariprasad 

(W-1009) that there was pelting of stones on the train while it was going towards 

‘A’ cabin. Sajjanlal Raniwal has stated that as soon as the train had moved out of 

the platform, a mob standing on the left hand side had started thworing stons on it 

and for that reason he was required to close the door and shutters of the windows 

of their compartment. If really that had not happened, there was no other reason 

for Sajjanlal to say so. He would not have closed the windows unless he was 

compelled by the circumstances to do so. The passengers have also said that as the 

persons on the left hand side of the train had started throwing stones on the train, 

they were required to close windows of their coach. Some of the witnesses have 

stated that stones which were thrown on the train had broken glass of one or two 

windows and therefore, the passengers in the coach were required to close the 

tin/metal shutters of the windows on that side. Hariprasad has also clearly stated 

that right from the time the train had moved out of the station, pelting of stones on 

the train had started and because of that passengers had closed the windows of 

their coach. There is no reason to doubt this part of their evidence. Hariprasad and 

other witnesses would not have said so unless it was true as they had nothing to 

gain by saying something that which was not correct.  

148. As against what TTE Sajjanlal and those passengers have stated, Jan 

Sangharsh Manch has submitted that neither driver Rajendrarao nor assistant 

driver Mukesh Pachori has stated anything with regard to the attack on the train 

with stones while it was moving towards ‘A’ cabin. They would have seen the 

mob, if there was any, as they were in a better position to see what was happening 
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outside. Rajendrarao has stated that his attention was fixed on the track ahead and 

therefore, he had not noticed any mob or movement of persons near the Signal 

Falia. This conduct of Rajendrarao is quite natural. He was moving out from the 

station and had to keep an eye on the tracks ahead. Moreover he had to exchange 

the “all right” signal with the staff at ‘A’ cabin and therefore also it is likely that 

his attention was towards ‘A’ cabin. They had no reason to look towards the 

Signal Falia side. The evidence is that persons were chasing the train in small 

groups. They were not standing near the track. They were beyond the ‘nala’ which 

was between the railway boundry and the Signal Falia. There were bushes on both 

the sides of the ‘nala’. The mobs had come near the train a little later. They were 

not standing near the track before hand. Therefore, driver Rajendrarao and his 

assistant Mukesh Pachori might not have seen them. Their having not seen any 

mob does not provide a good reason to raise any doubt regarding reliability and 

truthfulness of the evidence of TTE Sajjanlal and the passengers. In view of the 

false rumour spread that a Ghanchi Muslim girl was being taken away, what the 

passengers have said regarding mob is more likely to have happened. The 

Commission is of the view that on the basis of this evidence it is quite safe to 

record a finding that the train was attacked with stones while it was running 

between the station and ‘A’ cabin. 

 

149.  After running for about 3/4 kilometer, the train had stopped near ‘A’ cabin. 

The evidence of Guard Satyanarayan Verma, TTE Sajjanlal Raniwal and driver 

Rajendrarao is that it had stopped because of chain pulling. Guard Satyanarayan 

Verma’s evidence discloses that if there is chain pulling then the guard will come 

to know about it sitting in the guard’s compartment. Having come to know about 

it he had informed the Station Master about it by walkie-talkie. His say that he had 

informed the Station Master about it is corroborated by ASM, Harimohan Meena 

and Dy. S.S. Yusufali Saiyad. In his statement made to the Senior Divisional 

Commercial  Officer on 28-2-2002, he had clearly stated that the chain was pulled 
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again and because of that the train had stopped near K.M. 468/45. What the guard 

has said also receives support from TTE Sajjanlal Raniwal who has stated that 

again there was chain pulling and the train had stopped near ‘A’ cabin. In his 

statement to his higher officer given on the same day i.e. 27.2.2002, he had said 

the same thing. Driver Rajendrarao’s version in this behalf is that soon after he 

had exchanged ‘all right’ signal there was chain pulling and because of that the 

train had stopped near pole no. 468/19. He had blown the whistle indicating 

pulling of chain and had also informed the guard about it. The time stated by this 

witness about pulling of chain provides an important circumstance. It was after the 

exchange of ‘all right’ signal with ‘A’ cabin. This was a routine procedure. It 

indicated that the line was clear and the train could proceed further. If the brake 

had continued to apply as suggested, driver Rajendrarao would not have indulged 

in this formality as it would have been meaningless to do so. As stated earlier, this 

circumstance is more consistent with the version of the witnesses. The fact of 

blowing whistle by the driver is corroborated by ASM, Rajendraprasad who was 

at the ‘A’ cabin and also by the guard Satyanarayan Verma. What Rajendra Rao 

has stated is challenged generally on the ground that he is not a truthful witness 

for the reasons which we have already stated earlier. Neither the omission to 

mention ‘ACP’ in his note book at the place where he had written 468/19 nor his 

not seeing the mob are good enough to lead to the conclusion that what he has 

stated is not true. He has explained by stating that when chain pulling happens 

repeatedly it is not necessary to write the words ‘ACP’ again and again and 

therefore he had not written the word ‘ACP’ against 468/19. Once it is believed 

that Rajendrarao had blown the whistle and informed the guard about this chain 

pulling whatever little doubt that arises as a result of not mentioning the word 

‘ACP’ in his note book has to disappear. His evidence that if a single flap valve 

remains open then there will not be required vacuum in the system and therefore 

the train could not have been dragged in that condition upto ‘A’ cabin appears to 

be true. No material has been produced to show that what Rajendrarao has said is 
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not correct. Bare suggestions put to a witness without any support from reliable 

material on the subject cannot dislodge his evidence given on oath and otherwise 

found to be quite reliable. As dragging has to be ruled out in view of what 

Rajendrarao has said, the alternate pleas that the chain pulling from coach 

no.88238 or some other coach was not set right or the hosepipe having created a 

leak have to be ruled out as mere speculations inconsistent with the actual 

evidence.    

 

150. Two passengers have also stated that there was chain pulling again and 

therefore the train had stopped. Lallanprasad (W-44) and Minaxidevi (W-1008) 

have stated that there was chain pulling. In view of the facts and circumstances 

disclosed by the evidence it is highly unlikely that anybody inside the train would 

have pulled the chain when it was under an attack with stones and the passengers 

were required to take protective measures. It would follow therefrom that the 

chain was pulled from outside. Once the possibility of chain pulling from one of 

the coaches being not set right is ruled out, the reasonable inference to be drawn is 

that the chain was pulled again to stop the train. 

 

151 The truthfulness of what these witnesses have said on this point has been 

questioned on the ground that after introduction of the modified alarm chain 

mechanism in the year 1995, it has become almost difficult if not impossible to 

rotate the disc and thereby apply brake from outside. Along with an application 

(Exh.5945) dated 4/12/2006 Jan Sangharsh Manch has produced a copy of the 

circular dt.13.2.1995  issued by the Railway Ministry for changing over to the 

modified alarm chain mechanism. The material which the Commission has been 

able to collect on this point indicates that all the coaches of this Sabarmati Express 

train were fitted with vacuum brakes and the modified alarm chain system. Shri 

Gangaram Rathod, Sr. Section Engineer, Carriage and Wagon Department, 

Ahmedabad, in his statements dated 13.12.2006 and 14.12.2006 sent to the 
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Commission, pursuant to the information sought by the Commission has 

explained how even now it is possible to activate vacuum brake of the train from 

outside by raising the cam. Earlier the brake mechanism could be activated by 

merely turning the disc but now that cannot be done. Rotation of the disc now 

does not operate the clappet valve. But as explained by Mr. Rathod, even now by 

raising the cam which is between the disc and the clapet valve, a person familiar 

with these parts can easily operate them from outside and activate the vacuum 

brake. The box which is fixed over the clappet valve is only for its protection from 

dust and water. It does not prevent a person to lift the cam from outside. He has 

clearly and positively stated that even now alarm chain can be pulled from 

outside. The statement of Ajay Bariya, discloses that some of the vendors doing 

business on the platform at Godhra railway station knew how to operate the brake 

from outside the coach. 

 

152. Why should guard Verma have stated something which was not correct ? 

He had reported that there was again chain pulling because he had come to know 

about it sitting in his own compartment. He had done so on his own. He had no 

talk with driver Rajendrarao. Similarly ASM Rajendraprasad Meena had also 

acted on his own on hearing the whistle. He had also not talked with Rajendrarao. 

Neither of them knew that the chain pulling from all the coaches was not set right. 

On consideration of the evidence on this point, it appears to the Commission that 

what they have said is correct as against what has been suggested by the parties 

canvassing a different possibility. The Commission  is of the view that there was 

no reason for these witnesses of the railway to say a falsehood. Their evidence 

appears to be true and the Commission has no hesistation in accepting it as such. 

 

153. In view of the conclusion recorded by the Commission that there was no 

chain pulling from coach No.90238 the point raised that chain pulling from that 
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coach No.90238 was not set right and the train was dragged upto ‘A’ cabin really 

becomes irrelevant and does not deserve any consideration. However, in view of 

different suggestions made by the Jan Sangharsh Manch regarding the coach from 

which, according to it, chain was pulled and not set right the Commission has 

considered that aspect also. The Commission does not find any substance in it and 

comes to the conclusion that there was again chain pulling after the train had left 

the platform and the train had stopped near ‘A’ cabin because the chain was pulled 

again. The train had not left the station without the chain pulling being set right 

and therefore, there was no question of dragging the train upto ‘A’ cabin. The 

Commission is also of the view that it is immaterial whether the chain was pulled 

from one coach or more coaches and from which coach it was pulled. The 

evidence establishes that the train did not stop on its own but it was made to stop 

by pulling the alarm chain from outside.  

 

154. What happened after the train had stopped near the ‘A’ cabin is stated by, 

driver Rajendrarao, assistant driver Mukesh Pachori, guard Satyanarayan Verma, 

ticket examiner Sajjanlal Raniwal, assistant station master Rajendraprasad Meena 

and all the passengers whose evidence has been recorded by the Commission. 

Assistant station master Akhilkumar Sharma, who was at ‘A’ cabin and other 

passengers who were in coach S/6 have also in their statements recorded by the 

police stated about the attack on the train near ‘A’ cabin. Their evidence read 

together discloses that after the Sabarmati Express train had stopped near ‘A’ 

cabin, the attack on it with stones had become more severe. Small mobs rushing 

towards the train became a big mob of more than 1000 persons. Some of them 

were found carrying sticks, iron bars and other weapons. Apart from throwing 

stones, force was used to break the windows and their iron bars and to open the 

doors. Some persons in the mob were shouting ‘maro, kapo, jala do’ etc. Coach 

S/6 was made the main target. Many of its windows on the signal Falia side were 
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broken and through those open windows stones, burning rags and inflammable 

liquid were thrown inside. It was set on fire by some miscreants.   

 

155. Driver Rajendrarao’s evidence in short is that a big mob had rushed 

towards the train, some persons from that mob had come very close to the engine 

and some of them had thrown stones on it and threatened them. He has further 

stated that the mob had thereafter attacked the rear part of the train. The evidence 

of Rajendrarao is challenged on the ground that he is not a truthful witness as he 

has falsely denied that the train was not dragged by him upto ‘A’ cabin and had 

said that it had stopped near ‘A’ cabin because of pulling of chain again. If it was 

really a case of pulling the alarm chain again, he would have written in his note 

book the word ‘ACP’ again as he had done at the time of the first chain pulling. 

Rajendrarao has explained why the word ‘ACP’ was not written again and the 

explanation does not appear to be false. Moreover, the evidence shows that ther 

was no chain pulling from any other coach, including coach No.90233. He had not 

dragged the train upto A cabin as the chain pulling from all the coaches was set 

right before he had started the train. He had blown the whistle indicating pulling 

of chain. He had talked to the guard on walkie talkie about chain pulling. In his 

F.I.R. recorded on the very same day i.e. on 27.2.2002 he had referred to the chain 

pulling. His conduct together with other facts and circumstances established by 

other reliable evidence indicate that what he has stated is true. He was not 

illtreated by the mob. He had no reason to say something which was false. As 

disclosed by his evidence the mob was not hostile to the railway personnel. It is 

clearly indicated, by the type of threat given to this witness and Mukesh Pachori 

and also from the fact that none of them was attacked, that those persons wanted 

to attack only the passengers and did not want Rajendraprasad and Mukesh 

Pachori to interfere with what they were doing.  
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156. Assistant driver Mukesh Pachori’s evidence is also similar to that of driver 

Rajendrarao. Like Rajendra Rao, he had no reason to concoct a false story. 

Neither the omission of writing ACP by Rajendrarao nor their not referring to the 

presence of small mobs towards Signal Falia side can detract from truthfulness of 

their evidence. What he and driver Rajendrarao have deposed before the 

Commission is consistent with what they had stated earlier in their statements to 

their higher officers and before the police soon after the incident. 

  

157. ASM Rajendraprasad Meena’s presence at ‘A’ cabin is not a matter of any 

doubt. He was still on duty at that place as the ASM who was to take over had not 

come. He had got down from A cabin as the train had stopped there and the driver 

had blown the whistle indicating pulling of the alarm chain. Having seen about 

250 to 300 persons rushing towards the train and throwing stones on it, he had 

thought it safe to go back to the cabin. He had immediately reacted to the situation 

by telling his colleague ASM Akhilkumar Sharma to close the door and windows 

of their cabin and by informing Dy. S.S. Yusufali Saiyed and also Vadodara 

control about the attack on the train. This conduct of Rajendraprasad Meena was 

natural under the circumstances and it provides an assurance about what he has 

stated. Like the driver and the assistant driver, he was also not assaulted by the 

mob. On the same day he had made notes in his charge book about what had 

happened and what he had done. He had also submitted his statement to the 

Divisional Railway Manager.  The fact that he had sent messages to the Dy. S.S. 

Saiyed and railway control at Vadodara is borne out by the evidence of Yusufali 

Saiyad and the railway officers who had rushed from Vadodara to Godhra. He is 

an independent person and had no reason to make false allegations against persons 

whom he even did not know. Inspite of many questions in the nature of cross 

examination asked to him, nothing has come out in his evidence which would 

create any doubt regarding truthfulness of what he has said. It was contended that 

if really the mobs had gathered near the track, as pre-planned to attack the train, 
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then in that case, this witness must have noticed those mobs as he was standing in 

his cabin near a window at the height of about 14 ft. and his attention was towards 

the Station and the train which was coming from that side. On the basis of his 

reply that he had not seen any mob earlier a point has been raised that really no 

mob had gathered near Signal Falia. Whether such a conclusion necessarily 

follows from that reply is a different matter; but it is difficult to appreciate how 

for this reason it can be stated that he was not telling the truth. As the evidence 

discloses the Signal Falia starts from near station and extends almost upto A 

cabin. Upto the culvert there is a road parallel to the track and thereafter there is a 

‘nala’ and some open space wherein there are bushes. The people had come 

running from the Signal Falia and formed a mob after crossing the ‘nala’ and 

coming near the track. They were not waiting near the track before hand for the 

train to arrive there. He was busy with his work. His attention was on the train. 

Considering all these facts and circumstances, it is quite likely that he had not 

seen the mob earlier. This witness had reported almost immediately what was 

happening near A cabin. He did not know what had happened on the platform. He 

did not know at that time why the mob was attacking the train. He had stated only 

that which he had really seen. He has fairly stated that he had not seen any one 

actually setting the coach ablaze  and that he had inferred like that from what the 

persons in the mob were doing near coach S/6. The evidence of this witness does 

not suffer from any infirmity justifying rejection thereof. It deserves to be 

accepted as true.  

 

158. Guard Satyanarayan Varma and TTE Sajjanlal Raniwal were also 

witnesses to the attack on the train. They did not know why the train was stopped 

and attacked. TTE Sajjanlal Raniwal had got out of the coach to find out what had 

happened but he did so by getting down on the yard side eventhough he was 

sitting on the other side. Obviously he had done so for the sake of his safety. This 

conduct of the witness was quite natural under the circumstances. He knew that 
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the train was attacked with stones but he did not know why it was attacked. His 

attempt to go ahead and find out what had happened was also natural. However, 

seeing hostility of the mob, he had to return to his coach. The guard had also got 

down from the compartment and attempted to go ahead and find out from which 

coach the alarm chain was pulled. As the mob standing ahead was pelting stones, 

he was advised by the police to go back. Under these circumstances, he had to 

return to his compartment and inform the station staff on walkie talkie about what 

was happening. The natural conduct of the guard and the TTE Sajjanlal Raniwal 

together with the messages conveyed by them and the statements sent by them to 

their higher officers on the same day, indicate that what they have said to the 

Commission about the attack on the train is true.  

 

159. What Satyanarayan Verma has stated in his statement before the 

Commission is also corroborated by his statement addressed to the Senior 

Divisional Manager, Ratlam on 28.2.2002. The fact that the Guard had informed 

Dy. S.S. Yusufali Saiyed is corroborated by A.S.M. Hari Mohan Meena who has 

stated that soon after he had received a message from A cabin the Guard had also 

informed Shri Saiyed about stopping of the train near A cabin and pelting of the 

stones thereon. A.S.M. Rajendraprasad Meena has also confirmed that the Guard 

had informed Dy. S.S.M. Saiyed about the attack on the train.  

 

160. Even after close scrutiny of the evidence, we do not find anything therein, 

which would indicate that they were interested witnesses and what they have said 

is not true. As stated earlier they had no reason whatsoever to give a false version 

of what had happened. They belonged to the railway and were independent 

witnesses. Why should they have said on oath anything which was false? Their 

immediate conduct lends support to their version of the incident. The Guard and 

the TTE had to rush back to their coaches and A.S.M. Meena had to go back to his 

cabin. The driver had to remain inside his engine. Unless they were compelled to 
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do so for the sake of their safety they would not have gone back to their respective 

safe places instead of taking necessary steps for starting the train. The conduct of 

the witnesses is more consistent with the version of an attack on the train than 

with the other cause suggested for the incident. All these witnesses had either on 

the same day or on the next day informed their superior officers about what had 

happened by submitting their statements.  

 

161. The railway personnel was not involved in any manner in any of the 

incidents which had happened on the platform. The mob was not angry with them. 

That clearly appears to be the reason why they were not attacked. Driver 

Rajdndrarao and asstt. driver Mukesh Pachori were threatened but that was not 

because of anything done by them. It was a warning to them not to interfere with 

what they wanted to do. Thus they had no reason to say falsely that a mob of 

Muslims had attacked the train with stones while it was standing near ‘A’ cabin. 

The fact that the train had stopped near A cabin at about 8.00 o’clock and heavy 

pelting of stones had started then stands corroborated by the contemporary 

documentary evidence also. The entries made by the police about receiving 

telephone calls and dispatching mobile vans have been produced before the 

Commission and the Commission sees no reason to doubt correctness of the same 

as nothing suspicious is found with respect to them.  

 

162. The fact that the District Police Control was informed at about 8.05 over 

telephone by the railway police station and  3 mobiles were dispatched to the 

place of incident at 8.06 a.m. and the fact that at about the same time railway 

police control at Vadodara was also informed,  lends sufficient assurance in 

accepting as true what these persons from the railway have said.  

 

163. PI Mahobatsinh (W-17) had also seen the attack on the train near A cabin 

by the mob of Muslims. He was the officer who had ordered lathi charge and 
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firing for dispersing the said mob. By 8.30 a.m. the firing was over. Therefore, the 

suggestion that he had not reached near the train till 8.30 a.m. has no substance. It 

is stated by DSP Raju Bhargav that when he had reached near the train at about 

8.30 a.m. he was told by one of the policemen that they had fired some rounds to 

disperse the mob. The fact that there was pelting of stones is also corroborated by 

PSI Raijibhai Parmar (W-29) who had gone there with his mobile van. Sureshgiri 

Gosai (W-30), who had gone with the fire fighter near the train, has also stated 

that the persons in the mob were throwing stones on the train. DSP Raju Bhargav  

has also stated that after reaching near the train when he had inquired from one of 

the policemen as to what had happened, he was informed that “the train was 

stopped and there was heavy stone pelting on the train and that they had fired 

some rounds”. He had found the passengers in an agitated mood because the train 

was attacked. There is no good reason for doubting what all these persons have 

said. 

 

164. In view of this overwhelming evidence of the railway officers, police and 

the corroborative evidence consisting of the statements, entries and official 

records, the Commission unhesitatingly records the finding that while the train 

had stopped near A cabin at about 8.00 a.m., it was attacked heavily with stones. 

ASM Rajendraprasad who was in ‘A’ cabin, would not have delayed his request 

for police help for their own safety and safety of the train and the passengers. At 

8.05 a.m. the District Police Control was informed. As stated earlier, there is some 

difference in the time noted by the Guard and the driver regarding starting of the 

train from Godhra railway station and the second chain pulling and the time noted 

by the railway staff at the Station for the reason that they had noted the time as per 

their own clocks. The difference is also not big. The difference is of about 3 

minutes in the time noted by the Guard. According to him, the train had reached at 

Godhra at 7.40 a.m.. Obviously, that difference of 3 minutes had continued while 

making a note with respect to everything that happened thereafter. So also there is 
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difference of 3 minutes in the time given by Mukesh Pachori and the railway staff 

which was at the railway station. The fact remains, that at about 8.00 o’clock a 

message was received by the railway officers at the railway Station that the train 

had stopped near A cabin and it was under attack with stones.  

 

165. The passengers who have been examined by the Commission and others 

whose statements were recorded during the investigation have consistently stated 

that after the train had stopped near ‘A’ cabin, it was heavily attacked with the 

stones by the mob. All of them were not Ramsevaks.  Some of them belonged to 

different places and had nothing to do with the Ramesvaks. In fact they were 

deprived of their seats by the Ramsevaks. All the witnesses have spoken about the 

heavy pelting of stones on the train after it had stopped near A cabin. 

 

166. Ramfersinh Rajput (W-40), a person belonging to Basantpur in Raibareli 

District of U.P. was returning from his native place and was going to Kadi where 

he was working as line inspector in telephone department. He has stated about 

heavy pelting of stones on the train after it had stopped by a big mob of about 

1000 persons. Satishkumar Mishra a person from U.P. has stated that for quite a 

long time heavy pelting of stones had continued on the train. Lalanprasad (W-44) 

a person belonging to Naini in U.P. Govindsinh Rajput, an army subedar, 

Lallakumar Jatav (W-1001) Radheshyam Mishra (W-1013) who was earlier 

serving as Havaldar in Army, Ramnaresh Gupta (W-1015) and Veerpal Chhedilal 

(1016) have all said the same thing while deposing before the Commission. These 

passengers were totally independent persons. They had nothing to do with 

Ramsevaks. They had no grievance against the Muslims. There is  nothing in their 

evidence which would create any doubt regarding their reliability. What they have 

stated deserves to be accepted. 
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167. Other passengers have also stated that their coach was heavily attacked 

with stones by a mob which was on the signal Falia side. Many passengers have 

stated that the stones hitting the windows had broken the glass and metal shutters 

of those windows and therefore, some windows had become open. They have 

further stated that as the windows had become thus open the stones which were 

pelted by the mob were coming inside the coach and as a result thereof, some 

passengers got hurt and most of the passengers were required to take protective 

measures. Some passengers had climbed on the upper berths and some passengers 

had taken shelter below the lower berths. Some passengers had left their seats and 

were standing away from windows. Station Superintendent Katija and TTE 

Sajjanlal Raniwal and others have stated that some windows of the coach S/6 were 

found to have been broken. There is evidence to show that there were hit marks on 

the coach. These facts support what the passengers have stated. 

 

168. All the passengers have stated that the attack with stones had continued for 

about 10 to 20 minutes. It had continued till there was fire and smoke in coach S/6 

and even thereafter. The evidence of the passengers on this point is consitent with 

the evidence of the witnesses of the railway including the railway police officers. 

First message sent from A cabin to the station at about two minutes after 8.00 a.m. 

was that the train was stopped and attacked. The message regarding fire and 

smoke in the train was given at about 8.20 a.m. DSP Raju Bhargav’s evidence is 

that he had received the message for stopping of the train at 8.05 a.m. and when 

he was on his way to the railway station, he had heard on wireless that the coach 

was set on fire. He had reached the station at 8.15 a.m. The evidence of Sureshgiri 

(W-13) Fireman of the Fire Brigade at Godhra is that the message was received at 

8.20 a.m. that there was fire in Sabarmati Express train. The evidence of thes 

witnesses receives support from the entries maintained in the registers at the 

receiving ends. Their evidence on this point does not suffer from any infirmity and 

there is no reason why it should not be believed. 
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169. Their evidence further discloses that stones thrown by the mob had broken 

shutters of some windows of coach S/6 and one window of coach S/7 and some 

persons in the mob had also used force to break iron bars of windows of the coach 

S/6. Ashvinbhai (W-42) who was in coach S/6 has stated that he had seen some 

persons in the mob trying to break bars of the windows of coach S/6 by iron pipes. 

Other two passengers Babubhai and Govindsinh have also said so. Passengers 

Mahesbhai (W-34), Savitaben (W-35), Babubhai (W-36), Jayantibhai (W-38), 

Ramfersinh (W-40), Satishkumar (W-41), Lalanprasad (W-44), Gayatridevi (W-

45), Govindsinh (W-46), Shilaben (W-47), Punamkumari (W-49), Ramnaresh (W-

1015) and Virpal(W-1016) have clearly stated that as a result of the attack by the 

mob, some windows of coach S/6 had become open as their shutters had given 

way and through those open windows, stones and other things thrown from the 

outside were coming inside the coach. Some of the passengers were hit by those 

stones and had received injuries. Savitaben (W-35), Babubhai (W-36),  

Dwarkadas (W-37) Jayantibhai (W-38), Gayatridevi (W-45), Shilaben (W-47), 

Punamkumari (W-49) and Ramnaresh (W-1015) have stated they were injured by  

the stones thrown by the mob. Govindbhai (W-48) has stated that some passengers 

were injured by the stones thrown by the mob. Passengers Babubhai (W-36), 

Dwarkaprasad (W-37) Jayantibhai (W-38), Ramfersinh (W-40), Satishkumar (W-

41), Gayatridevi (W-45), Shilaben (W-47), Hariprasad Joshi (W-1009) 

Lallakumar (W-1001) and Radheshyam (W-1013) have described how with a 

view to protect themselves against this attack with stones and other articles falling 

inside the coach they had to take shelter either by going up on the upper berths or 

by going below the lower berths or to places in the passage which were found to 

be safe. Some of these witnesses have also described how two passengers had 

stood near the windows and by holding their suit cases in their hands tried to 

block stones and other articles from coming inside the coach. What they had done 

was consistent with the natural conduct of a person placed under such situation. 

The evidence that some windows of coach No.S/6 were broken can be accepted 
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without any doubt in view of other supporting evidence on record. So also the fact 

that some passengers in coach S/6 were injured by the stones which had hit them 

stands corroborated by the evidence of other independent witnesses and by the 

medical evidence. Their evidence has remained unchallenged. There was also no 

reason for them to say all that if such things had not happened. After close 

scrutiny of their evidence, we find that their evidence on this point is truthful and 

the facts stated by them can be accepted as correct. 

 

170. Along with stones, some other articles were also thrown in the coach S/6. 

Savitaben (W-35), Ramfersing (W-40), Ashvinbhai (W-42), Bhupatbhai W-43), 

Lallanprasad (W-44), Gayatridevi (W-45), Shilaben (W-47), Mukesh Makwana 

(W-48), Punamkumari (W-49)  and Radheshyam Mishra (W-1013) have said so 

before the Commission and have also stated like earlier when their statements 

were recorded by the police. Savitaben has stated that persons in the mob had 

thrown burning rags and some inflammable material in the coach through the open 

windows. That had led to fire and smoke in the coach. Ramfersinh had also seen 

persons in the mob preparing and throwing burning rags inside their coach. He has 

also stated that they had thrown pouches containing some liquid. As a result of 

burning of liquid there was smoke in the coach and that had caused burning 

sensation in the eyes of the passengers. He has specifically stated that the burning 

rags and the pouches thrown inside the coach had caused smoke in the coach. 

Gayatriben (W-45) had seen a burning rag falling on a rexine seat and the seat 

having started burning as a result thereof. They had therefore, got down from the 

upper berth where they had taken shelter. Radheshyam Mishra (W-1013) had 

taken shelter below his seat. He had seen burning rags and some bottles containing 

liquid falling inside the coach. He has stated that those things had led to fire and 

smoke in the coach. Other passengers have generally stated that burning rags were 

thrown inside the coach. The passengers had informed DSP Raju Bhargav  at 

about 8.30 a.m. that the train was attacked by a mob and many passengers were 
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injured and killed. The Station Superintendent Katija who was present along with 

the Collector has also said so in his evidence. Where was the reason and time for 

these passengers to concoct a false story? Considering the situation prevailing 

then, it is highly unlikely that the passengers had any discussion amongst 

themselves and they had decided to give a false version about the attack on the 

train. Within minutes of getting out of the coach, they had complained to the DSP 

and the Collector about the attack by the mob and setting the coach on fire. For 

the same reasons which are stated earlier for accepting their evidence on other 

points, this part of their evidence also deserves to be accepted. From what was 

seen by ASM Meena, he had inferred that coach S/6 was set on fire by the mob. 

RPF Commandant Pandey’s evidence also discloses that what was told to him by 

his RPF Policemen and others was that coach S/6 was set on fire by the mob. 

      

171. Before we record our findings regarding evidence of these witnesses 

together with other evidence placed before us, we think it proper to refer to the 

second attack by the mob which is stated to have taken place sometime between 

11.00 a.m. and 11.45 a.m. In substance what is disclosed by the evidence is that 

while shunting of the train was going on for taking coach S/6 on line No.10 in the 

yard, two mobs of Muslims were seen coming towards the place where the train, 

passengers and other railway men were standing. Persons in the mob were raising 

shouts. After coming nearer they had pelted stones on the persons standing there. 

They were ordered to go away but they did not pay any heed and had tried to 

come nearer. Apprehending serious consequences the police had resorted to lathi 

charge and firing. As a result of firing two persons died and one person was 

injured. About 6 to 7 policemen were injured by stones.    

  

172. The evidence shows that the fire in coach S/6 was doused by 10.00 a.m. 

By 10.30 p.m. PI Mohbatsinh had completed registration of the complaint at the 

Godhra railway police station. He had come back near the train by about 10.45 
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a.m. Special I.G. Swarup had also arrived from Vadodara by that time. It was first 

decided by the railway staff to take the train back to the station. After consultation 

with the police officers, it was decided to take the train to line No.10 in the yard 

and separate coach S/6 there. At about 11.00 a.m. the shunting process had started 

and while it was going on two mobs of Muslims had come near the train and 

pelted stones on it and on the persons who were present there. With respect to this 

attack there is evidence of PSI Mohbatsinh Jhala and other officers of the railway 

police. This is one set of evidence. There is also evidence of the passengers.  

 

173. PSI Mohbatsinh has stated that after returning from the station, he was 

questioning  persons who were caught earlier. At that time, two mobs of Muslims 

were seen coming towards the train. They had then started throwing stones on the 

passengers and the  railway officers. He had felt that the said mobs wanted the 

apprehended persons to be released as some persons therein were saying: “ release 

those 9 apprehended persons”. They were also shouting “Hinduoko Kat Dalo”. 

About 7 policemen  were hit by stones and had received injuries. The mob which 

had come from the Signal Falia side, had come near ‘A’ cabin where he was 

standing and the mob which had come from the Masjid side had gone towards the 

place where the passengers were standing. The police had then apprehended 11 

persons from the mob. They had weapons with them. Giving details about the 

place around ‘A’ cabin he has stated that near the place where the train was 

standing, there was open space of about 5 feet after leaving the track. Thereafter 

there is an open drain which is about 7 feet deep and again thereafter there is open 

space. In that drain and the open space there are scattered Babul trees. He has 

stated that PSI Gadhvi was the first person to come with his men from Vadodara. 

He had come between 9-30 a.m.. and 9-45 a.m. The in-charge Dy. S.P. and other 

officers had come between 11-00 a.m. and 11-15 a.m. He has stated that Ali 

Masjid is situated towards south of ‘A’ cabin. By the side of ‘A’ cabin, there was 

a heap of metals. It was 3 to 4 feet in height. The heaps of metals were not in the 
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nala but were on the open space. He denied that because of many Babul trees in 

the Nala, it was not possible to see in that direction upto a long distance. He has 

stated that from near ‘A’ cabin, the foot track for going to the Masjid can be seen. 

Eleven persons who were rounded up belonged either to Signal Falia or to Polan 

Bazaar. He knew some of them by face and also by their names. It was suggested 

to this witness that the persons who had gathered there had come from the 

platform side because of curiosity to see what had happened.  This suggestion was 

denied by him as incorrect. According to him, the stones which were thrown on 

the train were not metals but were brickbats. 

 

174. PSI P.M. Gadhvi (W-24) was working in the LCB branch of the Western 

Railway. His evidence is that on 27-2-2002, he had left for Dahod at 7-45 a.m. but 

as the train was detained at Kharsalia station for a long time, he had contacted 

Godhra railway police station on telephone. He was informed that one coach of 

Sabarmati Express train was set on fire and there was some trouble there. He had, 

therefore, informed Vadodara Control about the same and left for Godhra 

immediately with his men by road.  He had reached Godhra at about 9-45 a.m. At 

that time the passengers were shouting and complaining. He had helped PSI Jhala 

in maintaining bandobast and also joined him in rendering other help. While they 

were thus engaged in the bandobast, a mob of about 2500 to 3000 persons had 

come from  Signal Falia side and  started pelting stones. They were also shouting 

“Maro, Kapo”. Some of them were armed with weapons. Another mob was  seen 

coming running towards the train. It was trying to go near the place where PI Jhala 

had kept  some persons who were apprehended earlier. Persons in the mob were 

throwing stones on the train and also on them. Dy. S.P. Simpy had ordered the 

mob to disperse. The mob had not dispersed and had become more violent. 

Therefore, Dy. S.P. Simpy had ordered them to fire shots in the air. He had  fired 

2 rounds in the air. Even thereafter, persons in the mobs were throwing stones. 

Therefore, the RPF policemen who were there also fired some shots. During this 
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time the police had apprehended 11 persons. Persons in the mob were shouting 

“Maro,Kapo”. The mob was about 125 to 200 steps away from the place where he 

was standing. He has also stated that some policemen were injured by the stones 

thrown by that mob. Some persons in the mob had weapons with them. They had 

not tried to injure any passenger with those  weapons. After  the police had  

resorted  to firing, the mob had not tried to come near the track. He had remained 

near the track till 12-30 p.m. Some persons in the mob had also thrown acid bulbs 

towards the passengers. He has stated that as he had come to know about the 

incident, he had gone to Godhra without any order from a higher officer. When he 

had met PSI Jhala near the place of the incident PSI  Jhala was questioning  

persons who were rounded up earlier. He had remained with PSI Jhala for about 2 

minutes. He had talked to one passenger and come to know  that the train was 

attacked with  stones and, therefore, they had got down from the train. The 

evidence of this witness also on this point has remained almost unchallenged. He 

had resorted to firing and would not have done so if really there was no mob and 

if the conduct of the persons in the mob was not such as to justify firing some 

shots. 

 

175. RPF Commandant Pandey, (W-18) had rushed to Godhra. He was present 

when this incident had happened. What he has stated about it is that when he had 

reached near the train  he had heard  announcements made from the nearby 

mosque  through a loud speaker. They were: “ Kafiro ko mar dalo, Islam Khatre 

me Hai.”  Within about 5 minutes, he had seen a big crowd of more than 1000 

persons armed with sticks, swords etc. coming from Signal Falia side and running 

towards the track. He had, therefore, climbed over the staircase of ‘A’ cabin and 

directed those persons in the mob not to come near and go away. As the mob had 

not relented, he had ordered his RPF men to open fire. Vikramsinh had fired 16 

rounds from his carbine. H.C. Jhala had fired two rounds. Sub-Inspector Mr. 

Varma had fired 1 round from his pistol. Some  rounds were fired by other police 
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men also. Till about 4-30 p.m., he was busy making necessary arrangements. He 

has stated that RPF force is a separate force and its role is to protect and secure 

railway properties. If there is mob violence or mob attack on a train or passengers, 

then it being the case of safety and security of passengers, the matter would 

primarily fall within the function of Government railway police which is a 

separate force. Since this was a case of law and order, it was primarily the duty of 

the Government railway police to deal with it. At Godhra the RPF has a post on 

platform no. 1 towards Dahod side end. On 27-2-2002, 9 persons of RPF were on 

duty at Godhra railway station. He has stated that when he had discussion with the 

Collector, he was away from ‘A’ cabin towards the yard side. While he was 

returning towards ‘A’ cabin, he had met Dy.S.P. Simpy and PSI Gadhvi of G.R.P.  

The mob which was seen coming running towards the track had not crossed the 

‘nala’ when he had told them to stop. The ‘nala’ is running parallel to the track. 

The attack by the mob was at about 11-45 a.m. or 11-50 a.m. The distance 

between ‘A’ cabin and Ali Masjid is about 400 Metres. The Masjid is visible to a 

person standing near ‘A’ cabin. It was put to him that he had really not heard any 

announcement from the Masjid, but he has denied it as incorrect. He has also 

denied that because of the bushes on either side of the drain a person standing near 

‘A’ cabin would not be in a position to see a person standing on the other side of 

the drain. He had on that very day, at about 13.35 hours, conveyed a message to 

Vadodara Control through A cabin. The message which he had given to Vadodara 

Control was on the basis of what he had seen, what he had heard and what he had 

gathered from his RPF men. This witness had also made a report on 3.3.2002 to 

the Director General of RPF which has been quoted earlier. Though this witness 

was questioned at length, nothing has come out in his answers which would create 

any doubt regarding what he has stated. He was a person holding a high rank of 

RPF Commandant. He was not a local man. He had hardly any reason to say 

something untrue against the Ghanchi Muslims of Godhra. The fact that the police 

was required to fire shots is by itself indicative of the behaviour of the mob and 
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the situation prevailing at the time of firing. He had sent report (Exh.62) on the 

very same day and a further report on 3.3.2002.      

 

176. Dy. S.P. Simpi (W-25) who was on that day in-charge Superintendent of 

Police at Vadodara had rushed to Godhra, on receiving information about the 

incident. He had reached there at about 11.00 o’clock and gone near ‘A’ cabin. He 

has stated that when he had reached there DSP Raju Bhargav and the Collector  

Jayanti Ravi  were present there. Some time after he had met them  he had seen 

one mob of about 2000 to 2500 persons   near Ali Masjid. They were speaking 

loudly  and the words which they had spoken had the effect of hurting  religious 

feelings of the other community. At that time he had also heard announcements 

like  “Islam Khatreme Hai, Maro, Kapo”  coming from  loud speakers of the Ali 

Masjid. He has stated that he can give the names of the injured policemen after 

seeing the record. Questions were put to this witness regarding the type of shouts 

that were raised by the mob.  

 

177.  As regards the attack on the train, his evidence has remained unchallenged. 

He had ordered firing. Being a responsible officer, he must not have done so 

unless he had found that it was necessary to do so. Attempt to show that the only 

demand of the mob was that the persons who had been rounded up earlier should 

be released must fail as the evidence clearly shows that the mob was violent, 

persons in the mob were throwing stones on the train and the passengers and they 

were trying to come near the train shouting “Maar dalo kat dalo”. The shouts 

raised by the mob clearly disclose its aggressiveness and intention to use force.       

 

178. As the mob had then started throwing stones and was seen coming nearer, 

it was ordered to disperse. By that time about 6 policemen were injured by stones. 

Apprehending that there would be another attack on the train and the passengers, 

he had directed Police Constable Mansing to fire one round in  the  air. It did not 
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have any effect and, therefore, three more rounds were fired. He had again asked 

P.C. Mansing to fire one more round. Two rounds were fired by PSI Gadhvi from 

his Revolver.  Firing in air did not have the desired effect and therefore, he had 

directed his man to fire at the persons in the mob below their waist. Two persons 

in the mob were injured. When the mob coming from the other side started 

throwing stones, one more shot was fired and it had hit one person. By that time 

RPF Commandant Mr. Pande had also arrived there. The RPF Commandant had 

also ordered  his men to resort to firing. In reply to the questions put to him by the 

parties, this witness has stated that he had gone to the place where other officers 

were standing and had remained with them for about 7 minutes. At that time they 

were standing near the Signal Falia side .He was hit by one stone while going 

from the platform towards ‘A’ cabin. As the said injury was very small, he had 

ignored the same. Six constables were injured by stones thrown by the mob.  Mr. 

Pande had reached almost at the same time when he had reached there. For the 

incident that had started at about 11-00 o’clock, F.I.R. No. 10 of 2002 was 

registered at about 10-00 p.m.. He had then taken over  investigation of the same. 

Till he had crossed the culvert and gone  near the officers, throwing of stones on 

the train had  continued. He had seen  some persons with weapons in that mob. 

Special I.G.  Dipak Swarup  had then told him to remain near that place as other 

officers were going in the town. The first information that he had received was to 

the effect that stones were being thrown on the Sabarmati Express train near 

Signal Falia. In all 11 persons were rounded up between 11-30 and 12-00 noon 

from the place between ‘A’ cabin and the ‘nala’. He had gone inside coach S/6 at 

about 2-00 P.M. This witness was questioned about the position of the dead 

bodies in that coach and other actions which he had taken. 
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179. PI Mehbubbeg Mirza (W-19) had reached Godhra  at about 11-15 a.m.. He 

was then PI, C.I.D. Crime at Vadodara. He had come to know about the incident 

at about 9-15 a.m. and  left for Godhra at about 9-30 a.m.. in his jeep. In reply to 

the questions put to him during his examination before the Commission, he has 

stated that after he had reported to Dy.S.P. Simpi at about 11.20 he was told by the 

Dy. S.P. to make the passengers sit in the train. While he was doing so, a mob of 

about 2500 to 3000 persons had come from the Signal Falia side. Persons therein 

were shouting ‘Chhod Do, Mar Dalo, Kat Dalo”. They were also throwing stones. 

Therefore, Dy. S.P. Simpy and RPF Commandant had first given them warnings 

and then ordered firing. During that time, some persons were also caught by the 

police. When asked if he had heard announcements made from the masjid, this 

witness has stated that he had not heard any loud speaker announcement but  had 

heard persons  in mob  shouting like that. He has stated that  the mob which was 

seen coming from the Signal Falia side was trying to come near the train. When it 

was warned it was about 50 to 100 feet away from the train.  About the shout 

‘Chhod Do’ ‘he has said that he had come to know  later on   that PSI Jhala had 

rounded up certain persons. The mob which he had seen near ‘A’ cabin was not 

one mob but it consisted of various mobs of about 40 to 50 persons each and they 

were standing at a distance of about 40 to 50 feet away from the track.. He has 

specifically stated that he had seen a mob coming and raising shouts and it was for 

that reason that his attention was drawn towards it. He had not noticed any person 

from the mob crossing the ‘nala’ as he was busy doing his own work. He has 

denied the suggestion made to him that he had not seen the mob or he had not  

heard the shouts raised by it. He has stated that his attention was drawn towards 

the mob as he had heard their shouts and therefore, he had looked into the 

direction from which they were coming. He has admitted that he had not stated 

before the police that he had heard the shouts raised by the mob and that the 

shouts raised by the mob were for releasing the apprehended persons. He has 

however denied that he had not seen the mob.The only challenge to his evidence 
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was that he had not seen any attack by a mob and what he had stated about the 

incident was on the basis of what was told to him by DSP Zala. If his presence 

near the train at about 11.20 a.m. is believed then it becomes difficult to believe 

that he had not seen any mob and the attack by it. The mob had not come silently 

and had come very near to the train. The police had to fire about 20 shots to 

prevent it from coming nearer.   

 

180. DSP Raju Bhargav (W-31) has said that he had left the railway yard at 

about 10-30 a,m, as there was stone throwing near Nilam lodge in Godhra town. 

He had again gone back to the railway yard at about 12-00 noon after the 

Sabarmati Express train had left Godhra. 

 

181. Spl. I.G. Dipak Swarup (W-1014) Police Commissioner of Vadodara, who 

had also rushed to Godhra, has stated that he had felt that because of this incident 

there was  a possibility of big  religious flare up and, therefore, he had thought it 

desirable that the train was  re-arranged and allowed to go immediately there 

from. While those steps were being taken, there were incidents of violence in 

Godhra town and, therefore, he had told DSP Raju Bhargav to go and  deal with 

them. While he was near ‘A’ cabin, twice there were incidents of stone throwing 

and police had to resort to firing. When he was trying to get the train re-arranged, 

about 3000 passengers were standing on one side of the train and there was a mob 

of about 300 persons on the other side. Pelting of stones was from the Signal Falia 

side. This witness has stated that as he was busy in re-arranging the train and 

wanted the passengers to reach their destinations safely, he had not paid much 

attention towards this attack. He has stated that as there were passengers on one 

side and a big excited mob on the other side which was pelting stones, he had felt 

that there was a possibility of big communal flare up and that was the reason that 

he was trying to see that the passengers were made to sit in the train and sent to 

their destinations. He had stated that as Godhra is within his jurisdiction, he had 
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gone to Godhra. He was not concerned with the investigation of the incident. He 

has also stated that he had apprehended a big communal fare up on the basis of 

what DSP Raju Bhargav had informed him by telephone. 

 

182. Station Superintendent Katija, has stated that by about 10.00 o’clock, the 

Fire Brigade was able to douse the fire in coach S/6. It was then decided to 

remove the two burnt coaches from the train and allow the train to further proceed 

towards Vadodara. The shunting work had then started. At about that time two 

mobs had collected, one towards A cabin and Signal Falia and another towards 

Bhamaiya on the Yard side. Those Muslim mobs had then started throwing stones 

on the train and they were also raising shouts “Maro, Kato”. His evidence further 

shows that the police had to resort to lathi charge, tear-gas and firing for the 

purpose of controlling the situation and dispersing the mob. At about 11.40 a.m. 

the two train coaches were taken to Line No.10 in the Yard and the train was 

made ready for departure at about 12.35 a.m. This witness had made notes on that 

very day about the incident in his Station Diary and had produced the same before 

the police when his statement was recorded. Witness was read over his statement 

before the police made on 1.3.2002 and he then stated that it was according to 

what he had stated to the police. 

 

183. ASM Rajendraprasad Meena (W-3), who was on duty at ‘A’ cabin has also 

stated that at about 11-00 O’clock they had started shunting work to separate the 

two affected coaches and reassemble the train. While that work was going on a 

mob of about 500 to 700 persons had come from the engine side and from behind 

the bushes and those mobs had started throwing stones on the passengers. The 

mob had gone away after the police had lathi charged it and fired some shots for 

dispersing it. The statement of this witness was recorded by the Divisional 

Railway Manager on the same day and by the police on 1.3.2002. The statement 

given by him to the police was shown to him and he has stated that it was read 
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over to him by the police after recording the same. This witness had also made 

notes in his Charge Book. Those documents do corroborate what he has stated 

before the Commission. 

 

184. Rajendrarao Jadav (W-4) the driver has also deposed about this incident 

and stated that while he was doing shunting work for the purpose of separating 

coach S/6, a  mob had come from the cabin side and persons therein  had started 

throwing stones on the passengers and  police. The police had resorted to firing to 

disperse the mob. At about 12-20 p.m. he was able to separate the burnt coach and 

re-arrange the train. 

 

185. District Collector Jayanti Ravi (W-50), has stated that she had gone where 

the burnt coaches were taken. That had taken some time as she had gone there 

walking. After returning from there, she had taken steps to see that the train left 

Godhra immediately. She had then reviewed the situation in Godhra town and 

given necessary instructions for bandobast, including imposition of curfew at 

10.50 a.m. Sabarmati Express train had left Godhra at 12.40 p.m. Thereafter she 

had left that place. In reply to the questions put to her by Jan Sangharsh Manch 

she has said that dead bodies which could be identified were handed over to their 

relatives.  It was decided to send other dead bodies to Ahmedabad as the 

destinations of those passengers was shown as Ahmedabad. She has stated that 

while she was near ‘A’ cabin, she had not seen Muslim mobs. She has also stated 

that while she was near A cabin she had not heard any announcement from a loud 

speaker  or  shouts like  “ Islam is in danger”, or ‘ cut the Hindus’.  

 

186. The Guard and TT have not said anything about this incident which took 

place at about 11.00 o’clock as they had gone away to the Station. The Guard had 

left the train amd gone to the Station at about 8.25 a.m. and the TT Raniwal had 

also gone to the Station at about the same time. 
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187. Most of the witnesses who have referred to this incident of 11.00 o’clock 

are the railway officers. They are independent witnesses and what they have stated 

also receives corroboration from the contemporaneous documentary evidence 

referred to by the witnesses and produced before the Commission. These 

witnesses had no reason to tell a lie or cook up story which was not correct. They 

are responsible persons and it can be assumed that they knew seriousness of what 

they were saying before the Commission. In fact they had so stated much earlier 

before their officers also. The fact that the police had to resort to firing and large 

number of rounds were fired has not been disputed. An account has to be 

maintained regarding ammunitions referred by the police in the official record and 

if what the witness has stated in this behalf was not correct, they could have been 

confronted by such record. The other witnesses who have spoken about the 

incident are also high ranking officers or members of the police force who had 

taken part in controlling the situation. Most of them had rushed from Vadodara 

and had no concern with the local population. The Commission does not find any 

good reason for rejecting their evidence. It is of the view that the evidence given 

by these witnesses is quite reliable and deserves to be accepted. It clearly 

establishes that the attack by the mobs on the train between 11.00a.m. and 11.45 

a.m. did take place as stated by the witnesses. Collector Jayanti Ravi had not 

remained standing at one place and she was moving from one place to another. 

Therefore she might not have seen the mob or heard the announcement. This 

incident though it had happened after burning of coach S/6 is relevant as it is 

connected with what happened earlier between 8.00 a.m. and 8.30 a.m. 

 

188. Obviously the question as to what caused fire in coach S/6 shall have to be 

answered on the basis of evidence and not on mere probabilities and speculations. 

When there is evidence, it has to be appreciated and given due weight. Any 

conclusion drawn ignoring the evidence, would amount to speculation which has 

to be avoided if the right answer is to be found. On the basis of the evidence 
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which has been found by the Commission as reliable, the findings regarding the 

correct facts, cause of fire in coach S/6, and the act having been done in pursuance 

of a conspiracy hatched by some communalist Muslims of Godhra may now be 

stated. 

 

189. The evidence establishes that Sabarmati Express train when it left 

Ayodhya, was running late and was heavily over-crowded because of the first 

batch of about 2000 Ramsevaks returning by that train from Ayodhya to Gujarat. 

Coach S/6 of the train was also over-crowded. There were more than 200 

passengers therein. Most of them were Ramsevaks who had unauthorisedly 

occupied seats therein. Though the Ramsevaks/Karsevaks travelling by that train 

had raised slogans like ‘Jai Shri Ram’ etc. when travelling from Ayodhya to 

Godhra, the journey between those Stations was peaceful. There is no evidence 

indicative of any event or incident having taken place at any of the previous 

stations between those Ramsevaks and any Muslim, which could have prompted 

the Ghanchi Muslims of Signal Falia, to attack those Ramsevaks at Godhra.  

 

190. During the train’s halt of five minutes at Godhra, some Karsevaks had a 

quarrel because of a dispute regarding payment for tea, with Siddiq Bakar, a 

Muslim tea vendor, who was standing on the platform near the book stall. He was 

also given some blows. Siraj, a rickshawwala, who was waiting on the platform 

near the water hut for getting passengers, was also beaten by some other 

Karsevaks. But there is no evidence to show why he was beaten. The third person 

to be assaulted by some other Karsevaks was Mohmed Latika, a tea vendor, who 

had refused to speak “Jai Shri Ram” alongwith them. He had escaped from there 

and run upto the end of the platform from where he had raised shouts facing 

Signal Falia that he was beaten. There is no reliable evidence on the basis of 

which it can be stated that there was an attempt by the Karsevaks to abduct 

Sofiabanu but there is evidence to show that a false rumour was spread by Salim 
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Panwala to that effect.  That had led to throwing of stones at each other by  some 

persons of the Signal Falia standing near the Station and the Karsevaks who were 

standing on the platform near the first 2 or 3 coaches next to the engine. The 

railway police had to intervene to stop them from doing so.  

 

191. The evidence further establishes that soon after the train had started, after 

its halt of 5 minutes, there was chain pulling and the train had stopped after 

moving by about 60 to 80 meters. It had still remained on the platform. The chain 

was pulled from coaches Nos.83101, 5343, 9273 and 88238 and not from any 

other coach. By the time chain pulling was put right, there was again pelting of 

stones from the Signal Falia side on the front part of the train and this time also 

the police had to intervene to drive away persons who were throwing stones on the 

train. This fact is not in dispute. It further leads the Commission to the conclusion 

that Ajay Bariya’s statement that Mohmed Latika had run on the platform upto 

Signal Falia and raised shouts that they were being beaten by the Karsevaks and 

Anwar Kalandar’s statement that Salim Panwala had raised shouts that Karsevaks 

were forcbibly taking away a Ghanchi Muslim girl in the train are true, as there 

was no other reason for those outsiders to behave in that manner, but for the 

shouts raised.  

     

192. The Commission has also recorded a finding that chain pulling from all the 

four coaches was set right before the train had started again. That work was not 

left incomplete by the guard and the assistant driver. It is proved by the evidence 

of those two witnesses and the supporting evidence as stated above. It is also 

proved by the evidence of the passengers and TTE Raniwal that as soon as the 

train had left the platform a mob which had collected on the Signal Falia side i.e. 

on the left hand side of the train had started throwing stones on the train and that 

had continued while the train was proceeding towards A cabin. The evidence also 

establishes that the passengers had to close windows of their coaches which were 
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on the Signal Falia side. The guard and the TTE were also required to close 

windows of their compartment. The circumstance that all the windows of coach 

S/6 on the Signal Falia side were found closed, supports the evidence of the 

passengers and goes against the version that there was no mob and no attack on 

the train. If there was no mob and no attack by it on the train then there was no 

reason for the passengers and the guard to close the windows of their coaches. The 

train had taken about 3 to 4 minutes to reach near ‘A’ cabin. The evidence is that 

within about a minute’s time small groups of persons were seen coming near the 

train. How could they have come near the train within such a short time if the 

persons forming those mobs had not collected earlier and run after the train. If 

they had rushed to that place out of curiosity as suggested, having seen the smoke 

then they could not have been there before 8.15 a.m., as smoke was first seen at 

about that time.  

 

193 The witnesses have said so and the circumstances also suggest that the 

train had stopped near A cabin as a result of pulling of the alarm chain again. 

Those independent circumstances are already stated earlier. It had not stopped 

there because of any other reason. There is no material on the basis of which it can 

be said that the brake had continued to apply and the train was dragged upto ‘A’ 

cabin.  The version suggested by the Jan Sangharsh Manch and others is more by 

way of speculation than a submission based upon some credible evidence.  

 

194. Sabarmati Express train had stopped near A cabin is a fact not in dispute. 

That was at about 8.00 a.am. and that fact is even otherwise proved by reliable 

evidence. Except the discrepancy showing difference of 3 to 5 minutes, as regrds 

the time when the train had arrived at Godhra and at what time it had started 

therefrom, which was because the fact that railway staff had noted the timings 

according to their own watches or clocks, there is nothing to doubt that the train 

had not reached near A cabin at about 8.00 a.m. with a margin of about 2 to 3 
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minutes on either side. Some confusion arising out of superficial reading of the 

report (Exh.63) dated 3.3.2002 sent by DSC (RPF)’s office Vadodara to the 

Director General, RPF, New Delhi as regards the time when fire had started in the 

coach has to be cleared. The date and time of report shown therein is “On 

27.2.2002 at 7.55 hours”. The description of crime is shown as “Burning of 

coach….” In that very report against the date and time of occurrence it is 

mentioned: “On 27.02.2002 in bet. 07.55 hrs. to 08.25 hrs.”  It is stated in the 

report that the train had reached at 7.55 hours. It does not state that the fire in 

coach S/6 had taken place at 7.55 hours.  The report further states that the train 

was attacked with stones and that fact was reported by the RPF Post at Godhra to 

their office at Vadodara at 08.00 hours. The first report was regarding attack on 

the train with stones. Train had started sometime thereafter. In the report made by 

the same officer earlier on 27.2.2002 (Exh.62) he had stated that after the 

departure of the train at about 8.00 hours, the train was attacked. There is no other 

inconsistency in the evidence either oral or documentary as regards the time when 

the train had reached near A cabin and when the attack on it with stones had 

started. There is sufficient reliable evidence to show that smoke was seen coming 

out of coach S/6 sometime between 8.15 a.m. and 8.20 a.m. The fire brigade was 

informed at about 8.20 a.m. and it had reached near the train by 8.30 a.m. as stated 

by the fire brigade man Sureshgiri (W-30). Evidence of the DSP and the railway 

officers also proves that a little before 8.20 a.m. they were informed about the fire 

in coach S/6. Therefore, it would be incorrect to say that fire in coach S/6 had 

started at 07.55 hours.  

 

195. There is plenty of evidence which has led the Commission to the 

conclusion that there was heavy pelting of the stones on the train while it had 

stopped near A cabin and that it had continued for about 10 to 15 minutes. The 

stones had broken shutters of many windows of coach S/6 on the Signal Falia side 

and some persons in the mob had also broken iron bars of the windows of that 
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coach by using force. During inspection of coach S/6 by the Commission, it was 

noticed that 13 windows out of 19 on the Signal Falia side were in damaged or 

broken condition. It is also proved by the evidence of the passengers and ASM 

Meena that through those open windows, burning rags and bottles filled with 

inflammable material were thrown inside the coach. They had fallen on the seats 

and other places and had caused fire and lot of smoke. The Commission is of the 

view that apart from some minor discrepancies, probably on account of the 

panicky situation in which the passengers were then placed, no serious infirmities 

are to be found in their evidence which would justify taking a different view than 

what they have said. Witness Minaxidevi (W-1008) had taken photographs of the 

coach  S/6 soon after getting out of it. Two photographs produced by her during 

her evidence are reproduced below. 
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196. It is proved by the evidence that the attack on the train near ‘A’ cabin had 

continued for about 15 to 20 minutes. It had started sometime around 8.02 a.m. 

and that fact was conveyed to the Station Superintendent immediately. Then ASM 

Harimohan Meena had informed the P.S.O. of the railway police station. At 8.05 

a.m. the District Police control was informed by the PSO and it had in its turn 

informed the Superintendent of Police and other police officers about the attack. 

The railway police control at Vadodara was also informed by about 8.10 a.m. 

Independently RPF men at Godhra had informed their officers at Vadodara about 

the attack by about 8.10 a.m.. By about 8.20 a.m. there was smoke and fire in 

coach S/6. Initially there was lot of smoke and after few minutes big flames were 

seen coming out of that coach. The fire brigade was informed at 8.20 a.m.  The 

mob which had collected near the train on the Signal Falia side continued to throw 

stones on the train. It was not a crowd of onlookers who were looking quietly 

what was happening before their eyes. Some persons from the mob standing near 

Signal Falia had even tried to prevent the fire fighter from reaching near the train. 

The GRP policemen and RPF policemen who had rushed towards A cabin from 
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the station had to resort to lathi charge, lob teargas shells and fire some shots from 

their fire arms to control the situation. 

 

197.  What the passengers have stated also receives support from independent 

witnesses like persons of the RPF and the railway staff. Their evidence receives 

support from independent circumstances also. Their evidence that the train was 

attacked with stones after it had stopped near A cabin receives support not only 

from the evidence of the railway staff but also from the circumstance that the 

police and others who had gone near the train had all preferred to go from the yard 

side and nobody had gone near A cabin from the Signal Falia side. DSP Raju 

Bhargav had also done that. The Station Superintendent Katija had also gone from 

the right hand side of the train as he had felt that it was dangerous to go from the 

left side. This eloquent circumstance tells enough about the conduct and intention 

of the mob. The intention disclosed was to attack and harm the passengers. It 

shows that the conduct of the mob was frightening.  

 

198. There is one more independent circumstance indicating that what the 

passengers have stated about the attack is true. All the passengers except 

Govindsinh Rajput (W-46) Army Subedar, Gayatriben (W-45), and Pooja had 

alighted from the train on the yard side and they were all found standing in the 

yard when others had reached there. Unless there was a compelling reason for the 

passengers to get out of the train in that manner only, they would have got out 

through the doors on both sides of the coaches. The fact that they all had got down 

on the yard side proves that they had not found it safe to get out on the signal Falia 

side. On these facts and circumstances the Commission comes to the conclusion 

that the version suggested by the Jan Sangharsh Manch and others that in reality 

there was no mob and no attack on the train is not worthy of  any credence. What 

happened to Govindsinh Rajput, Gayatriben and Pooja as a result of getting out of 

the coach on the yard side is stated earlier and need not be repeated.    
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199. All these findings of the Commission are mainly based upon what has 

been stated on oath by the persons who were examined by the Commission. They 

were questioned by Jan Sangharsh Manch and other parties. What they have stated 

has received support from the documentary evidence and independent 

circumstances disclosed by the evidence. In view of this direct evidence, it is 

really futile to say that what is disclosed to have happened by this evidence might 

have happened in some other manner.   

      

200. What is now to be considered is whether these facts are consistent with the 

State’s version that coach S/6 was set on fire with petrol or with the version that 

the fire could have occurred accidentally because of short circuit or some other 

cause. The Central Government or the railways have not appeared and contended 

before the Commission that the fire in coach S/6 was because of an accident. The 

railway men present at the station and near A cabin have stated that the attack on 

the tran and burning of coach S/6 was by a Muslim mob. That was their 

immediate version and they have said so before this Commission. The media as 

pointed out earlier had also reported that the train was first attacked with stones 

and then coach S/6 was set on fire. In ‘Gujarat Samachar’ and ‘Times of India’ it 

was stated that the coach was set ablaze with petrol. In Indian Express, it was 

stated that the coach was set on fire by pouring petrol and lobbing burning rags 

inside. Some passengers have also stated that it was set on fire with petrol. The 

media reports were based upon information obtained from the passengers and the 

railway men.  

 

201. Taking some support from the report of the Forensic Science Laboratory, 

doubts were raised by some persons that the fire in coach S/6 might not have 

taken place in the manner stated by the passengers, local railway staff and the 

police but it could have broken out as a result of short circuit in that coach or 

because of inflammable liquid getting spilled from a primus. It was suggested that 
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it was quite likely that a passenger was cooking food or preparing something on a 

primus and for some reason that primus got over turned and that had led to the 

fire. It is a baseless assumption, more in the nature of imagination than a 

reasonable possibility. Lallakumar (W-1011) has stated that he had not noticed 

vessels for cooking food with any passenger around him. He has further stated that 

it was impossible to move in the train. Radheshyam Mishra (W-1013) has also 

stated that it had not happened that some body had ignited a kerosene stove in the 

coach and that he was cooking at the time of accident. He has further stated that it 

was impossible to do so. Virpal Chhedilal (W-1016) has also stated that the coach 

was so much over-crowded that it was very difficult to go to the latrine and it was 

not possible for any one in the coach to keep vessels for cooking at any place. 

There is no evidence whatsoever on the basis of which it can be suggested that 

such a thing could have happened. The evidence is that cooking in the coach on a 

primus was almost impossible and it only leads to an inference that nobody was 

cooking in the coach. All the passengers were not Karsevaks and if any karsevak 

was seen cooking in that manner, they would have certainly stated so to others and 

the police to whom they had given their statements. 

 

202. Apart from the evidence of these witnesses, on the ground of probabilities 

also, chances of such a thing having happened are almost nil. Coach S/6 was 

attacked heavily. The attack with stones and other things had continued for about 

10 to 15 minuts. The passengers in the compartment had to take steps to protect 

themselves. They were very much frightened and had to take shelter on the upper 

berths or below the seats or by standing at palces which they had found safe. Even 

then many passengers were hit and injured by stones and other things hurled from 

outside. Evidence also shows that burning rags were thrown inside the coach. The 

shouts raised by the mob were fearful. It would be highly unreasonable to believe 

that in such circumstances, some passenger had thought it fit to continue cooking 

his food. It was almost impossible to do so in view of the over-crowding in the 
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coach. The co-passengers would not have allowed it. Even if it is assumed that 

some passenger had started cooking earlier, after the fearsome attack on the coach 

he would have stopped doing so. The train was standing. If it was a case of primus 

getting over turned for some reason and kerosene from it getting spilled on the 

floor of the coach, it would not have led to such a big and sudden fire in the coach 

leading to such a big casualty. It could not have caused that much damage to the 

floor of the coach. The Commission comes to the conclusion that in view of the 

proved facts and circumstances, fire having broken out in that manner, has to be 

ruled out even as a probable cause and the suggestion to that effect has to be 

discarded as mere speculation. It comes to the conclusion that the fire in coach S/6 

was not caused because of such an incident.    

 

203. A short circuit is another probability canvassed by the Jan Sangharsh 

Manch. No evidence has been led and no material has been produced before the 

Commission to show the possibility of short circuit having occurred in the coach. 

The reason given in support of this possibility is that there was smoke in the coach 

first and flames were seen after sometime. Not a single passenger of coach S/6 

examined by the Commission was asked if anything like short-circuit had 

happened in the coach. During the inspection by the Commission in presence of 

advocates appearing for the parties it was noticed that the electric wires were in 

the upper parts of the coach.  If there was a fire because of short circuit the 

passengers who were near that place, would have immediately come to know 

about it. In that case the passengers who were sitting on the lower seats would not 

have climbed up on the upper berths to protect themselves. On the contrary, those 

who were sitting on the upper berths would have immediately come down for 

saving themselves from fire and electric shock. The passengers would have left 

the coach immediately through all the four doors and so many persons would not 

have lost their lives.  The fire caused by short-circuit would not have caused so 

much damage to the floor of the coach. Dr. Mohindersing Dahiya (PW-3) who 
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had examined the coach and has given an opinion about what could have caused 

the fire was not even asked if the fire in coach could have been caused by short-

circuit. He was asked if some inflammable liquid contained in a vessel getting 

accidentally spilled in the coach could have caused the fire. Considering the 

damage caused to the floor of the coach he has denied such a possibility. When 

there is evidence indicating a definite cause, to say that fire in coach S/6 could 

have been caused by short-circuit, would amount to speculation. Appearance of 

smoke first and flames after some time does not necesarily indicate that the fire 

had happened because of a short circuit. Therefore, this contention raised by Jan 

Sangharsh Manch and others does not deserve any acceptance.  

 

204. If the fire had occurred as a result of an accident, then in that case the 

passengers in coach S/6 would have got out of it through all the four doors of the 

coach. As a matter of fact all of them except three had got out of the coach on the 

yard side. If it was a case of an accidental fire, the windows of all the coaches on 

the left hand side would not have been found closed nor the windows of coach S/6 

would have been found in broken condition. The accidental fire would not have 

led to such a high casualty or extensive damage to the coach. The persons who 

had gethered on the left hand side of the train, would have come there after seeing 

the fire. If they were merely on-lookers then they would have tried to help the 

passengers. The passengers would not have complained to the DSP and Station 

Superintendent who had immediately rushed to that place that they were attacked 

and the police was not taking effective steps. If it was really a case of accidental 

fire, passengers would have said so as they had no other reason not to tell the truth 

at that time. In view of the tragedy of such a serious magnitude it is highly 

unlikely that they thought of concocting a story at that time that they were 

attacked by a mob and some persons from the mob had set abaze and burnt the 

coach. The evidence shows that the vestibule between coach S/6 and S/7 was cut 
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and the door of coach S/6 connecting with S/7 was forcibly opened. If it was a 

case of an accidental fire then these two things would not have happened.  

 

205. The fact of attack on the train as stated by the passengers is proved not 

only by the evidence of the passengers but also by the evidence of the railway 

staff and railway policemen and is further supported by contemporaneous 

documentary evidence, as recorded earlier while discussing the evidence on the 

point. The first message of attack with stones was conveyed by the railway men 

one or two minutes before 8-05 a.m. That was done independently of what the 

passengers had to say about it some time thereafter. The second message received 

by the station staff was to send more policemen near the train. The third message 

was again sent by ASM Meena from A cabin independently of what the 

passengers had to state about it sometime thereafter. The message was that the 

mob was setting on fire one coach. ASM Meena had not seen the persons actually 

setting the coach ablaze but inferred like that from what he had seen. The 

passengers had said the same thing independently to the railway men, with more 

details to DSP Raju Bhargav and others who had reached there within a short 

time. 

 

206. It is proved by the consitent evidence of the passengers of coach S/6 that 

some of them had taken shelter on the upper berths and some had taken cover 

below the seats. How is this conduct of the passengers consistent with fire having 

started accidently in the coach? If it was a case of accidental fire, as a result of 

something happening inside the coach, it is difficult to believe that the passengers 

facing such a problem would have climbed up on the upper berths or hide 

themselves below the lower seats. Instead of behaving in this manner, the 

passengers would have quietly and quickly left the coach. They would have stated 

the correct fact to the passengers of other coaches and the railway staff. There was 

no reason for them at that time not to tell the truth and give a different version. 
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The passengers were agitated and had told the DSP and the Collector that they 

were attacked and the police had not taken effective steps to protect them. If it was 

a case of 
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nodco}mwoelbveowiing problems for the passengers and they were not able to 

see clearly what was going on in the coach. The smoke had become more and 

more dense. As stated by one passenger, he was not able to see his own hands. But 

there is reliable evidence to show that at about that time somebody had forcibly 

opened the door connecting coach S/6 with S/7 from outside. There is also reliable 

evidence to show that the sliding door was open when the big fire had broken out. 

There is evidence leading to the conclusion that something like a big bottle or 

container filled with liquid was thrown inside the coach and soon thereafter there 

was a big fire in the coach and that had not left any time for the passengers in that 

area to get out of it. 

 

209. Evidence of the passengers that something was thrown in the coach from 

the place in between the two latrines and near Seat No.72 receives independent 
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support from the evidence of Dr. Dahiya, (W-32) Additional Director of Forensic 

Sciene Laboratory. He had examined the coach on 1.5.2002 and submitted four 

reports (Ex.91, 92, 93, and 94) on the aspect on which police wanted the 

Laboratory’s opinion. In the report Exh.91 he has stated that he and his team had 

seen many hit marks on the outer side of the coach on the Southern side and they 

appeared to have been caused by stones. He had found many stones inside the 

coach and had also seen pieces of glass. On the basis of his observation, he had 

come to the conclusion that the said coach was subjected to heavy attack with 

stones and that attack had broken some of its windows. From the pattern of 

burning inside the coach, its extent and severity and its effect on the floor of the 

coach it had appeared to him that more than 60 liters of highly inflammable liquid 

was used to cause that fire. He has also in his report Exh.94 stated that there were 

scratch marks and other marks on thesliding door in between coaches S/6 and S/7 

and those marks indicated use of force in opening the door. He had also come to 

the conclusion that the door was open when there was big fire in the coach. He 

and his team had taken photographs at the time of examining the coach and some 

of the photographs are reproduced below. They show the damage that was caused 

by the fire to the floor of the coach and also the scratch mark on the sliding door 

leading to coach S/7.  
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 Dr. Dahiya has in clear terms ruled out the possibility of such a big fire 

having taken place on account of some inflammable liquid getting spilled from a 

small contain accidently and catching fire. Considering the nature and extent of 

the damage caused by the fire he has stated that it could not have occurred unless 

inflammable liquid to the extent of more than 60 liters was used for that purpose. 

Questioning the competence of this witness as an expert, it was stated that he had 

not examined any coach of a train having caught fire prior to this incident. Though 

this witness had no prior occasion to examine any coach of a train, from his 

evidence it clearly appears that he has sufficient experience about fire in buildings 

and other confined places.  

 

210. By putting some questions to this witness an attempt was made to show 

that `fire in coach S/6 was possibly a case of flash over and therefore, the intensity 

of fire was very high and that had caused severe damage to the coach. Dr. Dahiya 

has denied that this was a case of flash over. He has stated that such a 

phenomenon takes place only when the place is totally confined or small. The 

evidence of this witness together with the evidence of passengers rules out the 
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possibility of flash over. Though all the windows of coach S/6 were initially 

closed because of the attack on the train, most of the windows of that coach on 

Signal Falia side had become open because of the damage caused to them from 

outside. If there was no attack from outside, then the windows of that coach would 

have been open and not closed at the time of fire and the small fire caused inside 

the coach because of burning of inflammable liquid or a short circuit would not 

have led to the phenomenon of flash-over. As disclosed by the evidence, through 

the windows which had thus become open, missiles like oil filled rags and some 

pouches and bottles containing inflammable liquid had fallen inside the coach. 

The fire and smoke which were caused as a result thereof had made the passengers 

open the windows of the coach on the Yard side. Thus, before there was a big fire 

in that coach, many windows had become open and the coach had ceased to be a 

confined place. There was no scope for flash-over taking place in coach S/6. The 

suggestion of possibility of flash-over in coach S/6  is more a speculation than a 

genuine possibility in view of the evidence on record and the actual position of the 

coach  S/6 at the time of fire. It was not even suggested to Shri Mohindersing that 

the fire in coach S/6 could have been caused by short circuit and whether it could 

have led to such a big fire in the coach. The material on record indicates that 

wiring in the coach was on the upper side of the coach.  

 

211. On the basis of the observation made by Dr. Dahiya in his report  that as 

the windows of coach S/6 were 7 ft. above the ground level, no person standing 

outside on the ground could have poured  about 60 liters of liquid into the coach 

from outside and the evidence of the witnesses that because of the attack all the 

windows and the doors of the coach on the Signal Falia side were closed, a point 

has been raised that the evidence of the witnesses that coach S/6 was set on fire by 

throwing petrol into the coach does not appear to be true. Though it is true that the 

passengers had closed all the windows of the coach on the Signal Falia side, those 

windows had become open because of the attack. The witnesses have not said that 
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all the petrol which had set the coach on fire was thrown into the coach from 

outside. What they have said is that an attempt was made to pour petrol inside the 

coach through the open windows. Dr. Dahiya’s evidence does not rule out the 

possibility of some petrol having been poured into the coach from outside. What 

the evidence discloses is that when the fire in the coach had caused smoke in the 

coach some persons from outside had forcibly opened the interconnecting door 

between coach S/6 and S/7. At that time something had fallen in the coach and the 

sound created by it had led the passengers to infer that a big bottle or carboy filled 

with some liquid had fallen in the coach. Dr. Dahiya’s evidence also establishes 

that large quantity of highly inflammable liquid was thrown inside the coach 

through a place between two latrines. Thus, from the evidence of the witnesses 

and the report of Dr. Dahiya, it would be reasonable to conclude that some 

persons had entered into coach through the doors and poured petrol therein by 

standing near the two latrines near seat No.72. It would therefore, be not correct to 

say that in view of the report of the Forensic Science Laboratory, the version of 

the passengers that some persons in the mob had set the coach S/6 on fire  by 

pouring petrol into it is not true. 

 

212. On the basis of the evidence and for the reasons stated above the 

Commission comes to the conclusion that burning rags and other things which 

were thrown inside the coach had caused fire and smoke inside the coach. Some 

persons had thereafter forcibly opened the interconnecting door towards coach S/7 

and about 60 liters of highly inflammable liquid material was then thrown inside 

the coach. Immediately thereafter there was a big fire in the coach which 

consumed lives of 59 passengers and caused injuries to many others. According to 

the evidence of the passengers, the burning rags and the things which were 

throwin inside the coach had caused the smoke. Obviously, there could not have 

been smoke without fire. Along with the burning rags and other things inside the 

coach had also started burning other things. If the smoke was as a result of short 
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circuit or spilling of small quantity of kerosene, then there would not have been 

such a big fire in the coach. Inspite of lengthy questioning of Dr. Dahiya, nothing 

has been brought out in his evidence which would create any doubt regarding his 

opinion that the fire in coach S/6 was caused by inflammable liquid and that about 

60 liters of liquid was used for causing that fire. The petrol which had fallen on 

the floor had caused severe damage to the floor of that coach. The extent of 

damage can be seen from the photographs which have been reproduced earlier. It 

had caused a big hole in the floor of that coach in the space between the two doors 

through which the ground below could be seen. It had made some more holes also 

which were very deep. Considering the extent and pattern of the damage caused to 

the floor which was also noticed by the Commission it is inclined to agree with 

the opinion of Dr. Dahiya that fire in the coach was caused by some inflammable 

liquid thrown on its floor.          

 

213. The Commission has come to the conclusion that the fire in coach S/6 was 

not caused by an accident, but the coach was set on fire by throwing petrol in it. 

What is reuired to be considered next is the aspect of conspiracy. The Commission 

has, on the basis of the evidence found reliable, that sometime before the 

Sabarmati Express train was to start from Godhra railway station a false rumour 

was spread in the Signal Falia locality that a Ghanchi Muslim girl was being 

forcibly taken away in that train, for inducing many persons of that locality to 

come near the train and attack it. After the train had left the platform, it was 

stopped at the desired place by pulling its chain. While a big mob was attacking 

the train with stones near A cabin, some persons had made coach S/6 as their 

target of attack. Its windows on the Signal Falia side were broken and through 

those windows burning rags and pouches containing inflammable material were 

thrown inside the coach. That had led to fire and smoke in coach S/6. By 

spreading a false rumour, conspirators had managed to collect large number of 
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persons near the train thereby making it difficult for others to identify who were 

the persons who had set the coach on fire. There was selection of the place where 

the train was to be stopped. That place was not far from the Station and the Signal 

Falia. Otherwise, it would have made it difficult to collect so many persons near 

the train. The train was stopped at a place where it was easier for the conspirators 

to carry petrol. It was within the yard where the movement of the public was less. 

All these circumstances indicate that what was to be done was planned in advance. 

The incidents which had happened earlier at the Station were not such as would 

have led the general public to commit such a ghastly act and that rules out the 

possibility of burning coah S/6 as a retaliatory act to what had happened earlier at 

the Station.  

 

214. During investigation of the Godhra incident, statements and confessions of 

many persons were recorded. As stated by Dy.S.P. Noel Parmar (W-1000) on the 

basis of those statements and confessions, he had felt that the Godhra incident was 

pre-planned and was a part of a bigger conspiracy, which was hatched earlier by 

Nannumiya, Maulvi Umarji, Rajak Kurkur, Salim alias Salimyusuf Sattar Jarda 

and Salim Panwala and others. Those statements and confessions disclose that on 

his visits to Godhra, Nannumiya used to go to Aman Guest House many times. 

When he had last visited Aman Guest House he had told Rajak Kurkur and others 

how Muslim organizations in Kashmir were fighting with the Administration and 

others. Rajak Kurkur and others were thus instigated to do something of the kind 

at Godhra. In pursuance thereof it was decided by them and others to set on fire 

one coach of Sabarmati Express train carrying Ramsevaks. As a part of that 

conspiracy, on the night of 26.2.2002, Rajak Kurkur, Salim alias Salimyusuf 

Sattar jarda and Jabir Behra, Salim Panwala and Shaukat Lalu had decided to 

procure petrol. Siraj Bala, Salim Panwala, Salim Jarda, Jabir Behra, Shaukat Lalu 

and some other persons had then gone in a parrot green coloured ‘tempy 

rockshaw’ (small delivery van) to the petrol pump of Kalabhai at about 9.30 p.m, 
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followed by Rajak Kurkur and obtained petrol in 7 or 8 carboys of 20 litres each. 

They had then returned to Aman Guest House where the carboys were removed 

from the tempy and put inside the guest house.When they were standing near Pan 

galla of Rajak Kurkur, two leaders of their community Bilal Haji and Faruk Bhana 

had come there and told them that they had met Maulvi Husain Haji Ibrahim 

Umarji and the Maulvi had told them to set on fire coach No.6 of Sabarmati 

Express train. It was decided to meet again at 6.00 o’clock in the morning as the 

train was running late. Salim Jarda who did not want to associate with such a bad 

act was given two slaps and threatened that if he told anything about their plan to 

anyone, he would be killed. Rajak Kurkur had then asked him to go inside a room 

and sleep there. At about 7.30 a.m. Rajak Kurkur had told Jabir Behera, Irphan 

Patalia, Irphan Bhodha and Shaukat Lalu to take out the carboys from the room 

and put them in the tempy and go near ‘A’ cabin. Jabir’s brother Ramzani had 

driven the tempy. Mahebub Latiko and Shaukat Lalu had sat with him. On the 

back side of the tempy, there were Jabir Behra, Irfan Patalia, Irfan Bhobha, Rafik 

Bhatuk and one Hindu boy. Salim Panwala had followed them on his vehicle. 

Rajak Kurkur who had gone with Salim had carried a petrol filled carboy with 

him. The false rumour spread earlier by Salim Panwala had led many Ghanchi 

Muslims to collect near ‘A’ cabin and attack the train. The conspirators had then 

gone near coach S/6 with the kerbas. Mohmed Latika had cut open canvass of the 

adjoining coach S/7 and through that opening he and Jabir had climbed on that 

coach with two carboys with them. The connecting door of S/6 was then forcibly 

opened. After entering into the coach, some one had opened the door of S/6 on the 

‘A’ cabin side. From that door, Irfan and other persons carrying caboys had 

entered into the coach. All of them had then thrown the carboys carried by them in 

the coach by standing near the latrines and Seat No.l fire, they would not have 

complained like that. This cirsumstance together with the conduct of the 

passengers provides an independent corroboration to their evidence that by pelting 
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qtones and using force dhe ho{tile mgb had broken the win`ows on the left side of 
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their coach and through those open sindows, stonec, `urning rags and other articles 

werg throwf inside dhe coach by the pdrsons(who were in the mob and they were 

required to take steps to prmtect themselves. Seeing the f)re and tke smoke, they 

would have got out on the signal Falia also. 

  

007. Af people of the nearby localities had rushed to that place on qeeing fire in 

the trail, their behaviour would not have been such as to frighten thd passelgers, 

the Guard, the TTE and the two Assistalt Station Macters who were on duty at A 

cabin. Their presence near the train would not have prompted ASM Meefa to call 

for more police help. They would not have raised shouts and done acts which were 

fearfwl. The(poliae woulf dot have been required to use force and fire shotc. For 

this reason also the probability of fipe in coach S- �6 hafing br ken out agcidentally 

has to `e ruled out. 

 

208. Ht is true that no passe~ger haq sqid that he had seen anybody antering the 

coach with a Carboi or so-e container filded with petrol and throwing it inside the 
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�coach.  What they have said is th`t init)ally burning rags and b ttles and pouches 
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filmed with imflammable0liquid were thrjwn inside the coak` thrgugh the broken 

windows. Some of them had fallen on the floor and some had fallen on the seats. 

The burning rags would have surely started burning other things with which they 

had come into contact. The seats were of rexine !nd therefore the burning bags 
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thad had vallen on the seats must have made them burn and cause rmoke. All 
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phat(must have caused lot of confushon amongst the passengers of coach S/6 and 

that is pzobably the reason why there is no cleqr and complete evidence regarding 

how and within how much time, there$was0qo much smoke in txe coach. The 

cmoke had cuased breathon there or in any other part of Gujarat. Thus there was 

no reason for the alleged conspirators to hatch a conspiracy of the type alleged by 

the State. Prior to 27-2-2002, three groups of Karsevaks had gone to Ayodhya by 

Sabarmati Express train and these trains had crossed the town of Godhra during 

nights. Yet no attempt was made to harm anyone of those Karsevaks. 

 

218. It was submitted that the version of the Government regarding purchase of 

140 litres of petrol on the night of 26-2-2002 is also very doubtful in view of the 

fact that the alleged conspirators did not know that the Karsevaks were to come by 

Sabarmati Express train passing through Godhra on 27-2-2002. If the Karsevaks 

were to be attacked then it was not necessary for them to wait till 27-2-2002 

morning as a batch of Karsevaks had passed through Godhra on the night of 26th 

February, 2002 for going to Ayodhya by Sabarmati Express train. There is no 

evidence to show that there was any suspicious movement at or near Godhra 

railway station or in the railway yard. The train was running late by 5 hours. 

Instead of arriving at Godhra at 2-55 a.m. it had arrived at 7-43 a.m. If the 

conspiracy was to attack the Karsevaks in darkness so as to avoid identity of the 

conspirators or the persons executing the conspiracy, as alleged, then it is highly 

unlikely that the conspirators would have thought of executing the conspiracy in 

the morning of 27th February, 2002 for the fear of getting identified in day light. 

There is no evidence to show that the alleged conspirators had any reason to attack 

the Karsevaks who were travelling on that day by coach S/6. There is also no 

evidence to show who had pulled the chain and how it was pulled. The version of 

the Government that the chain was pulled from outside is also false in view of the 

new mechanism of the emergency chain. Though not impossible, it has now 

become very difficult to pull the chain from outside the coach. The version of 
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Government that soon after the train started the emergency chain was pulled by the 

alleged conspirators in execution of the conspiracy stands disproved by the 

evidence of the Guard and witness Minaxidevi who have clearly stated that the 

first time chain was pulled as some passengers were left behind on the platform 

when the train had started. Their evidence clearly falsifies the allegation that the 

first chain pulling was done by Ilias and others. The evidence further shows that 

the Karsevaks who had a quarrel with a tea vendor on the platform had also 

misbehaved with two other Muslim vendors.An attempt was also made by some 

Karsevaks to forcibly take a Muslim girl in train by pulling her hand. It was, 

therefore, submitted that if at all the Sabarmati Express train was attacked, as 

alleged, it was because of the incidents which had happened while the train was on 

the platform and not because of any conspiracy hatched earlier. 

 

219. It was also submitted that the train had stopped near ‘A’ cabin, not because 

of chain pulling but because the earlier chain pulling was not set right completely. 

The train was actually dragged up to a distance of about 3/4th of a Kilometre and it 

had stopped thereafter because it could not be taken further. 

 

220. It was also submitted that Rajendraprasad Meena, Assistant Station Master 

who was at ‘A’ cabin has stated that he had not seen any suspicious movement 

near ‘A’ cabin. He was standing at the window of his cabin which is at the height 

of about 15 feet and his attention was towards the train as he was expected to give 

‘all right’ signal to the driver. If the chain was pulled from outside by 3 or 4 

persons and then they had run away, then that would have been noticed by this 

witness. So also if a mob had run along with the train then this witness would have 

seen it. These circumstances also suggest that the version of the Government that 

the chain was pulled from outside in pursuance of the conspiracy is not true. 
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221. Conspiracies are ordinarily hatched in secrecy and it may not become 

known when and why the conspirators had decided to do a particular thing and 

what was the object in doing so, unless a party to the conspiracy discloses that. 

However, facts and circumstances established by evidence may reveal a 

conspiracy and provide basis for drawing an inference about the object of the 

conspiracy. As stated earlier the facts which are established by the evidence of 

witnesses examined before the Commission are : (i) While Sabarmati Express 

train was still on the platform, some persons standing outside the Station near 

Signal Falia had pelted stones on the front coaches of the train which were 

exposed to the Signal Falia; (ii) After the train had started from the station, 

persons from the Signal Falia had chased the train and attacked it with stones; (iii) 

By pulling the alarm chain, the train was made to stop in the yard near A cabin; 

(iv) A big mob consisting of persons who had come from Signal Falia side had 

then attacked the train heavily with stones and had also raised shouts - ‘Maro, 

Kapo, Jalado”  etc.; (v) Some persons in the mob had made coach S/6 the target of 

the attack and broken almost all the windows of the coach on the Signal Falia 

side; (vi) Through those open windows stones, burning rags and pouches filled 

with inflammable liquid were thrown inside the coach; (vii) Those burning rags 

had caused smoke an fire in the coach; (viii) The sliding door of coach S/6 

connetcing it with coach S/7 was forcibly opened from outside and (ix) Something 

was thrown in the coach which had thereafter immediately led to a big fire. Apart 

from these facts, the circumstances which are proved by the evidence are : (i) 

Windows of all the coaches on the Signal Falia side were found closed; (ii) Marks 

caused by stones hitting the coaches could be seen on coaches S/5and S/6 which 

are kept in the yard; (iii) within about two minutes after the train had stopped near 

A cabin, the railway staff had called for police help near the train; (iv) The 

policeman at the station had to rush to the place where the train was standing and 

resort to firing for dispersing the mob and (v) All the passengers were found 
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standing on the yard side. Even the railway staff and the DSP Raju Bhargav had 

gone there by the right side of the train. The Expert’s evidence further establishes 

that : (i) The Sliding door between S/6 and S/7 appeared to have been forcibly 

opened as there were marks of violence on the outer side of the door and there was 

a scratch mark on inner side of the door; (ii) The door was behind the wall of the 

latrines when the fire had broken out; (iii) pouring of about 60 Litres of highly 

inflammable  liquid on the floor of the coach and (iv) The inflammable material 

used was petrol.  

 

222. Moreover, there are some statements of witnesses who could not be 

examined on oath by the Commission. They also disclose certain facts relating to 

the conspiracy. Riyazuddin was an employee of Abdul Razak Kurkur, the owner 

of Aman Guest House and was doing the work of making entries in the guest 

register of that guest house. His statement made to the police discloses that he 

knew Nannumiya who belonged to Assam and was then resididng at Rampura in 

U.P. Nannumiya was earlier a constable in CRPF and was dismissed from service. 

Nannumiya used to meet Irphan Siraj Pado, Jabir Binyamin Behra, Imran Ahmad 

Bhatuk alias Sheru, Kasim Abdul Sattar alias Kasim  Biryani,, Hasan Ahmad 

Charkha alias Lalu, and others to tell them how the terrorist in Kashmir were  

carrying on Jehad. He also used to tell them how weapons like rifles could be used 

and bombs could be prepared and thus instigate them. As stated by him, 

Nannumiya was in Godhra from 5.2.2002 to 20.2.2002. One Gulamnabi and 

Alimohmad of Anantnag had come to Godhra during those days and had met 

Razak Kurkur. On 26.2.2002, while leaving for home at about mid-night when he 

was checking whether all rooms of the Aman Gust House were properly closed or 

not, he had seen Imran Sheru, Hasan Charkha,  Jabir Behra, Maheboob Khalid and 

some  other persons taking out kerbas from one parrot green coloured tempy and 

putting them in the room of Abdul Razak Kurkur.  
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223. Ajay Bariya in his statements recorded by the police on 4.7.2002 and 

J.M.F.C. Godhra on 9.7.2002 has stated that on  27-2-2002, he had gone to Godhra 

railway station at about 7.00 a.m. After referring to the incident of Mohmad 

Latika, he has stated that after the chain was pulled and the train had stopped, he 

had gone out of the station. Shaukat Lalu had met him there and told him to run 

alongwith them. So he had gone with them to the back side of Aman Guest House. 

Shaukat and others had then gone inside the room of Razak Kurkur and come out 

with Kerbas. He was asked to put one Kerba in the rickshaw which was standing 

nearby. Petrol like smell was coming from it. Thereafter others had also come 

there with Kerbas and they were all kept in the tempy. All of them had then got 

into that vehicle which after passing through Bhamaiya nala and Ali Masjid had 

stood near the railway track near ‘A’ cabin. Each one of them was asked by 

Shaukat Lalu to carry one Kerba with him. At that time he had come to know that 

the train was to be set on fire. They had run towards the train through the foot 

track. He himself was reluctant go with those persons but Shaukat Lalu had 

compelled him to go along with them. He has then described in his statement how 

the coaches were attacked and coach S/6 was set on fire. According to him, 

Shaukat Lalu and Mohmad Latika had forcibly opened the sliding door of S/6 

leading to coach S/7 and entered coach S/6 through that door. Hasan Lalu had 

thrown a burning rag which had led to the fire in S/6.  

 

224.  It is rightly pointed out by the Jan Sangharsh Manch that there was no 

prior information with the polie and the authorities at Gandhinagar regarding the 

return journey of the Karsevaks from Ayodhya as can be gathered from the 

evidence of Mahobatsinh Zala (W-17), Raju Bhargav (W-31), DGP K.A. 

Chakravarti, Addl. DGP R.B. Shreekumar (W-995) and Ashok Narayanan, Chief 

Secretary, Home Department (W-994). Under the circumstances prevailing then, 

movements of Karsevaks was not a matter of concern. That appears to be the 

reason, why the police had not thought it necessary to keep itself informed about 
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their movements. Merely because the police was not aware about the return 

journey of Karsevaks from Ayodhya, it would not follow therefrom that no one 

had known about their return journey from Ayodhya. Anyone who wanted to 

know about it could have obtained that information easily. Therefore, it would not 

be correct to say that there was no scope for any conspiracy, as the alleged 

conspirators did not know that Karsevaks were going to return from Ayodhya by 

that train. VHP had already announced earlier its plan of taking Ramsevaks to 

Ayodhya for the ‘Purnahuti Maha Yagna’. 

 

225. It is also true that some other train carrying Karsevaks going to Ayodhya 

had passed through Godhra railway station and the conspirators could have 

attacked them in pursuance of the object of the conspiracy to burn a coach 

carrying Ramsevaks and it was not necessary for them to wait till the morning of 

27th February, 2002. Other possibilities cannot make doubtful what really has 

happened. Why the conspirators chose the Sabarmati Express train coming from 

Ayodhya and why coach S/6 thereof was made the target, was obviously the result 

of many factors, including what was desired by and suitable to the conspirators. 

Unless the conspirators who took that decision dislose the real reason, it would be 

a matter of drawing an inference from the surrounding facts and circumstances. It 

appears that the decision to put the plan into action was taken on the previous 

evening. On 26.2.2002 at about 9.30 p.m. the first step for procuring petrol was 

taken. It is likely that the conspirators had decided to burn a coach of this train as 

it used to pass Godhra during the night. That would have enabled them to carry 

out their object without being noticed and identified. It appears that because the 

train was running late, they had to make some changes in their plan and circulate a 

false rumour regarding abduction of a Ghanchi Muslim girl. That was done in 

order to collect large number of persons near the train and induce them to attack it, 

so that they get sufficient time to go near the train with petrol. It was also an 
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attempt to show that what happened was done by an angry mob because of the 

earlier incidents which had taken place at the station. The mob consisting of the 

genral public would not have set coach S/6 on fire on the basis of the false rumour 

as their attempt in that case would have been to stop the train, search for the 

abducted girl and rescue her.  

 

226. Ranjitsinh Jodhabhai Patel and Prabhatsnh Gulabsinh Patel serving at 

Kalabhai’s petrol pump were present at the petrol pump on 26.2.2002 at about 

10.00 p.m.  Both of them have stated that at about that time Rajak Kurkur and 

Salim Panwala had come there and told Prabhatsinh to give them about 140 litres 

of petrol. Petrol was filled in the carboys which were brought in a tempy 

rickshaw. Prabhatsinh has further stated that Jabir Binyamin, Shaukat Lalu and 

Salim Jarda had come in the tempy. Both these witnesses have explained in their 

statements why they had earlier told the police that they had not given loose petrol 

to any one in a carboy on 26.2.2002. 

 

227. On the basis of the facts and cirumsances proved by the evidence the 

Commission comes to the conclusion that burning of coach S/6 was a pre-planned 

act. In other words there was a conspiracy to burn coach S/6 of the Sabarmati 

Express train coming from Ayodhya and to cause harm to the Karsevaks travelling 

in that coach.  

 

228. The confessions of Jabir Binyamin Behra, Shaukat alias Bhano son of 

Faruk Abdul Sattar and Salim alias Salman son of Yusuf Sattar Jarda have also 

been placed before the Commission for its consideration. Jabir Behra had made a 

confession before the Chief Judicial Magistrate, Panchmahal District under 

section 164 of Cr.P.C. The confessions of Shaukat and Salim were recorded under 

the provisions of Prevention of Terrorism Act, 2002. It was contended by the Jan 
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Sanghars Manch   that the Commission should not consider the confessions of the 

accused as the findings that may be recorded by this Commission are likely to 

cause prejudice to the accused in the trial which is pending before the Sessions 

Court. This objection was raised at an earlier stage of inquiry and it was rejected 

by passing an order. A Commission of Inquiry appointed under the Commission 

of Inquiry Act is only for the purpose of making an inquiry into a definite matter 

of public importance. It is neither a judicial inquiry nor a quasi judicial inquiry. 

The Commission has to make an inquiry and submit its report to the appropriate 

Government for taking further action. Though the Commission is given certain 

powers of the civil Court for certain purposes, the proceeding before it does not 

become a judicial proceeding. Even though under sub section (5) of section 5 of 

the Commission of Inquiry Act, the proceedings before the Commission are 

deemed to be judicial proceedings for certain purposes, they are not to be treated 

as judicial proceedings for other purposes. Under the Act the Commission can 

obtain information from any person and can cause an investigation to be made by 

any officer or investigating agency of the appropriate Government and can utilize 

such information for recording its conclusion. The only requirement in that behalf 

is that the Commission should satisfy itself about the correctness of the facts 

regarding the information obtained and correctness of the facts and the conclusion 

arrived at in the investigation report. The Commission can record statements of 

the persons by way of evidence but those statements cannot be used in any civil or 

criminal proceeding except for prosecuting a person making the statement if it is 

found to be false. The nature of the inquiry being thus quite different from a 

judicial proceeding we see no reason why the Commission should not take into 

consideration such confessions. The inquiry before by the Commission is a fact 

finding inquiry and therefore, the Commission can look into and consider any 

piece of evidence for finding out the correct facts provided it is satisfied about its 

correctness. 
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229. Jabir Behra in his confession dated 5.2.2003 has stated that he had gone 

with Salim Panwala to the petrol pump of Kalabhai for bringing petrol. Though 

the carboys filled with petrol were kept in the guest house of Rajak Kurkur. Salim 

Panwala had then gone to the Station to inquire whether the train was on time or 

was running late. Returning there from he had informed them that the train was 

running late by about 4 hours. Therefore, he had gone to home. He had again gone 

back to Aman Guest House at about 6.00 o’clock in the morning of 27th  Along 

with Salim Panwala, Shaukat Lalu   and others he had gone in the tempy along 

with carboys to a place near ‘A’ cabin. He has further stated that Mohmed Latika 

had cut the vestibule between coach S/6 and S/7 and entered the coach through 

that opening and he had also followed him. Both of them had then together by 

force opened the door of coach S/6. They had gone inside with two carboys. 

Shaukat Lalu had followed them and opened the door of coach on A cabin side. 

Through that door Imran Sheri, Rafik Batuk and Shaukat Lalu had come inside the 

coach with more carboys. Those carboys were thrown in the coach and 

immediately thereafter there was a fire in the coach. Shaukat Lalu has also in his 

confession dated 19.8.2003 given these details. Salim Jarda in his confession 

dated 20.06.2004 has also stated that he had accompanied Salim Panwala, Siraj 

Bala, Jabir and Shaukat Lalu while going to the petrol pump of Kalabhai at about 

9.30 p.m. for procuring petrol. He has also referred to the message sent by the 

Maulvi Saheb. Since he was relunctant to take any further part in such a bad act 

Rajak Kurkur had not allowed him to go. He was forced to staye in one room of 

the Guest House. He has then stated that next day morning he, along with Jabir 

Behra, Irfan, Shaukat Lalu and others had put the petrol filled carboys in the 

tempy and gone near A cabin. Rajak Kurkur and Salim Panwala had also followed 

them. He had thereafter not taken any part in the attack on the train and had 

remained standing at some distance. All these three persons have retracted their 
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confessions but that by itself is not a good ground for throwing them out of 

consideration. When considered along with other facts proved by the evidence 

details given by this accused regarding the manner in which coach S/6 was burnt 

appear to be true. These confessions disclose that Rajak Kurkur and Salim 

Panwala were the two main persons who had organized execution of the plan and 

that what was being done was according to what was planned earlier and the 

directions of Maulvi Umarji. All the acts like procuring petrol, circulating false 

rumour, stopping the train and entering in coach S/6 were in pursuance of the 

object of the conspiracy. The conspiracy hatched by these persons further appears 

to be a part of a larger conspiracy to create terror and disstabiblise the 

Administration. 

     

229. The Commission is required to consider the role and conduct of the then 

Chief Minister and/or any other Minister(s) in his Council of Ministers, Police 

Officers other individuals and organizations in the Godhra incident. The 

Commission is also required to consider the role and conduct of the then Chief 

Minister and/or any other Minister(s) in his Council of Ministers, Police Officers 

(i) in dealing with any political or non-political organization which may be found 

to have been involved in the Godhra incident and also (ii) in the matter of 

providing protection, relief and rehabilitation to the victims of communal riots and 

(iii) in the matter of recommendations and directions given by National Human 

Rights Commission from time to time. There is absolutely no evidence to show 

that either the Chief Minister and/or any other Minister(s)  in his Council of 

Ministers or Police offices had played any role in the Godhra incident or that there 

was any lapse on their part in the matter of providing protection, relief and 

rehabilitation to the victims of communal riots or in the matter of not complying 

with the recommendations and directions given by National Human Rights 

Commission. There is no evidence regarding involvement of any definite religious 
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or political organization in the conspiracy. Some individuals who had participated 

in the conspiracy appear to be involved in the heinous act of setting coach S/6 on 

fire. 

230. The policemen who were assigned the duty of travelling in the Sabarmati 

Express train from Dahod to Ahmedabad had not done so and for this negligent 

act of their an inquiry was held by the Government and they have been dismissed 

from service. 

 

Ahmedabad.   (G.T. Nanavati) (Akshay H. Mehta) 
September 18, 2008           Chairman      Member 
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         Annexure-I 
Notifications dt.6.3.02, 21.5.02, 3.6.02 & 20.7.04 (Collectively). 

 
 
 

NOTIFICATION 
Legal Department, 

Sachivalaya, Gandhinagar. 
Dated the 6th March, 2002. 

 
No.GK/07/2002-COI/102002/797-D: 

 
Commission of Inquiry Act, 1952. 
 
WHEREAS the incident of setting on fire of the Sabarmati Express train near 
Godhra Railway Station on 27th February, 2002, wherein 58 persons were burnt 
alive and more than 40 persons were injured and in subsequent violence in various 
parts of the State of Gujarat, many persons lost their lives and several others were 
injured. 
 
AND WHEREAS the Government of Gujarat is of the opinion that an inquiry 
should be held into this matter of definite public importance. 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, in exercise of the powers conferred by Section 3 of the 
Commission of Inquiry Act, 1952 (60 of 1952), the Government of Gujarat hereby 
appoints a Commission of Inquiry consisting of Mr. Justice K.G. Shah, retired 
Judge of the High Court of Gujarat, to inquire into and report on and respect of 
the aforesaid matter. 
 
2. The following shall be the terms of reference of the said Commission 
namely:- 
 
(1) To inquire into – 

(a) the facts, circumstances and the course of events of the incidents that 
led to setting on fire some coaches of the Sabarmati Express train on 
27.2.2002 near Godhra Railway Station; 

(b) the facts, circumstances and the course of events of the subsequent  
incidents of violence in the State in the aftermath of the Godhra 
incident, and 

(c) the adequacy of administrative measures taken to prevent and deal 
with disturbances in Godhra and subsequent disturbances in the 
State. 

(2) To ascertain as to whether the incident at Godhra was a pre-planned and 
whether information was available with the agencies which could have been 
used to prevent the incident; 
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(3) To recommend suitable measures to prevent recurrence of such incidents in 
future; 

 
3. The Commission should complete its inquiry and submit its report to the 
State Government within three months.  
 
4. WHEREAS, the Government of Gujarat is also of the opinion that having 
regard to the nature of the inquiry to be made by the Commission and other 
circumstances of the case, that the provisions of sub-sections (2) to (5) of section 5 
of the Commission of Inquiry Act, 1952 (60 of 1952), should be made applicable to 
the Commission hereby appointed. The Government of Gujarat in exercise of the 
powers conferred by sub-section (1) of the said section-5 hereby directs that all the 
provisions of the said sub-sections (2) to (5) shall apply to the said Commission. 
 

By order and in the name of Governor of Gujarat. 
 
      Sd/- 6.3.2002 illegible 
            (O.L. PANDEY) 
          Deputy Secretary to the Government     

 
 



NOTIFICATION 
Legal Department, 

Sachivalaya, Gandhinagar. 
Dated the 21st  May, 2002. 

 
No.GK/15/2002-COI/102002/797-D: 

 
Commission of Inquiry Act, 1952. 
 

WHEREAS the State Government has under Government Notification, 
Legal Department No.GK/07/2002-COI/102002/797-D dated 6th March, 2002 
appointed a Commission of Inquiry under section 3 of the Commission of Inquiry 
Act, 1952 (60 of 1952) to inquire into incident of setting on fire some coaches of the 
Sabarmati Express train near Godhra Railway Station on 27th February, 2002 and  
subsequent  incidents of violence in the State in the aftermath of the Godhra 
incident. 

 
AND, WHEREAS, the Government of Gujarat is of the opinion that it is 

necessary to constitute  the said Commission in public interst; 
 
AND WHEREAS the Government of Gujarat has decided to appoint Mr. 

Justice G.T. Nanavati, Retired Judge of the Supreme Court of India as the 
Chairman of the said Commission; 

 
NOW THEREFORE, in exercise of the powers conferred by section 3 of the 

Commission of Inquiry Act, 1952 (60 of 1952), the Government of Gujarat hereby 
amends the said notification for the aforesaid purpose, as follows namely:- 

 
In the said notification in the preamble, in sub paragraph three, for the 

words “Mr. Justice K.G. Shah, retired Judge of the High Court of Gujarat, the 
following shall be substituted, namely:- 

 
“Mr. Justice G.T. Nanavati, retired Judge of the Supreme court of India as 

Chairman and Mr. Justice K.G. Shah, retired Judge of the High Court of India as 
Member.” 
 

By order and in the name of Governor of Gujarat. 
 
          Sd/- 21.5 illegible 
            (V.M. Nayak) 
          Deputy Secretary to the Government     

 
 

 



NOTIFICATION 
Legal Department, 

Sachivalaya, Gandhinagar. 
Dated the 3rd June, 2002. 

 
No.GK/22/2002-COI/102002/797-D: 

 
Commission of Inquiry Act, 1952. 
 

WHEREAS the State Government has under Government Notification, 
Legal Department No. GK/07/2002-COI/102002/797-D dated 6th March, 2002 
appointed a Commission of Inquiry under section 3 of the Commission of Inquiry 
Act, 1952 (60 of 1952) to inquire into incidents of setting on fire some coaches of 
the Sabarmati Express train near Godhra Railway Station on 27th February, 2002 
and  subsequent  incidents of violence in the State. 

 
NOW, WHEREAS, the Government of Gujarat has reconstituted the said 

Commission of Inquiry vide Government Notification Legal Department No. 
GK/15/2002-COI/102002/797-D dated the 21st May, 2002; 

 
AND WHREAS, the said Commission was required to complete the inquiry 

and submit report within three months. 
 
AND WHEREAS, the Government of Gujarat is of the opinion that the 

Commission should complete the inquiry and submits its report to the State 
Government on or before 5th December, 2002. 

 
NOW THEREFORE, in exercise of powers conferred by section 3 of the 

Commission of Inquiry, 1952 (60 of 1952), the Government of Gujarat hereby 
amends the Government Notification, Legal Department No. No.GK/07/2002-
COI/102002/797-D dated 6th March, 2002 as follows namely:- 

 
(ii) In the said notification, (i) in paragraphs 2, in sub-paragraph (1) in 

clause (b) after the words “incidents of violence”, the words and figures, “that took 
place on and from 27th February, 2002 to 30th March, 2002” shall be inserted, (ii) 
in paragraph-3, for the words “three months” the words “nine months” shall be 
submitted.    
 
 

By order and in the name of Governor of Gujarat. 
 
            Sd/- 3.6 illegible 
            (O.L. Pandey) 
          Deputy Secretary to the Government     
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PART – IV-A 
 

Rules and Orders (other than those published in Part I, I-A and I-L)  made  
by the Government of Gujarat under the Central Act. 

 
LEGAL DEPARTMENT 

 
 

NOTIFICATION 
Sachivalaya, Gandhinagar, 20th July, 2004. 

 
No.GK/22/2002-COI/102002/797-D: 

 
Commission of Inquiry Act, 1952. 
 
No.GK/16/2004-COI/102002/797-A: 
 
 

WHEREAS the State Government has under Government Notification, 
Legal Department No. GK/07/2002-COI/102002/797-D dated 6th March, 2002 
appointed a Commission of Inquiry under section 3 of the Commission of Inquiry 
Act, 1952 (60 of 1952) consisting of Mr. Justice K.G. Shah, retired Judge of the 
High Court of Gujarat to inquire into incidents of setting on fire some coaches of 
the Sabarmati Express train near Godhra Railway Station on 27th February, 2002 
and  subsequent  incidents of violence in the State in the aftermath of Godhra 
incident and the adequacy of administrative measures taken to prevent the and 
with disturbances in Godhra and subsequent disturbances in the state. 

 
NOW, WHEREAS, the State Government has thereafter under 

Government Notification Legal Department No. GK/15/2002-COI/102002/797-D 
dated the 21st May, 2002 reconstituted  the aforesaid Commission in public interest 
by converting the single-member Commission into two-member Commission 
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headed by Mr. Justice G.T. Nanavati, former Judge of the Supreme Court of India 
as Chairperson and Mr. Justice K.G. Shah, former High Court Judge as a 
Member. 

 AND WHREAS, the State Government has thereafter under Government 
Notification, Legal Department No. GK/22/2002-COI/102002/797-D dated the 3rd 
June, 2002 amended the first Government Notification, Legal Department No. 
GK/07/2002-COI/102002/797-D dated 6th March, 2002 so as to include the 
incidence of violence that took place on and from 27th February, 2002 to 30th 
March, 2002 and also for extending the time limit for completion of the inquiry 
and submission of the report by the Commission on or before 5th December, 2002; 

 
AND WHEREAS, the State Government has subsequently under 

Government Notification, Legal Department No. GK/08/2004-COI/102002/797/A 
dated 28th May, 2004 further extended the aforesaid time limit for completion of 
the inquiry and submission of the report by the Commission; 

 
AND WHEREAS, the Government has recently received representations 

for inquiring into the role and conduct of the Chief Minister, Ministers, Officers of 
the Government, other individuals and organizations. Accordingly, the 
Government of Gujarat is of the opinion that it is necessary to enlarge the scope of 
the terms of reference of the aforesaid Commission in public interest, so as to look 
into the role and conduct of the Hon’ble Chief Minister as well as other Hon’ble 
Ministers, Officers of the Government, other individuals and organizations. 

 
AND WHEREAS, the Government of Gujarat is of the opinion that the 

Commission may complete the inquiry and submit its report to the State 
Government on or before 5th December, 2005. 

 
NOW, THEREFORE, in exercise of the powers conferred by section 3 of 

the Commissions of Enquiry Act, 1952 (60 of 1952) the Government of Gujarat 
hereby amends the above referred the Government Notification, Legal 
Department No. GK/07/2004-COI/102002/797-D dated 6th March, 2002, for the 
aforesaid purpose as follows namely:- 
 
In the said Notification – 
 
I. After clause (c) in sub-para (1) of para-2 following clauses (d) and (e) be 

added namely:- 
 
“(d)  Role and conduct of the then Chief Minister and/or any other Minister(s) in 
his Council of Ministers, Police Officers, other individuals and organizations in 
both the events referred to in clauses (a) and (b) 
(e) Role and conduct of the then Chief Minister and/or any other Minister(s) in 
his Council of Ministers, Police Officers (i) in dealing with any political or non-
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political organization which may be found to have been involved in any other 
events referred to hereinabove, (ii) in the matter of providing protection, relief and 
rehabilitation to the victims of communal riots (iii) in the matter of 
recommendations and directions given by National Human Rights Commission 
from time to time.” 
   
 
II. In para 2: in sub-para (1) in clause (b), after the words, ‘incidence of 

violence’, for the words and figures, ‘that took place on and from 27th 
February, 2002 to 30th March, 2002, the words and figures ‘that took place 
on and from 27th February, 2002 to 31st May, 2002’ be substituted. 

III. In para 3, for the words ‘three months’, the words ‘on or before 5th 
December, 2005’ be substituted.    

  
 

By order and in the name of Governor of Gujarat. 
 
       
           C.G. GOTHI  
          Deputy Secretary to the Government     

 
 

 



Annexure - V 
Copies of First Information report Nos.9/02 and 10/02, collectively 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

ÎùÉØëßí ÀëÜ ÇáëääëÞí ßíÖ ÚëÚÖÞë ÀëÝØëÞí 154 ×í ÀáÜÞí ßð±õ Õùáíç ×ëHëëÑ 
µÕß ±ëÕõáí ÀùìBÞ{õÚá ÃðLèëÞí Õèõáí ÂÚß I.Ãð.ß.Þ_.0009/2002 
 

çÚ-ìÍVËÿí@Ë-  ±ÜØëäëØ    ÍíVËÿí@Ë Ñ- äõVËÞý ßõSäõ 
ÃðLèù ×ÝëÞí ÖëßíÂ Ö×ë ÀáëÀ Ñ- Öë.27-2-2002 Þë ÀáëÀ 7/47 ×í 8/20 ØßQÝëÞ. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   
1. ÂÚß ±ëMÝëÞí ÖëßíÂ Ö×ë ÀáëÀ  Ñ- Öë.27-2-2002 Þë ÀáëÀ 9/35 
 

2. ÃðLèëÞí ÉÃë Ö×ë Õùáíç ×ëHëë×í  Ñ- ÃùÔßë ßõSäõ VËõåÞ MáõÎùÜý Þ_.1 Þë ØìZëHë 
    ±_Öß Ö×ë ìØåë       ÈõÍë Õëçõ '±õ' ÀõÚíÞ Õëçõ ËÿõÞ Þ_.9166 ±Õ 
         çëÚßÜÖí ±õ@ç− õç ËÿõÞ äÂÖõ 
 

3. Õùáíç ×ëHëë µÕß×í ÜùÀSÝëÞí   Ñ- Öë.27-2-2002   
   ÖëßíÂ 
 

4. ÂÚß ±ëÕÞëß Ö×ë ÎìßÝëØíÞð_ ÞëÜ   Ñ- lí ßëÉõLÄßëä ßCëðÞë×ßëä ½Öõ-½Øä µ.ä. 
   Ö×ë ßèõäëÞð_ ÌõÀëb_       44 ßèõ. ÜßëÌëäëç, ßÖáëÜ ÖùÕÂëÞë Õëçõ, 
          ±õÜ.Õí. 
 

5. ÖèùÜÖäëâëÞð_ ÞëÜ Ö×ë ßèõäëÞð_ ÌõÀëb_  Ñ- ±ëåßõ 900 ×í 1000 ÉõËáë ÜðVáíÜ ÀùÜÞë 
          ÜëHëçù 
 

6. ÃðLèëÞð_ Ë>_À äHëýÞ ÀáÜ çðKÔë ±Þõ Àù³  Ñ-  ÃðLèù  ³.Õí.Àù. ÀáÜ-143,   147,  148, 
    ÜëáÜIÖë á³ ÉäëÜë_ ±ëäí èùÝ      149, 337, 338, 438, 302, 307 Ö×ë 
    Öù ÖõÞð_ Ë>_À äHëýÞ        ³.ßõ.±õ@Ë ÀáÜ-141, 150, 152 ÜðÉÚ Öõ ±õäí 
          ßíÖõ Àõ µÕß ÚÖëäõá ÖëßíÂ, äÂÖ ±Þõ ÉBÝë±õ 
          ±ëåßõ 900 ×í 1000 ÉõËáë ÜðVáíÜ ÀùÜÞë 
          ËùâëÞë ÜëHëçù±õ ÃõßÀëÝØõçß Ü_Íâí ÚÞí ËÿõÞÞí 
          Çõ³Þ ÕðáÙÃ Àßí ËÿõÞ µÕß ÕJ×ßÜëßù ÚõÎëÜ ßíÖõ 
          Àßí ÀùÇ Þ_. 93498 ±õËáõ Àõ ±õç/6 Þõ ±ëÃ 
          áÃëÍí ÍOÚëÞõ ç_ÕñHëý Úëâí ÜñÀí ÍOÚëÞë 
          ÕõçõLÉßùÞõ ÕJ×ß Üëßë×í  ³½±ù Àßí °_ØÃí 
          ½õÂÜÜë_ ÜñÀí ÕõçõLÉßùÞõ Úëâí ÜðÀäëÞí ÀùìåWë 
          Àßí ±ëÃÜë_ ØåõÀ ÉõËáë ÕõçõLÉßùÞõ Úëâí ÜñÀí 
          ÕõçõLÉßùÞë çëÜëÞ ±ëÃÜë_ Úëâí Þë_Âí ÕùÖëÞù 
          çëÜëLÝ µØõå Õëß ÕëÍí Õùáíç ±ëäÖë_ áëÌí 
          ÇëÉý ÎëÝßÙÃ ÀßÖë_ Þëçí É³ ÃðÞù ÀÝùý ìäÃõßõ 
          ÚëÚÖ. 
7. ÖÕëç ÚëÚÖ Àßõáí ÖÉäíÉ ÂÚß  Ñ-  ÖðßÖ É 
    áÂí áõäëÞë ç_ÚÔÜë_ ×Ýõá Ïíá 
    ÚëÚÖ Âðáëçù 
8. ÜðÀØÜëÞù ìÞÀëá    Ñ-  
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
(çèí) ±_Ãþõ°Üë_ çðäëEÝ çèí    (èùtù )       Õù.çÚ ³Lç. 

 

. . . . ÕëÞ Þ_.2 µÕß . . . 



ÕëÞë Þ_.2 
 

Öë.27-2-2002 
 

 Üëv_ ÞëÜ ßëÉõLÄßëä ßCëðÞë×ßëä ½Öõ ½Øä ª.ä.44 Ô_Ôù - ßõSäõ Íÿë³äß          
ßèõ. ÜßëÌëäëç, ßÖáëÜ ÖùÕÂëÞë Õëçõ, ±õÜ.Õí. 
 
 ßðÚßðÜë_ ½èõß Àßí Üëßí ÎìßÝëØ èÀíÀÖ áÂëäð_ È\_ Àõ, èð_ ÈõSáë çëÖ äWëý×í ßÖáëÜ 
èõÍ. @äëËóçÜë_ ßõSäõ ±õL°Þ Íÿë³äß ÖßíÀõ ÎßÉ Ú½äð_ È\_. 
 
 ±ëÉßùÉ Öë.27-2-2002 Þë ßëÖ ÀáëÀ 4/50 äëÃõ èð_ Üëßí ÞùÀßí µÕß 
çëÚßÜÖí ±õ@ç−õç ËÿõÞ Þ_. 9166 ±Õ á³Þõ ßÖáëÜ×í äÍùØßë ßõSäõ VËõåÞ ±ëääë 
ÞíÀâõá Üëßí çë×õ ±ëçí. Íÿë³äß ÖßíÀõ ÜðÀõå ßCëðäíß−çëØ ÕÇùßë Ö×ë ÃëÍólí ±õç.±õÞ. 
äÜëý Þë±ù èÖë. ±ë ËÿõÞ á³ ±Üù ÀáëÀ 7/40 äëÃõ ÃùÔßë ßõSäõ VËõåÞõ ±ëäõáë ±Þõ 
MáõËÎùÜý Þ_. 1 µÕß ÃëÍí µÛí ßèõá ±Þõ ÀáëÀ 7/45 äëÃõ ÃëÍíÞõ çíBÞá ÜâÖë_ ÃëÍí 
VËëËó Àßí äÍùØßë ÖßÎ ßäëÞë ×Ýõá ±Þõ MáõËÎùÜý×í Çëß Õë_Ç ÀùÇ Õçëß ×Ýõá ØßQÝëÞ   
À. 7/47 äëÃõ Çõ³Þ ÕðáÙÃ ×Öë_ ÃëÍí µÛí ßèõá ±Þõ ±Üëßë ±ëçí. Íÿë³äß ÜðÀõåÛë³ 
ÃëÍólí±õ ÖÕëç ÀßÖë_ ÀùÇ Þ_. 83101, 5343, 51263, 88238 Þë Þ_Úßäëâë ÀùÇÜë_ 
Çõ³Þ ÕðáÙÃ ×Ýõá Éõ×í ÜëVËßÞõ äëõÀíËùÀí×í ½Hë Àßí Çõ³Þ ÕðáÙÃ ÌíÀ Àßí ÃëÍí Çëáð 
Àßõáí ±Þõ ÃëÍí ÃùÔßë '±õ' ÀõÚíÞ Õëçõ ÕèùîÇÖë_ Îßí×í ÇõÞ ÕðáÙÃ ×Ýõá ±Þõ MáõËÎùÜý 
çë³Íõ×í ÕJ×ßÜëßù Çëáð ×³ ÃÝõá. ±Üù±õ ½õ±õá Öù ±ëåßõ 900 ×í 1000 ÜëHëçùÞð_ 
Ëùâð_ ËÿõÞ µÕß ÕJ×ßÜëßù ÀßÖð_ èÖð_ ±Þõ Öõ ÕöÀí ÀõËáëÀ ÜëHëçù±õ ÀùÇ Þ_. 93498 ±õç/6 
Üë_ ±ëÃ áÃëÍõá Éõ×í Üõ ÖðßÖ É äùÀíËùÀí×í ±õç.±õç. lí ÃùÔßëÞõ ÖëIÀëìáÀ Õùáíç ÜØØ 
Ö×ë ÎëÝßÚþíÃõÍÞí ÜØØ ÜùÀáäë ½Hë Àßõáí ±Þõ ËÿõÞÞù ßùá Þë ×ëÝ Öõ ÜëËõ        
(áëÀÍëÞë Ë<ÀÍë) áÃëÍí ËÿõÞÞõ ×ùÛëäí ØßQÝëÞ ßõSäõ Õùáíç Ö×ë ±ëß.Õí.±õÎ. Ö×ë ÎëÝß 
ìÚþÃõÍÞë ÜëHëçù ±ëäí ÃÝõáë ±Þõ Õùáíçõ ËëâëÞõ ìäÂõßäë ËíÝßÃõçÞù Üëßù ÖõÜÉ 
áëÌíÇëÉý ÕHë Àßõá, ÕHë Ëùâð_ ÞèÙ äíÂßëÖë_ Õùáíçõ ÎëÝßÙÃ ÀßÖë_ Ëùâð_ ÕJ×ßÜëßù ÀßÖë_ 
ÀßÖë_ åèõß ÖßÎ ÛëÃí ÃÝõá ±Þõ ÎëÝßÚþíÃõÍõ ÍOÚëÞõ ±ùáääëÞð_ Çëáð_ Àßõá. ±ëÃ 
±ùáäë³ ÃÝõá ÚëØ ÍOÚëÜë_ ½õÝõá Öù ÍOÚëÞë ±_ØßÞù ÛëÃ ç_ÕñHëý Úâí ÃÝõá èÖð_ ±Þõ 
±Üëßí çë×õÞí Õùáíçõ ÖÕëç ÀßÖë_ ±ëåßõ ØåõÀ ÉõËáí çâÃí ÃÝõáí áëåù µÕßë ÈëÕßí 
ÕÍõá ÉHëëÝõá ±Þõ Úí½ ÀõËáëÀ ³çÜù (ÕõçõLÉßù) Éõ ÕJ×ßÜëßë×í Ö×ë Øë{äë×í ³½±ù 
×Ýõá Öõ ÕùÖÕùÖëÞí ßíÖõ ØäëÂëÞõ ÃÝõá èùÝ ÀõËáë ÜëHëçùÞõ ³½ ×Ýõá Öõ Àèí åÀëÝ Þèí_ 
±Þõ çØßí ËÿõÞÞë ÍOÚëÜë_ ÕõçõLÉßùÞù çëÜëÞ, áÃõÉ ç_ÕñHëý ÚâíÞõ ÂëÂ ×³ ÃÝõá Èõ. ±ë 
±ëÃÜë_ ßõSäõÞù ÍOÚù ç_ÕñHëý çâÃí É³ Þëå ÕëÜõá Èõ ÖõÜÉ CëHëëÂßë ÜëHëçùÞõ Õùáíçõ 
ÕÀÍõáë Èõ. 

 
. . . .ÕëÞ Þ_.3 µÕß . . . .



 
ÕëÞ Þ_.3 

 
 Éõ×í ±ëÉßùÉ Öë.27-2-2002 Þë ÀáëÀ 7/47 ×í 8/20 ØßQÝëÞ ÃùÔßë åèõßÞë 
çÙÃá ÎâíÝë Ö×ë ±ëÉ\ÚëÉ\Þë ìäVÖëßÞë ±õÀÉ ÜðVáíÜ ÀùÜÞë 900 ×í 1000 ÉõËáë 
ÜëHëçùÞð_ Ëùâë±õ ±Üëßí ËÿõÞ Þ_.9166 ±Õ çëÚßÜÖí ±õ@ç−õç ËÿõÞÜë_ ÃõßÀëÝØõçß ßíÖõ 
Çõ³Þ ÕðáÙÃ Àßí, ÕJ×ßÜëßù Àßí ±õÀ ÀùÇÞõ ±ëÃ áÃëÍí ç_ÕñHëý Úëâí ÜñÀí ±_ØßÞë 
ÕõçõLÉßùÞõ °äÖë çâÃëääëÞí ÀùìåWë Àßí Ö×ë ØåõÀ ÉõËáë ÕõçõLÉßùÞõ °äÖë Úëâí ÜñÀí 
Ö×ë ÕõçõLÉßùÞù çëÜëÞ áÃõÉ Úëâí Ø³ Õùáíçõ áëÌíÇëÉý Ö×ë ÎëÝßÙÃ ÀßÖë_ Þëçí ÃÝõá 
èùÝ Üëßí Öõ±ùÞë ìäßðKÔ ÀëÝØõçß ÎìßÝëØ Èõ. ±ë ËùâëÞë ÜëHëçù ÕöÀí Àù³Þë ÞëÜÌëÜ 
½Hëõá Þ×í, Üëßë çëèõØ Üëßí çë×õÞë ±ëçí. Íÿë³äß Ö×ë ÃëÍólí Ö×ë ÖÕëçÜë_ Üâí ±ëäõ 
Öõ ìäÃõßõ Èõ. 
 ±õËáí Üëßí ÎìßÝëØ èìÀÀÖ Üëßë áÂëTÝë ÜðÉÚõ ÚßëÚß ±Þõ Âßí Èõ. 
 
çèí/- ±_Ãþõ°Üë_       ßð Ú ßð 

 çèí/- 
 
ÜÞõ Üëßí ÎìßÝëØÞí ÞÀá Üâõá Èõ.    Õùáíç çÚ ³Lç. 

ÃùÔßë ßõSäõ Õù.VËõåÞ 
çèí/- ±_Ãþõ°Üë_ 
 
ßäëÞë Ñ- ÉÝ ÛëßÖ çë×õ Üèõ.FÝð.Î.À.Üõ°. çë. 
   ßõSäõ ÀùËó ÃùÔßë ÖßÎ. 
 

çèí/- ±_Ãþõ°Üë_ 
ßõSäõ Õù.çÚ ³Lç. 

ÃùÔßë ßõSäõ Õù.VËõåÞ. 
 

 
±çá µÕß×í Âßí ÞÀá 
       çèí/- ±_Ãþõ°Üë_ 

Õùáíç çÚ ³Lç. 
ÃùÔßë ßõSäõ 

 



 
 

 

ÎùÉØëßí ÀëÜ ÇáëääëÞí ßíÖ ÚëÚÖÞë ÀëÝØëÞí 154 ×í ÀáÜÞí ßð±õ Õùáíç ×ëHëëÑ 
µÕß ±ëÕõáí ÀùìBÞ{õÚá ÃðLèëÞí Õèõáí ÂÚß I.Ãð.ß.Þ_.0010/2002 
 

çÚ-ìÍVËÿí@Ë-  äÍùØßë    ÍíVËÿí@Ë Ñ- äõVËÞý ßõSäõ 
ÃðLèù ×ÝëÞí ÖëßíÂ Ö×ë ÀáëÀ Ñ- Öë.27-2-2002 Þë ÀáëÀ 11/00 ×í 11/40 ØßQÝëÞ. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   
1. ÂÚß ±ëMÝëÞí ÖëßíÂ Ö×ë ÀáëÀ  Ñ- Öë.27-2-2002 Þë ÀáëÀ 22/30 
 

2. ÃðLèëÞí ÉÃë Ö×ë Õùáíç ×ëHëë×í  Ñ- ÃùÔßë ßõSäõ ÝëÍó '±õ' ÀõÚíÞ Õëçõ 
    ±_Öß Ö×ë ìØåë 
 

3. Õùáíç ×ëHëë µÕß×í ÜùÀSÝëÞí  ÖëßíÂ  Ñ- Öë.27-2-2002   
 

4. ÂÚß ±ëÕÞëß Ö×ë ÎìßÝëØíÞð_ ÞëÜ   Ñ- lí ç.Ö. ÜùèÚÖìç_è É\äëÞìç_è {ëáë ª.ä.54 
   Ö×ë ßèõäëÞð_ ÌõÀëb_       Ô_Ôù - ÞùÀßí Õù.çÚ ³Lç. ÃùÔßë ßõ.Õù.VËõåÞ 
 

5. ÖèùÜÖäëâëÞð_ ÞëÜ Ö×ë ßèõäëÞð_ ÌõÀëb_  Ñ- (1) ±õèÜØ ³ÚþëèíÜ (2) ÖöÝÚ ±OØðá ±°Ø 
         (3) ÜèÜØ ±áí ³ÚþëèíÜ åõÂ (4) ±õèÜØ ±OØðá 
          Ü°Ø (5) ç³ØÂë_ çíÀoØßÂëÞ ÕÌëHë (6) ³åëÀ 
          ±OØðá ÜðßëáÂëÞ (7) çíßëÉÛë³ ÜèÜØÛë³ åõÂ 
          (8) çíÀoØßÂëÞ ÝëçíÞÂëÞ ÕÌëHë (9) ÜÎÖ 
           ÜèÜØ èÞíÎ ±çßÎ (10) çÚß ÜèÜØ ³LØð°Ö 
          (11) ±Þäß ±OØðá Ü°Ø ÕíÖâ   ÚÔë ßèõ. 
           ÃùÔßë çÙÃá ÎâíÝë Ö×ë ÕùáÞ Ú½ß. 
 

6. ÃðLèëÞð_ Ë>_À äHëýÞ ÀáÜ çðKÔë ±Þõ Àù³  Ñ-  ÃðLèù  ³.Õí.Àù. ÀáÜ-307,   147,  148, 
    ÜëáÜIÖë á³ ÉäëÜë_ ±ëäí èùÝ       149, 436, 153-±õ ÖõÜÉ 120-Úí Ö×ë ³.ßõ.±õ@Ë 
    Öù ÖõÞð_ Ë>_À äHëýÞ         ÀáÜ-141, 150,153 Ö×ë ÍõÜõÉ Ë< ÕOáíÀ 
           −ùÕËa ±õ@Ë ÀáÜ-3, 7 ÜðÉÚ ±ë ÀëÜÞë_ ±ëßùÕí 
           ±ù±õ ÃõßÀëÝØõçß Ü_Íâí ßÇí Õùáíç Õëçõ×í ÕðÈ 
           ÕßÈ Àßí ßèõá ³çÜùÞõ ÈùÍëäí á³ Éäë Ö×ë 
           ËÿõÞÜë_ ÜðçëÎßí Àßí ßèõá ÕõîçõLÉßù µÕß −ëHëCëëÖÀ 
           èðÜáù Àßäë −ëHëCëëÖÀ èì×Ýëßù ÔëßHë Àßí,  
                    ±õçíÍ, ÀõßùçíÞ, ³×ß, ÕõËÿùá Éõäë ÉTáÞåíá×í 
           ËÿõÞÞë ÍOÚëÞõ ±ëÃ Çë_Õí ç_AÝëÚ_Ô ÕõîçõLÉßùÞë  
           ÜùÖ ÞíÕ½ääëÞí ÀùìåWë Àßí ÛÝ ±ë_ÖÀ Îõáëäí 
           ±ëäUÝÀ çõäë±ù Âùßäí Þë_Âí ÛëßÖíÝ ßõSäõÞí 
           ìÜáÀÖùÞõ ÞðÀåëÞ Àßí ÃðLèù ÀÝëý ìäÃõßõ ÚëÚÖ.      
 

7. ÖÕëç ÚëÚÖ Àßõáí ÖÉäíÉ ÂÚß  Ñ-   ÖðßÖ É 
    áÂí áõäëÞë ç_ÚÔÜë_ ×Ýõá Ïíá 
    ÚëÚÖ Âðáëçù 
8. ÜðÀØÜëÞù ìÞÀëá    Ñ-  
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -   
(çèí) ±_Ãþõ°Üë_ ±äëEÝ çèí    (èùtù )       Õù.çÚ ³Lç. 

 

. . . . ÕëÞ Þ_.2 µÕß . . . 



 
ÕëÞë Þ_.2 

 
Öë.27-02-2002 

 
 Üëv_ ÞëÜ ÜùèÚÖìç_è É\äëÞìç_è {ëáë ª.ä.54 Ô_Ôù-ÞùÀßí Õù.çÚ ³Lç. ÃùÔßë ßõSäõ 
Õùáíç VËõåÞ. 
 Üëßí lí ç.Ö. ÎìßÝëØ èìÀÀÖ ±õäí Èõ Àõ, èð_ ÃùÔßë ßõSäõ Õùáíç VËõåÞÜë_ ÈõSáë ±õÀ 
äWëý×í Õùáíç çÚ ³Lç. ÖßíÀõ ÎßÉ Ú½äð_ È\_. 
 ±ëÉßùÉ ±Üù ÃùÔßë ßõSäõ ÂëÖõ èëÉß èÖë IÝëßõ çëÚßÜÖí ±õ@ç−õç ËÿõÞÞë 
ÕõçõLÉßÚùÔíÞõ ÉáØ ÕØë×ùý ±õçíÍ, ÕõËÿùá Ö×ë ³×ß Éõäë Ûëßõ ÕØë×ùý×í V×ëìÞÀ ÜðVáíÜ 
áùÀù±õ çâÃëäí ØíÔõá ±Þõ ÖÜù ÕùáíçÞõ ÎëÝßÙÃÞù ÕHë ±ëåßù áõäù ÕÍõá Éõ ÚëÚÖõ ÃùÔßë 
ßõSäõ Õù.VËõ.Î.Ãð.ß.Þ_.006/2002 ³.Õí.Àù. ÀáÜ-143, 147,148,149,337,338, 438, 
302,307 ³.ßõ.±õ@Ë-141,150,152 ìäÃõßõ ÜðÉÚÞù ÃðÞù ÉõÜë_ jëí-ÕðvWëù °äÖë çâÃëäí 
ìØÔõáë, ÉõÜë_ ç_AÝëÚ_Ô áùÀù ÜßHë ×Ýõáë Èõ ±Þõ ±ÜðÀ áùÀùÞõ Ã_Ûíß ³½±ù ×Öë_ 
èùVÕíËáÜë_ çëßäëß èõÌâ Èõ. 
 µÕßùÀÖ ÚÞëä ç_ØÛýÜë_ ÃùÔßë ßõSäõ VËõåÞ '±õ' ÀõÚíÞ Õëçõ çÙÃá ÎìâÝë çëÜõ Àõ 
FÝë_ ÜðVáíÜùÞí äVÖí Èõ IÝë_ ÀáëÀ 11.00 Þë çðÜëßõ èëÉß èÖë. µÕß ÉHëëäõá ÃðÞëÞë ÀëÜõ 
V×ëìÞÀ ÕùáíçÞí ÜØØ×í Ö×ë ±ëß.Õí.±õÎ.Þë ÜëHëçùÞí ÜØØ×í ÃðÞõÃëßùÞõ ßëµLÍ ±Õ Àßõáë 
±Þõ Öõ±ùÞí ÕðÈÕßÈ ÀßÖë èÖë IÝëßõ Öõ±ùÞõ ÈùÍëäí Éäë Ö×ë ËÿõÞÜë_ ÜðçëÎßí ÀßÖë ±LÝ 
ÕõçõLÉßù µÕß −ëHëCëëÖÀ èðÜáù Àßäë ÜëËõ ÕõËÿùá, ìÍ{áÞë ÀõßÚë á³Þõ Ö×ë ³×ß, ÔëßíÝë, 
áëÀÍí, Öáäëß ìäÃõßõ −ëHëCëëÖÀ èì×Ýëß çë×õ Úøëõ ÚëÉ\×í ÍëÚí ÉÜHëí ÚëÉ\×í ØùÍí ±ëäõá 
±ëåßõ 2500 ×í 3000 ÜëHëçùÞð_ Ëùâð_ ÇùîÀëßë ÕÍÀëßë ÀßÖð_ ØùÍÖð_ ±ëäí Öõ±ùÞë ÀõËáëÀ 
áùÀù±õ ½õßØëß ÕJ×ßÜëßù ±õçíÍ ÚSÚ ÎõîÀÖë ËÿõÀ µÕß µÛí ÕõçõLÉß ËÿõÞ µÕß ÕJ×ßÜëßù 
ÀßÖë_ Ôçí ±ëäÖë èÖë. ±ë äÂÖõ Öõ±ù Üëßù ÀëÕù ìèLØð±ùÀù ÀëË Íëáù ±õäí ÚñÜù ÕëÍÖë 
èÖë. 
 ±ë äÂÖõ ÕõçõLÉß ËÿõÞÜë_ ÜðçëÎßí Àßí ßèõáë Úâõáë ÍOÚëÞõ (ÚùÔí) çë×õ ßèõáë ±Þõ 
±ë ÚùÔíÜë_×í Üèë ÕßëHëõ ÚÇõáë Öõäë ìär ìèLØð ÕßíWëØÞë ÀëÝýÀßù ÕùáíçÞí ÀëÜÃíßíÜë_ 
ÜØØwÕ ×Öë_ èÖë, ±Þõ ÍõÍÚùÍí ÕHë ÀÏëäë ÜëËõ ÜØØwÕ ×Öë_ èÖë. ±ë äÂÖõ ËùâëÞõ ½õÖë_ Éõ 
±ëßùÕíÞõ ±Üù Õùáíçõ ßëµLÍ±Õ Àßõáë ±Þõ ÕñÈÕßÈ ÀßÖë_ èÖë Öõ±ùÞõ ÕHë ÈùÍëäí Éäë 
áëÃõáë. Õùáíç µÕß ±ëß.Õí.±õÎ. µÕß ÖõÜÉ V×ëìÞÀ ÕõçõLÉßù µÕß ±Þõ ÃùÔßëÞí Õùáíç 
µÕß çÂÖ ÕJ×ßÜëßù, ±õçíÍÞë ÚSÚ, ÕõËÿùáÞë ÚSÚÞù Üëßù ×Öë_ µÕßùÀÖ ÕÀÍõá 
±ëßùÕí±ùÞõ ÈùÍëääëÞí ÀùìåWë ÀßÖë 
 

. . . . ÕëÞ-Þ_.3 µÕß . . . .



 
ÕëÞ-Þ_.3 

 
. . . . ±Þõ ÕìßìV×ìÖ ÚõÀëÚñ ÚÞí ÉÖí èÖí, Éõ×í ±Üù Ö×ë ³LÇëÉý ±õç.Õí. lí ìåQÕí 
çëèõÚõ ±ë ËùâëÞõ ÃõßÀëÝØõçß Ü_Íâí ÚÖëäõá èùÝ ìäÂõßë³ Éäë ±ëØõå ±ëÕõáë. Õß_Öð Àù³ 
±çß ×Ýõá Þèí IÝëß ÕÈí ½õÝð_ Öù ±ë ìèoçÀ ±Þõ ÉÞñÞí Ëùâð_ äÔðÞõ äÔð Þ°À ±ëäÖð_ èÖð_ 
±Þõ ËùâëÞë ÀõËáëÀ ÜëHëçù ÕõçõLÉßùÞë ÍOÚë ÖßÎ Ôçí ±ëäÖë Öõ±ùÞõ ìäÂõßë³ Éäë äëß_äëß 
çðÇÞë ±ëÕõá ÈÖë_ ìäÂõßëÝõáë Þèí ±Þõ ìèoçÀ Ëùâð_ ìäÂõßëÝõá ÞèÙ Éõ×í ±ëÂßõ Þ È\ËÀõ 
³LÇëÉý ±õç.Õí.lí ìåQMëí çëèõÚõ Õù.Àù.ÜëÞçÙÃ Üðâ°Ûë³Þõ èäëÜë_ ÎëÝßÙÃ ÀßäëÞð_ ÀèõÖë_ 
èäëÜë_ ±õÀ ßëµLÍ ÎëÝß Àßõá Õß_Öð ÖõÞí ±çß Þ ×Öë_ Úí½ hëHë ßëµLÍ èäëÜë_ ÎëÝß Àßõáë 
Õß_Öð ±ë ÎëÝßÙÃÞí ÕHë Àù³ ±çß ÕÍõáí Þèí IÝëßÕÈí Îßí×í ±õÀ ßëµLÍ èäëÜë_ ÎëÝß 
Àßõáù Õß_Öð ÖõÞí ±çß ×Ýõá ÞèÙ èùäë×í Öõ äÂÖõ ±õÀ ³çÜ Öáäëß çë×õ Ôçí ±ëäí áùÀùÞõ 
µUÀßHëí ÀßÖù èÖù ÖõÞõ ÀÜßÞë ÞíÇõÞë ÛëÃõ ÎëÝß Àßäë ±õç.Õí. lí ìåQÕí çëèõÚõ èðÀÜ 
ÀßÖë ÖõÞí ÀÜßÞë ÞíÇõÞë ÛëÃõ ìÞåëÞ á³ Õù.Àù.ÜëÞçÙÃõ ÖõÞí 303 ßëÝÎáÜë_×í ±õÀ 
ßëµLÍ ÎëÝß Àßõá ÉõÞë×í Öõ ³çÜÞõ ³½ ×Ýõá ÉõÞõ ÃõßÀëÝØõçß Ü_ÍâíÞë ÜëHëçù µÇÀí ÖõÞõ 
á³ ÃÝõá ±Þõ Úí° ÚëÉ\ ÕHë Üëßù ÀëÕùÞí ÇíÇíÝëßí ÀßÖë_ ìèoçÀ Ëùâð_ Ôçí ±ëäÖë 
³Lç.±õç.Õí. lí ìåQÕí çëèõÚÞë èðÀÜ×í Úí½ Úõ ßëµLÍ Àßõáë ÉõÞë×í ³½ ×Ýõá Àõ ÀõÜ Öõ 
ÉHëëÝõá Þèí. 
 ±Üëßë×í ×ùÍõÀ Øñß ìèoçÀ Ëùâð_ èì×Ýëßù çë×õ Üëßù ÀëÕùÞí ÚñÜ ÕëÍÖð_ Ôçí ±ëäÖë 
±ëß.Õí.±õÎ.Þë ÀÜëLÍLË lí, ±õç.±õÇ.ÕëLÍõ çëèõÚõ ±ë ÃõßÀëÝØõçß Ü_ÍâíÞõ ìäÂõßë³ Éäë 
ÜëËõ èðÀÜ ÀÝùý Õß_Öð ±õ Þèí ìäÂõßëÖë ±ë ËùâëÞõ ìäÂõßäë ÎëÝßÙÃ Àßäë ÕëLÍõ çëèõÚÞë 
èðÀÜ×í ±ëß.Õí.±õÎ. Þë ÜëHëçùÞõ Àõ Éõ±ù ±ëß.Õí.±õÎ. çöìÞÀ {ëáëÛë³ ÜëÞçÙÃ Ö×ë 
±õÞ.Àõ. äÜëý ÖõÜÉ ìäßõL£ìç_è Õëçõ×í ÃùâíÚëß Àßëäõá Öõäð_ ½Hëäë Üâõá, ±ë µÕßë_Ö 
Õí.±õç.±ë³. lí ÃÏäí±õ ÕùÖëÞí ßíäùSäßÜë_×í Úõ ßëµLÍ èäëÜë_ ÎëÝßÙÃ Àßõá. 
 ±ë äÂÖõ ÕùáíçÞë ÜëHëçù ±õ.±õç.±ë³. Èhëìç_è Ã_Ûíßìç_è Ö×ë Õù.Àù. ÜèõLÄìç_è 
ÛíÂðìç_è Ö×ë Õù.Àù. áZÜHëìç_è ÞëÞìç_è Ö×ë Õù.Àù. èíßëÛë³ ØùáëÛë³ Ö×ë Õù.Àù. 
ÀíßíËìç_è èßíìç_è Ö×ë Õù.Àù. èõÜõLÄ ßÜHëáëá Ö×ë Õù.Àù. ßëÜëÛë³ áÂëÛë³ Ö×ë Õù.Àù. 
ßëÜìç_è ÃÛõìç_è Ö×ë Õù.Àù. −ÛëÖÛë³ ÕðÞëÛë³ Ö×ë Õù.Àù. ÜëÞìç_è Üðâ°Ûë³ Ö×ë 
±ëß.Õí.±õÎ.Þë ìä¿Üìç_è ÖõÜÉ {ëáëÛë³ ÜëÞìç_è Ö×ë ±õÞ.Àõ. äÜëý Ö×ë ±ëß.Õí.±õÎ.Þë 
ÀÜëLÍLË lí, ±õç.±õÞ. ÕëLÍõ Ö×ë ±ëß.Õí.±õÎ. Þë ÜëHëçù èëÉß èÖë. çëÚßÜÖí ±õ@ç−õç 
ËÿõÞÜë_ çâÃëäí ØõäëÜë_ ±ëäõá èÖí ±Þõ Öõ ÍOÚëÜë_×í ÕðvWëù, ÚëâÀù, jëù±ùÞí áëåù Úèëß 
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ÕëÞ-Þ_.4 
 
. . . . ÀëÏäë ÜëËõ ìärìèLØð ÕßíWëØÞë ÉÞÀÛë³ Ö×ë ÀëLÖíáëá Øäõ Ö×ë ßëÉ\Ûë³ ìä§áÛë³ 
Øß° Ö×ë ÀÀáð_ À<Üëß µÎõý ìÞÖíÞÀ<Üëß èìß−çëØ Ö×ë ±LÝ ÀëÝýÀßù ÕHë èëÉß èÖë. 
 Õùáíçõ Ö×ë ±ëß.Õí.±õÎ. Ö×ë ÃùÔßë V×ëìÞÀ Õùáíç ÜëHëçù±õ ìèoçÀ ËùâëÜë_×í 
ßëµLÍ ±Õ Àßõáë ³çÜùÞë ÞëÜ ÕñÈÖë_ Öõ±ù ÞíÇõ ÜðÉÚ ÚÖëäõá Èõ. 
(1) ±õèÜØ ³ÚþëèíÜ ½Öõ ÜðçáÜëÞ çðÀíÝë ª.ä.55 ßèõ. ÜèÜùØí ÜèùSáù ÀÚþVÖëÞí ÚëÉ\Üë_ 
ÞëÞí Õëçõ áëÀÍí, 
(2) ÖöÝÚ ±OØðá ±°É ½Öõ-ÛëÃáíÝë ª.ä.20 ßèõ. ÜèÜØí ÜèùSáù, ÃùÔßë ÞëÞí Õëçõ 
áùÂ_ÍÞù çâíÝù, 
(3) ÜèÜØ èìÞÎ ³ÚþëèíÜ åõÂ ª.ä.30 ßèõ. áíÚÍí ÎâíÝë, ÃùÔßë ÞëÞí Õëçõ, áùÂ_ÍÞù 
çâíÝù, 
(4) ±èõÜØ ±OØðá Ü°Ø ½Öõ-Ãßíáë ª.ä.59 ßèõ. ÕùáÞ Ú½ß, ÃùÔßë ÞëÞí Õëçõ áëÀÍí, 
(5) ç³Ø Âë_ çÙÀØßÂëÞ ½Öõ-ÕÌëHë ª.ä.18 ßèõ. çÙÃá ÎâíÝë ÞëÞí Õëçõ ÔëßíÝð_, 
(6) ³åëÀ ±OØðá ÜðVëáÜëÞ ª.ä.42 ßèõ. ÕùáÞ Ú½ß, ÃùÔßë ÞëÞí Õëçõ ÔëßíÝð_, 
(7) çíßëÉÛë³ ÜèÜØÛë³ åõÂ ª.ä.42 ßèõ. ÜèÜØí ÜèùSáù, ÃùÔßë ÞëÞí Õëçõ áëÀÍí, 
(8) çÙÀØßÂëÞ ÝëçíÞÂëÞ ÕÌëHë ª.ä.50 ßèõ. èÜíßÕðß ßùÍ, ÃùÔßë ÞëÞí Õëçõ ±õçíÍ 
Ûßõáù ÚùËá ÞëÞí, 
(9) ÜNÖ ÜèÜØ èÞíÎ ±åßÎ ½Öõ-åõÂ ª.ä.20 ßèõ. ÜíÌí ÂëÞë ÜèùSáù, ÃùÔßë ÞëÞí 
Õëçõ ±õçíÍ Ûßõáí ÞëÞí ÚùËá, 
(10) ±Þäß ±OØðá Ü°Ø ½Öõ-ÕíÖâ ª.ä.62 ßèõ. ÜèoÜØí ÜèùSáù, ÃùÔßë ÞëÞí Õëçõ 
áùÂ_ÍÞù çâíÝù, 
(11) çOÚß ÜèoÜØ ½Öõ-³LÄ°Ö ÜðçáÜëÞ ª.ä.44 ßèõ. ÇùÀí Þ_.3 Þí ÚëÉ\Üë_, ÃùÔßë 
ÞëÞí Õëçõ áëÀÍí, 
 ±ëÜ ÕùÖëÞù ÃðLèëèíÖ ³ßëØù Úß áëääë ÜëËõ ÃõßÀëÝØõçß Ü_Íâí ÚÞí −ëHëCëëÖÀ 
èì×Ýëßù ÔëßHë Àßí ±õçíÍ, ÀõßùçíÞ, ³×ß, ÕõËÿùá Éõäë ÉTäáÞåíá ÕØë×ùý ËÿõÞÞë ÍOÚë±ùÞõ 
±ëÃ Çë_Õí ç_AÝëÚ_Ô ³çÜùÞë ÜùÖ ÞíÕ½ääëÞí ÀùìåWë ÀßäëÞð_ Ö×ë ÛÝ ±ë_ÖÀ Îõáëäí 
±ëäUÝÀ çõäë±ù Âùßäí Þë_Âí Öõ±ù±õ ÛÝ Ö×ë ±ë_ÖÀ ÕõØë Àßõá Öõ×í Öõ±ùÞí çëÜõ ÛëßÖíÝ 
ØoÍ çèíÖë ÀáÜ-307, 147,148,149,436,153-±õ ÖõÜÉ 120-Úí Ö×ë ³.ßõ.±õ@Ë 
ÀáÜ-141, 150,153 Ö×ë ÍõÜõÉ Ë< ÕOáíÀ −ùÕËí ±õ@Ë ÀáÜ-3, 7 ÜðÉÚ ÀëÝØõçß ×äë 
ÎìßÝëØ Èõ. 
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ÕëÞ-Þ_.5 
 
 Üëßë çëèõØù Üëßí ÎìßÝëØÜë_ ÉHëëäõá Õùáíç, ±ëß.Õí.±õÎ.Þë ±ìÔÀëßí±ù Ö×ë 
ÜëHëçù ±Þõ ìärìèLØð_ ÕßíWëØÞë ÀëÝýÀßù Ö×ë ÖÕëçÜë_ ìÞÀâõ Öõ Èõ. 
 ±õËáí Üëßí ÎìßÝëØ èÀíÀÖ Üëßë áAëëTÝë ÜðÉÚõÞí ÚßëÚß ±Þõ Âßí èùÝ ±ë ÞíÇõ 
çèí Àßõá Èõ. Öë.27-2-2002 
 
çèí/- ±_Ãþõ°Üë_       ßð Ú ßð 

      

     çèí/- ±_Ãþõ°Üë_ 
 

          Õùáíç çÚ ³LçÕõ@Ëß 
  ÃùÔßë ßõSäõ Õù.VËõåÞ 

 
ßäëÞë Ñ- ÉÝ ÛëßÖ çë×õ Üèõ.FÝð.Î.À.Üõ°. çë. 
   ßõSäõ ÀùËó ÃùÔßë ÖßÎ. 
 

±õçÍí/-  
 

Õùáíç VËõåÞ ±ùìÎçß 
ÃùÔßë ßõSäõ Õù.VËõåÞ. 

 
 
±çá µÕß×í Âßí ÞÀá 
       çèí/- ±_Ãþõ°Üë_ 

Õùáíç çÚ ³Lç. 
ÃùÔßë ßõSäõ 




